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ABSTRACT
Sports-related concussion (SRC) represents a major epidemiological concern in the adolescent
and collegiate athlete populations, with conservative estimates of approximately four million
SRCs occurring each year in the United States. While the majority of previous research has
emphasized the management and recovery of the cognitive aspects of SRC, recent data indicates
subtle motor behavior is altered following a concussive event. Injury surveillance literature
indicates that adolescent and collegiate athletes are at an approximately 2–4 greater risk for
lower extremity (LE) injury following an SRC when compared to matched controls and pre-SRC
LE injury rates. Furthermore, athletes with a previous SRC history are sustaining high rates of
LE injuries at time periods well-beyond clinical clearance to resume sport, in certain cases
upwards of one year after SRC occurrence. However, the biomechanical and cognitive
mechanisms that underpin the relationship between SRC and LE injury have yet to be fully
elucidated by the present literature. Further study of sport-specific tasks, in conjunction with
cognitive performance markers, is necessary to provide a mechanistic rationale as to why athletes
with SRC histories are sustaining LE injuries at a greater rate than controls. Therefore, multiple
literature reviews (Chapters 1–3) were warranted to orient the reader to the current knowledge
base surrounding SRC and its associations with LE injury risk. The purposes of the literature
reviews were as follows: 1) to provide a comprehensive overview of the current literature
relating to SRC; 2) to examine current SRC management strategies and their utility in identifying
concussed athletes at-risk for LE injury; and 3) to systematically investigate the influence of
cognitive performance on LE injury risk.
The overall purpose of these dissertation studies was to identify whether adolescent and
collegiate athletes with and without an SRC history demonstrated differences in LE
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biomechanics and cognitive performance during sport-specific jump-landing maneuvers.
Additionally, this dissertation sought to identify biomechanical and cognitive predictors of SRC
injury history in collegiate athletes. This dissertation utilized common LE biomechanical and
cognitive testing tools to assess whether previously concussed adolescent and collegiate athletes
were at greater risk for LE injury compared to non-concussed controls. The first study (Chapter
4) examined group differences in drop-landing biomechanics in adolescent athletes with and
without an SRC history. LE kinematic and kinetic patterns previously associated with LE injury
risk during landing tasks were measured and it was determined that previously concussed
adolescents performed drop-landings with significantly less sagittal plane landing motion versus
controls. In the second quantitative study (Chapter 5), the associations between LE landing
biomechanics during a land-and-cut task and cognitive performance on various assessments were
measured in a collegiate athlete cohort with and without an SRC history. Pearson correlation
coefficients indicated significant associations between functional visuomotor reaction time and
peak knee flexion, as well as associations between knee abduction moment and computerized
cognitive performance, only in collegiate athletes with an SRC history. In the final study
(Chapter 6), LE landing biomechanics were measured in collegiate athletes with a previous SRC
history and healthy matched controls during a reactionary jump-landing maneuver. Additionally,
cognitive performance was measured with a battery of clinical and functional tasks in both
cohorts. Group-based (ANOVA) and predictive modeling (binary logistic regression and a C5.0
decision algorithm tree) were implored to identify the most relevant LE landing biomechanics
and cognitive performance variables associated with SRC history. Compared to the control
cohort, previously concussed collegiate athletes demonstrated significantly less knee flexion on
both dominant (DOM) and non-dominant (NDOM) limbs during the land-and-cut tasks.
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Additionally, Multiple Object Tracking score and knee flexion (binary logistic regression) as
well as Verbal Memory, knee flexion, and Go / No Go total score (C5.0 decision tree algorithm)
were identified as the strongest indicators of previous SRC injury history.
In summary, this dissertation utilized a multifaceted approach to identify subtle
biomechanical and cognitive mechanisms in previously concussed athletes that may provide an
objective rationale for the relationship between SRC and future LE injury risk. Specifically,
adolescent and collegiate athletes performed landing tasks with significantly less sagittal plane
motion versus control athlete, suggesting a potential biomechanical mechanism for LE injury
after an SRC. Additionally, worsening performance on cognitive measures of working memory
and attentional capacity were indicative of a previous SRC history. The present findings suggest
clinical management of an SRC should incorporate specific assessments to monitor both motor
and cognitive performance in concussed athletes. Future research should examine both pre- and
post-SRC biomechanical performance during sport-specific tasks with an imposed cognitive load
to further our understanding of LE injury risk in athletes who sustain an SRC.
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CHAPTER 1
Comprehensive Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
A concussion can be classified as a brain injury of various severity induced by (a) impact directly
to the head and / or (b) impulsive forces acted on other body areas that are transmitted to the
head, subsequently leading to a complex pathophysiological cascade of damaging events
(McCrory et al., 2017). Sports-related concussions (SRCs) are now suggested to be a major
public health crisis, with an estimated 1.6–3.8 million occurring each year in the United States
(Langlois et al., 2006). From 2001–2005, athletes ages 8–19 made approximately 251,000 visits
to the emergency department due to SRC (Bakhos et al., 2010) and approximately 1.1–1.9
million sport- and recreation-based concussions occur yearly in children under 18 years old
(Bryan et al., 2016). More concerning, SRC injury rates are increasing even with lower yearly
youth sport participants (Bakhos et al., 2010). Furthermore, it is estimated that SRCs account for
6.2% of all injuries among collegiate athletes (Covassin, Swanik, & Sachs, 2003; Zuckerman et
al., 2015), as well as 9.6% and 4.0% of injuries in youth and high school football athletes,
respectively (Dompier et al., 2015). Injury rates may vary based on participation level, ranging
from 2.4–12.8 SRCs per 10,000 athletic exposures (Lincoln et al., 2011; Zuckerman et al., 2015).
Increased reporting behaviors of a head injury are attributed to heightened media attention and
awareness surrounding the severity of a concussive event (Cross et al., 2016), however,
approximately 50% of all SRCs are not reported (Register-Mihalik et al., 2013; Wallace,
Covassin, Nogle, Gould, & Kovan, 2017). An athlete may choose not to report an SRC for
various reasons, including pressure from coaches and teammates (Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler,
2017a), believing the injury was not serious (Fraas et al., 2014), and / or a general unawareness
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of common SRC symptoms (Llewellyn et al., 2014). Following an SRC, an athlete may
experience a multitude of symptoms, such as headache, blurred vision, slowed reaction time,
photophobia, feeling “foggy”, and abnormalities in gait and balance (Guskiewicz, 2003; Pellman
et al., 2004; Laker, 2015).
To determine when an athlete is safe to return-to-play (RTP), athletic trainers and sports
medicine personal typically administer a variety of assessment batteries. These tools include
symptom reporting and monitoring the time-to-symptom resolution (Covassin et al.,
2006;Frommer et al., 2011), neuropsychological (NP) examinations (Ellemberg, Leclerc,
Couture, & Daigle, 2007; Echemendia et al., 2012), and balance / postural control testing
(McCrea et al., 2003; Peterson, Ferrara, Mrazik, Piland, & Elliott, 2003; Sosnoff, Broglio, Shin,
& Ferrara, 2011). Under the current paradigm of SRC assessments, an athlete is typically
cleared to resume sport approximately 14 days post-injury (Covassin, Elbin, Harris, Parker, &
Kontos, 2012; McCrory et al., 2017), however, children and adolescent athletes may require a
greater time to injury resolution (Halstead, Walter, & Moffatt, 2018). A recent study of youth
athletes determined that 14.5% of 8–12 year olds and 35.7% of 13–17 year olds required longer
than a month to resume sport following an SRC (Purcell et al., 2016).
Significant issues arise when utilizing these traditional measures to evaluate an athlete’s
physical and cognitive readiness following SRC. Specifically, athletes may underreport or hide
symptoms from medical personal (Meier, Brummel, et al., 2015) for fear of missing playing time
or due to established cultural perceptions that an SRC is a sign of weakness (Wallace, Covassin,
& Beidler, 2017). Athletes purposefully perform poorly on baseline NP screenings in order to
subsequently exceed these scores following an SRC, thereby allowing for a faster RTP (Walton
et al., 2018). Traditional balance measures, such as the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS),
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are limited to the subjective judgement of the test administrator (Bell et al., 2011), while
objective static measures (e.g., Sensory Organization Test, SOT) may not be sensitive enough to
detect subtle concussive deficits when performing complex sporting maneuvers (Ford et al.,
2018). Overall, traditional SRC measures of symptom reporting, NP testing, and balance do not
account for the cognitive and motor demands placed upon an athlete within a sporting
environment (Howell, Buckley, Lynall, & Meehan, 2018). Given these limitations, it may be
useful to study sport-specific dynamic activity following an SRC to determine an appropriate
return-to-sport timeline and mitigate the risk for subsequent injury.
While the aforementioned tools provide significant insight into SRC injuries, a need for
dynamic movement analyses is warranted, given that athletes are often exposed to both
cognitively and physically challenging tasks during sport. Prior analysis of gait in post-SRC
individuals have revealed instabilities (Catena, Van Donkelaar, et al., 2007) that may be further
presented during enhanced motor and cognitive loading conditions. During dual-task gait
conditions, post-SRC athletes demonstrated significant deficits in gait velocity (Lee et al., 2013)
and frontal / sagittal plane stability (Basford et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2013). Alterations in interjoint coordination variability during complex gait tasks suggest that greater neuromuscular
control is needed following a concussive injury (Chiu et al., 2013). When paired with a dual
cognitive task, deficits in locomotor abilities may persist multiple weeks beyond symptom
resolution and a return to NP baseline scores (Fait, McFadyen, Swaine, & Cantin, 2009),
suggesting variable recovery rates exist amongst SRC assessment modalities (Livingston et al.,
2012). Residual SRC impairments after clearance for RTP, including a failure to report
symptoms or subtle functional motor deficits, may place an athlete at greater risk for injury
(Pietrosimone, Golightly, Mihalik, & Guskiewicz, 2015; Herman et al., 2017).
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Although rare, a symptomatic athlete who returns to sport and sustains another head
injury (termed Second Impact Syndrome) may be in danger for permanent disability or death
(Cantu & Voy, 1995). Furthermore, athletes with a history of an SRC are 2–6 times more likely
to sustain an additional concussive injury (Guskiewicz, Weaver, Padua, & Garrett, 2000;
Zemper, 2003). While these serious risk factors are noted, the scope of the present literature
review and dissertation is to examine the influence of SRC on lower extremity (LE) injury risk
factors during sport-specific jump-landing maneuvers. Recent evidence suggests that both
adolescent (Lynall et al., 2017) and collegiate athletes (Lynall, Mauntel, Padua, & Mihalik,
2015; Gilbert, Burdette, Joyner, Llewellyn, & Buckley, 2016; Herman et al., 2017) are at a
significantly greater risk for LE injury following an SRC. This risk has been noted to be present
upwards of one year after the concussive event, as collegiate athletes with an SRC history
displayed greater injury rates (64-67% increase) compared to control groups during this time
period (Lynall et al., 2015; Fino et al., 2017).
In light of recent findings that a single SRC may lead to a greater risk for LE injury,
researchers have begun to explore the biomechanical alterations post-SRC to provide an
objective rationale for this newfound relationship. When compared to controls, post-SRC
collegiate athletes demonstrated impairments during isometric force productions tasks, deficits
that were present 10–20 months after the SRC injury (Slobounov, Sebastianelli, & Simon, 2002).
Previously concussed collegiate individuals displayed greater knee valgus and internal rotation
during a jump-cut maneuver (Lapointe et al., 2017), along with changes in LE stiffness during a
jump-landing task (DuBose et al., 2017). These studies suggest altered neuromuscular control
strategies (Slobounov et al., 2002; DuBose et al., 2017), potentially placing an individual at
greater risk for LE injury during an athletic event. However, limitations such as single-trial
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analysis (DuBose et al., 2017) or lack of a complete LE dataset (Lapointe et al., 2017) limit our
current understanding of the influence of SRC on LE biomechanics during a jump-landing
maneuver. Further study of sport-specific tasks is needed to provide a rationale as to why postSRC athletes are sustaining LE injuries at a greater rate than athletes without an SRC history
(Lynall et al., 2015). Therefore, the purposes of the present literature review were as follows: 1)
to provide a comprehensive overview of the current literature relating to SRC; 2) to examine
previous literature relating to SRC and LE injury risk; and 3) to investigate mechanisms that
provide a rationale for increased LE injury risk post-SRC.

1.2 Sports-Related Concussion Injury Incidence
Concussions sustained during competitive sports are now considered to be a serious public health
crisis, as recent evidence suggests that 1.6–3.8 million concussive injuries occur in the United
States each year (Langlois et al., 2006), with the majority of SRCs occurring in children under 18
years old (Bryan et al., 2016). An SRC accounted for 9.6% and 4.0% of total injuries reported in
youth and high school football athletes, respectively (Dompier et al., 2015). In collegiate
athletes, SRCs comprised of approximately 6.2% of injuries sustained during a competitive
season (Covassin et al., 2003; Zuckerman et al., 2015). Compared to the previous 15 years,
collegiate athletes participating in men’s and women’s basketball and lacrosse are at a two times
greater risk for an SRC (Covassin et al., 2016). Overall, it appears the number of reported SRCs
is increasing, attributed to greater awareness by those involved in sport (e.g. parents, sports
medicine personal; Lincoln et al., 2011). Although reporting behaviors have shown general
improvement across sport, an estimated 50% of all SRCs are not brought to the attention of a
medical professional (Register-Mihalik et al., 2013; Wallace, Covassin, Nogle, et al., 2017).
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The incidence of SRC may be sport- and level-dependent, as professional rugby athletes
sustain SRCs at a rate of 8.9 injuries per 1000 exposure hours (Cross et al., 2016), while these
rates are much lower in traditional high school athletics (Lincoln et al., 2011). In a recent
systematic review and meta-analysis, youth athletes in rugby (4.18), hockey (1.20), and football
(0.53) sustained the greatest number of SRCs per 1000 exposures hours, while those in volleyball
(0.03), baseball (0.06) and cheerleading (0.07) were reported to have the lowest SRC rate (Pfister
et al., 2016). Furthermore, athletes across all skill levels are at a greater risk for SRC during
competition compared to practice (Covassin et al., 2003; Dompier et al., 2015), which may be
attributed to a more aggressive playing style and increased sporting demands. Male and female
collegiate soccer athletes were reported to be at a 5.54 and 9.05 times greater risk for SRC during
games, respectively (Zuckerman et al., 2015), while male collegiate football athletes were
approximately 7.10 times more likely to sustain an SRC in competition (Dompier et al., 2015;
Zuckerman et al., 2015). In a recent investigation of 20 high school sports, Kerr et al. (2019)
reported an incidence rate of 10.37 SRCs per 10,000 athletic exposures in competition versus
2.04 SRCs per 10,000 athletic exposures in practice. Over three-quarters of collegiate athletes
reported an SRC during the in-season sport phase, with the majority (61.4%) occurring in
competition (Covassin et al., 2016). It is believed that sustaining a higher frequency of head
impacts during games, compared to practice, may lead to this increased risk of SRC (Reynolds et
al., 2017; Ford et al., 2018).
A history of SRC has been determined to be a significant risk factor for a subsequent
concussive event. In a study of intercollegiate athletes from various sports, Covassin et al.
(2007) reported that 52% of presently concussed athletes reported a previous SRC history. High
school athletes who report three or more prior SRCs are 6.70 times more likely to experience
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loss of conscious (LOC), as well as amnesia and confusion, during a subsequent SRC compared
to those without a prior SRC history (Collins et al., 2002). Collegiate male football athletes who
reported at least three previous SRCs were three times more likely to sustain an additional
concussive injury and have a prolonged recovery period (Guskiewicz et al., 2003). Furthermore,
a history of recurrent SRCs has been associated with impairments upon retirement from
professional football, particularly relating cognitive performance and memory loss (Guskiewicz
et al., 2005). As more research is being conducted in athletes with a history of SRC, it appears
that there is a minority of individuals at greater risk for developing a multitude of long-term
effects, including depression, mild cognitive impairment, dementia, Alzheimer’s and other
neuropathological conditions such as Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE; Manley et al.,
2017).

1.3 Physiological and Biomechanical Mechanisms of Sports-Related Concussion
An SRC falls under the umbrella classification of a mild traumatic brain injury, the distinction
being that an SRC is typically viewed as a functional injury rather than an injury with both
functional and structural damages (Karlin, 2011). The definition of an SRC varies slightly
amongst the existing literature; however, a few shared components can be ascertained to describe
a concussive injury. Specifically, an SRC occurs when significant biomechanical forces are
transmitted to the brain via direct contact to the cranium or impulsive loads generated from an
impact sustained to another part of the body (Giza & Kutcher, 2014). Early exploratory studies
of cats, pigs, and rodents utilized various fluid percussion models for determining the cellular
and molecular events that may occur in humans after brain injury (Lyeth, 2016). Once an athlete
sustains an SRC, a cascade of neurometabolic events occur in an attempt to restore ionic balance
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within the injured brain (Giza & Hovda, 2015). A release of glutamine and aspartate may lead to
cell permeability alterations that damage and ultimately kill the cell (Grady, 2010). The
aforementioned amino acids lead to potassium ions exiting the cell, while a sodium and calcium
influx occurs, thereby changing cellular pH levels and causing the blood vessels to constrict
(Grady, 2010; Giza & Hovda, 2015). An “energy crisis” occurs as the brain requires increased
glucose metabolism to restore membrane potential (Giza & Hovda, 2001), all while being in a
state of reduced cerebral blood flow (Taylor & Bell, 1966). A longitudinal study of collegiate
football athletes determined those with a poor recovery outcome (defined as greater than 14 days
recovery) had reduced blood flow in the midinsular cortex (believed to be involved in sensory
integration; Bushara et al., 2001) at one month post-SRC compared to athletes who recovered
within 14 days (Meier, Bellgowan, et al., 2015). This mismatch in energy supply and demand is
thought to express itself through acute psychological and motor behavioral changes commonly
seen in concussed individuals (Giza & Hovda, 2015).

1.3.1 Neurophysiological Markers of Sports-Related Concussion
Traditional medical imaging, such as computed tomography, may not demonstrate the sensitivity
to detect microstructural damage after a concussive event (Giza & Hovda, 2015). SRCs
generally reflect a pathophysiological disturbance, rather than a structural injury readily seen on
standard neuroimaging measures (Collins, Kontos, Reynolds, Murawski, & Fu, 2014;
Ellenbogen et al., 2018). However, recent medical advances have allowed researchers to gain
further insight into the subtle, yet lingering, physiological alterations that occur following an
SRC. Overall, it appears that physiological abnormalities exist beyond traditional clinical
resolution in athletes who sustain an SRC (Kamins et al., 2017). Functional magnetic resonance
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imaging (fMRI), which measures blood oxygenation levels during various tasks, demonstrated
abnormal activity during a continuous working memory task in post-SRC young adults (Lovell et
al., 2007). In a series of fMRI investigations in male athletes with SRC, symptomatic and
asymptomatic individuals tended to perform verbal and visual memory tasks with significantly
less activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Chen et al., 2004; Chen, Johnston, Collie,
McCrory, & Ptito, 2007), a brain region often associated with working memory performance.
More recently, previously concussed collegiate athletes have demonstrated an increase in
activation of various brain regions (right/left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and cerebellum)
during spatial processing tasks compared to controls, which may be indicative of cortical
reorganization to match cognitive performance of those without a prior concussive injury
(Slobounov et al., 2010). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), an MRI-based assessment to analyze
water movement and white matter characteristics within the brain (Collins et al., 2014), may also
be utilized in post-SRC athletes. Following a single season of high school football, Davenport et
al. (2014) determined significant associations between cumulative head impacts (as measured by
acceleratory sensors outfitted in the helmet) and abnormal white matter characteristics and NP
performance (verbal memory) in the absence of diagnosed SRC, suggesting that sub-concussive
impacts alter cognitive integrity. Using DTI and magnetic resonance spectroscopy, female
athletes who sustained an SRC displayed abnormalities in the primary motor cortex, white matter
tract, and corticospinal tract when compared to a control group (Chamard et al., 2013). Most
concerning, imaging was performed in symptom-free individuals an average of 18.9 months
following a mild SRC injury, suggesting chronic impairments in decision-making and motor
execution when athletes are placed in high-demand sporting environments (Chamard et al.,
2013). An elevated cortical silent period (CSP), a mechanism of motor cortex inhibition, was
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found in young adults at eight weeks post-SRC (Miller et al., 2014). Furthermore, prolonged
CSP was associated with both SRC severity and multiple SRCs in collegiate football athletes (De
Beaumont et al., 2007). However, other investigations have determined CSP to be significantly
reduced in retired Australian football athletes when compared to healthy controls (Pearce et al.,
2014). Altered CSP was found to be associated with impaired fine motor control and visuomotor
reaction time performance in athletes who sustained an average of 3.2 SRCs (testing was
performed, on average, 21.9 years after the sporting career; Pearce et al., 2014). Researchers
have also explored additional physiological markers of recovery, including brain metabolism,
electrophysiology, heart rate, and fluid biomarkers, with results generally supporting the
presence of physiological impairment beyond symptom resolution (Henry et al., 2011;
Zetterberg, Smith, & Blennow, 2013; Powers, Cinelli, & Kalmar, 2014; Kamins et al., 2017).
Electroencephalographic measures were able to detect abnormalities beyond clinical recovery of
symptom reporting, postural control and NP assessment (Barr, Prichep, Chabot, Powell, &
McCrea, 2012). Asymptomatic, post-SRC athletes displayed sympathovagal imbalances, as
measured by heart rate variability, during a physical exertion task when compared to matched
controls (Abaji et al., 2016). Over a single high school football season, non-concussed athletes
displayed significant increases in serum biomarkers tau (64.8%) and ubiquitin C-terminal
hydrolase (62.6%), suggesting neuronal and axonal damage in the absence of an SRC diagnosis.
While these innovative monitoring methods offer promise in determining SRC diagnosis,
severity, and recovery, much remains in terms of clinical validation and establishing appropriate
monitoring protocols, thus making these techniques impractical for practitioners in the present
time (Collins et al., 2014). Furthermore, a lack of longitudinal studies currently limits
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enthusiasm as to determining when physiological recovery occurs post-SRC (Kamins et al.,
2017).

1.3.2 Head Impact Biomechanics and Sports-Related Concussion Risk
To ascertain the biomechanical mechanisms of an SRC injury, head impact studies have been
conducted on a variety of sporting populations. The proposed rationale behind the analysis of
variables such as linear and rotational acceleration during head impact events is that a threshold
for a concussive event can be determined, along with the possible influence of cumulative
“subconcussive” impacts on neuropsychological and motor behavior (Parker, Osternig, van
Donkelaar, & Chou, 2008). In adolescent football athletes, a head impact composite of linear
acceleration greater than 96.1g, rotational acceleration between 5582–8445 rad/s 2, and impacts
located to the front, side or top of the head were associated with a 21.3% risk for SRC (Broglio
et al., 2010). Non-concussed high school football athletes with demonstrated cognitive
performance declines sustained a significantly greater amount of median total head impacts
versus those with no diagnosed SRC and no change in neuropsychological performance (1103
versus 438 impacts; Breedlove et al., 2012). Collegiate football athletes’ head impact values
typically range between 21–23 g, although athletes struck on the top of the head sustained
significantly greater impacts than other locations (Mihalik et al., 2007). Collegiate football
players sustain approximately 1100–1,500 head impacts (> 10g) during a competitive season
(Crisco et al., 2010; Gysland et al., 2012), while it is estimated that male collegiate soccer
athletes experience approximately 2,133 head impacts over the course of a season (Reynolds et
al., 2017). Regardless of sport, significantly more head impacts are sustained during competition
than practice (Crisco et al., 2010; Reynolds et al., 2017) and researchers have determined that
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football athletes receive up to 86 head impacts per game (Crisco et al., 2010). Presently,
researchers have been unable to determine a distinct impact threshold leading to an SRC, as
athletes may be concussed following a wide range of recorded head accelerations during sport
(Brolinson et al., 2006). The frequency and location in which an athlete receives a head impact
may be affected by their visual and sensory performance (Harpham et al., 2014), two factors that
are significantly impaired in both post-SRC athletes (Colvin et al., 2009) and SRC-free athletes
who sustained a non-contact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury (Swanik et al., 2007).
Altered vision (Pellman et al., 2004) and sensory integration (Guskiewicz, 2001) are hallmark
signs of a concussive injury, although athletes may not report these symptoms and continue to
participate in sport (Meier, Brummel, et al., 2015). Researchers have recently determined a
dose-response relationship between estimated cumulative head impacts and cognitive
impairments following the completion of an athletic career. In a cohort of former high school
and collegiate football athletes, the threshold for risk of developing depression and behavioral
dysfunction, as well as executive function and cognitive impairments, were approximately
1,800–2,400 cumulative head impacts (Montenigro et al., 2017). Furthermore, an additional
2,800 head impacts above these thresholds were associated with twice the risk for later-life
neurological consequences (Montenigro et al., 2017). The aforementioned studies fail to
delineate the actual mechanisms responsible for the recorded head impacts, even though
approximately 40% of SRCs in high school athletes occur due to impact with the playing surface
or apparatuses (Kerr et al., 2019).
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1.4 Sports-Related Concussion Symptoms and Reporting Behaviors
Although a concussive event may affect each individual in a unique manner, there are common
symptoms present upon sustaining an SRC. These symptoms include headache, dizziness,
confusion, memory problems, nausea, altered behavior, and balance deficits (Pellman et al.,
2004; Lau, Kontos, Collins, Mucha, & Lovell, 2011; Giza & Kutcher, 2014). Symptom severity
tends to be greatest during the sub-acute period, in which athletes report the highest number of
symptoms between 24 and 48 hours post-SRC (Feddermann-Demont et al., 2017). Based upon
symptoms presented at the time of injury, an athlete may be categorized into one of several
specific recovery trajectories (cognitive / fatigue, vestibular, ocular-motor, anxiety, posttraumatic migraine, or cervical), allowing for treatment and rehabilitation interventions specific
to one’s symptomology (Collins et al., 2014). When examining specific symptoms post-SRC,
headache was reported by 85.2% of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) football
athletes (Guskiewicz et al., 2003) and 55% of National Football League players (Pellman et al.,
2004). Headache was also the most common post-SRC symptom in male and female high school
athletes across a variety of sporting activities (Frommer et al., 2011). Collegiate male and
female athletes who reported headache following an SRC performed significantly worse on NP
examinations of attention and processing speed compared to those who did not report a
headache, while sleep impairment symptoms were associated with deficits in memory
performance (Guty & Arnett, 2018). These findings suggest that symptom presentation is unique
to each individual and may influence the duration of recovery from an SRC (Guty & Arnett,
2018). Additional symptoms that athletes may report upon injury include sensitivity to light,
altered vision, fatigue, pressure in the head, and “feeling in a fog” shortly after sustaining an
SRC (Laker, 2015; Purcell et al., 2016).
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1.4.1 Symptom Resolution Trajectories
Researchers have attempted to predict recovery outcomes based upon symptom presentation at
the time of injury, although conflicting evidence hinders any definitive conclusions. Prolonged
recovery, typically defined as recovery outside of 10 days post-injury (Makdissi et al., 2013) has
been noted in approximately 10–15% of SRC cases (McCrory et al., 2013), although these
standards may not be applicable to adolescent athletes (Halstead, Walter, & Moffatt, 2018).
Athletes who sustain a prolonged SRC (concussive convulsion, LOC greater than 1 minute, prior
SRC history, and / or symptomatic period greater than 10 days) reported greater total symptom
scores compared to those diagnosed with a simple SRC (Lau, Lovell, Collins, & Pardini, 2009).
Athletes who reported amnesia lasting longer than 30 minutes had greater symptom severity at
least six days following a concussive event (Teel et al., 2017). Dizziness was found to be
associated with a 6.3 times greater risk of post-SRC recovery lasting longer than 21 days,
although no other symptoms were shown to have this same predictive relationship (Lau et al.,
2011). A more recent investigation determined that high school football athletes who reported
migraine symptoms were 7.3 and 2.6 times more likely to have a protracted SRC recovery (> 20
days) versus athletes who reported headache and no headache upon the first week of injury
(Kontos et al., 2013). It has also been suggested that the time in which an athlete reports
symptoms and is removed from activity may affect SRC recovery (Asken et al., 2016).
Collegiate athletes classified as “delayed removal” from sport at the time of the concussivecausing event took approximately five more days to recover from an SRC compared to athletes
who immediately reported symptoms and were removed from activity (Asken et al., 2016).
Symptom resolution following an SRC, as reported by athletes, may range from three
days (Frommer et al., 2011a) to multiple weeks (Covassin et al., 2012). Earlier studies found the
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majority of athletes to be asymptomatic by day seven (McCrea et al., 2003; Lovell et al., 2004),
however, more recent evidence with adolescent athletes suggest that symptom resolution is
apparent at 2–4 weeks post-injury (Covassin et al., 2012; Eisenberg, Meehan, Mannix, &
Mannix, 2014; Lax et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2016; Halstead et al., 2018). Athletes tend to
report a higher frequency of symptoms, as well as greater symptom severity, within the first day
of injury (Livingston et al., 2012). Two days following a concussive event, 64% of high school
and collegiate athletes reported an increase in symptom scores as measured by the Immediate
Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT) test battery (Van Kampen et al.,
2006), however, these scores tend to return to baseline, on average, eight days after injury
(Broglio et al., 2007). In a study of 94 post-SRC football players, researchers determined that
91% of the athletes were asymptomatic within seven days (McCrea et al., 2003). While the
majority of athletes experience rapid symptom recovery (Ellemberg et al., 2009), approximately
10–15% will experience protracted symptoms, defined by Makdissi et al. (2013) to be “clinical
recovery that falls outside the expected window (i.e., 10 days).” However, this may not be an
appropriate benchmark for adolescents, as symptom resolution is more commonly seen 2–4
weeks post-SRC in this population (Halstead, Walter, & Moffatt, 2018). Individuals who report
lingering symptoms well beyond typical resolution, such as headache or fatigue, may be at risk
for post-concussion syndrome (PCS; Willer & Leddy, 2006), although there is still much debate
in the literature regarding a proper definition of PCS.
Some of the aforementioned symptoms can be considered “hidden” in the sense that these
are not explicitly apparent in a post-SRC individual. However, LOC is an often recognized SRC
symptom (Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler, 2017) and has been subject to much study in post-SRC
athletes (Laker, 2015), although its effects on both SRC severity and recovery outcomes are still
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equivocal within the current literature. At the high school and collegiate sporting levels, LOC is
experienced in approximately 9% of cases (Guskiewicz et al., 2000). Collegiate athletes who
experienced LOC during a concussive event demonstrated similar performance on postural
stability and NP testing compared to athletes who did not experience LOC (Guskiewicz, Ross, &
Marshall, 2001; Teel, Marshall, Shankar, McCrea, & Guskiewicz, 2017). LOC did not influence
recovery time in male high school football athletes (Lau et al., 2011), however, high school
athletes with a prior SRC history were more likely to experience LOC during subsequent
concussive events (Collins et al., 2002). It appears that further study may be necessary to
ascertain whether certain SRCs symptoms, such as LOC, allow for medical personal to predict
recovery outcomes. In addition to LOC, visible balance and postural deficits are often present
during the acute symptomatic phase (McCrea et al., 2003), providing medical professionals with
1) physical evidence of a concussive event sustained during sport and 2) greater insight into postinjury management during the RTP process. Balance and postural impairments following an
SRC is discussed in greater detail in the aptly named section.

1.4.2 Limitations of Symptom Reporting
Symptom reporting via graded checklists is common practice for SRC diagnosis and
management (Baugh et al., 2016). Significant issues arise when establishing SRC protocols
solely off symptom endorsement, attributed to underreporting behaviors (Meier, Brummel, et al.,
2015b) and lack of awareness relating to common SRC symptoms (Wallace, Covassin, &
Beidler, 2017). Athletes may report mild symptoms during baseline screening, including
headache and fatigue (Covassin, Swanik, et al., 2006), further complicating symptom assessment
during the post-SRC time period. Additionally, preexisting medical conditions including
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Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, depression, anxiety, and sleep disorders may share
symptoms similar to an SRC (Halstead, Walter, & Moffatt, 2018). In a recent investigation
pertaining to reporting behaviors in collegiate athletes (the majority of which were football
athletes), it was determined that athletes underreport post-SRC symptoms to team medical
personal when compared to a private third-party setting (i.e. brain injury institute; Meier,
Brummel, et al., 2015). Furthermore, 60% of athletes who were cleared to RTP indicated at least
one mild symptom and no differences existed in symptoms reported between cleared and noncleared athletes nine days following injury (Meier, Brummel, et al., 2015). Aside from external
pressure to not report a concussive injury (Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler, 2017; Kroshus,
Garnett, Hawrilenko, Baugh, & Calzo, 2015) some athletes are unaware of SRC symptoms
(Llewellyn et al., 2014). Furthermore, many athletes do not view SRCs as a serious injury,
believing them to be a part of contact sports (Fraas et al., 2014). High school male athletes were
4–11 times less likely to report an SRC, attributed to perceived judgments from coaches,
teammates, and parents (Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler, 2017). Similarly in collegiate athletes, a
lower intention to report a suspected SRC was associated with greater perceived external
pressure from teammates, parents, and fans (Kroshus et al., 2015). In a survey of former
collegiate athletes, it was reported that 33.2% did not report an SRC due to a multitude of
reasons, including not wanting to leave a practice/game, not believing the injury was serious, and
not knowing the injury was an SRC (Kerr, Register-Mihalik, et al., 2016). The most common
reasons for collegiate club-sport athletes failing to report an SRC were “I did not think it as
serious” (40.3%), “I did not want to lose playing time” (31.3%), “I did not know at the time it
was a concussion” (22.7%), and “I did not want to let the team down” (20.8%; Beidler, Bretzin,
Hanock, & Covassin, 2018). Poor reporting behaviors in male athletes, specifically those
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participating in collision sports, may also be attributed to inadequate education regarding the
symptoms of SRC. Even with recent educational reform, no relationship existed between SRC
education and knowledge of symptoms, and 25% of high school male football athletes indicated
not receiving any form of SRC education (Cournoyer & Tripp, 2014). Underreporting behaviors
span across sporting levels, as nearly half of self-reported SRCs were not disclosed to
appropriate medical personnel in elite rugby athletes (Fraas et al., 2014).

1.5 Sex Differences in Sports-Related Concussion
The role of sex has been a recent topic of study in determining both SRC injury incidence and
recovery outcomes. Early evidence suggested that males were more likely to sustain a head
injury (Barnes et al., 1998), however, recent literature suggests that SRC rates are greater in
females at the adolescent (Lincoln et al., 2011), collegiate (Covassin et al., 2016), and
professional (Dvorak et al., 2007) levels. While the greatest number of SRCs are sustained
during men’s football (Gessel et al., 2007), several researchers have recently suggested that
female athletes are at a greater risk for SRC in sex-comparable sports, including softball /
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse and ice hockey (Zuckerman et al., 2015; O’Connor et al.,
2017; Kerr et al., 2019). It was determined that elite female soccer athletes were twice as likely
to experience a head injury versus males (Dvorak et al., 2007) and in a recent epidemiological
review of SRC incidence rates in NCAA athletes, female basketball and soccer players were
53% and 83% more likely to sustain an SRC compared to male counterparts, respectively
(Zuckerman et al., 2015). Similar results were found in lacrosse and softball, and the research
group attributed the overall trend for collegiate female athletes being at greater risk for SRC to a
multitude of factors, including head-neck strength and size deficiencies, greater impact forces to
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the head-neck region, and better reporting behaviors (Zuckerman et al., 2015). As it pertains to
adolescent athletes across sports in which both sexes participated, the overall SRC rate was 56%
greater in females (O’Connor et al., 2017). Furthermore, adolescent females were at a 1.46 times
greater risk for SRC during competition (O’Connor et al., 2017), a trend that was also noted in
female collegiate soccer (2 times higher), basketball (1.95 times higher), and softball (4.66 times
higher) athletes (Zuckerman et al., 2015). In sex-comparable high school sports, SRC incidence
was two times greater in females (Zuckerman et al., 2015) compared to males (3.35 versus 1.51
per 10,000 athletic exposures; Zuckerman et al., 2015).
While conflicting evidence exists regarding reporting behaviors between sexes (Colvin et
al., 2009; Frommer et al., 2011; Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler, 2017), it is generally agreed upon
that females report more symptoms and are slower to recover from an SRC (Broshek et al., 2005;
Covassin et al., 2012; Henry, Elbin, Collins, Marchetti, & Kontos, 2016). Female high school
and collegiate athletes reported significantly more symptoms at all three post-SRC time points
(2, 7, and 14 days) when compared to males (Covassin, Elbin, et al., 2012). Following an SRC,
adolescent females reported significantly more symptoms during the first clinical evaluation, as
well as higher symptom scores on questionnaires for a multitude of symptoms, including
headache, difficulty concentrating, and irritability (Baker et al., 2016). It was previously
determined that the primary post-SRC symptoms in high school and collegiate athletes, such as
headache and dizziness, are common between genders (Frommer et al., 2011). However, during
a more recent study of symptom presentation in collegiate athletes, it was determined that a
significantly greater portion of females (77.3%) reported a headache compared to males (39%),
although this investigation was limited by the unequal gender distribution (Guty & Arnett, 2018).
Additionally, concussed female competitors reported greater vestibular-oculomotor symptom
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provocation when compared to male counterparts during a vestibular-oculomotor screening test
(Sufrinko et al., 2017). It is speculated that greater symptom presentation and slower recovery
time following an SRC in female athletes may be attributed to neuroanatomical differences in the
female brain (Solomito et al., 2019). Specifically, a smaller cross-sectional area and fiber
diameter of the corpus callosum may result in greater strain placed upon this brain region
responsible for functional connectivity between the left and right hemisphere (Solomito et al.,
2019).
Following an SRC, it is well established that female athletes exhibit a prolonged recovery
versus males of similar age (Henry, Elbin, Collins, Marchetti, & Kontos, 2016; O’Connor et al.,
2017). Researchers have demonstrated greater cognitive (Covassin et al., 2007; Colvin et al.,
2009) and locomotor impairments (Howell, Stracciolini, et al., 2017) in female competitors that
coincide with greater symptom severity. A study of youth hockey athletes (ages 8–13)
determined that executive function in female athletes, as measured by a Stroop color task, was
significantly worse at one to three weeks post-SRC, however, performance levels matched male
competitors by four weeks (Lax et al., 2015). Collegiate female athletes performed worse on
visual memory tests in the acute phase of recovery (defined as three days post-SRC; Covassin et
al., 2007) compared to males. Furthermore, female soccer players performed significantly
slower during reaction time assessments compared to males (Colvin et al., 2009), and in some
cases females were 54% more likely to be classified as cognitively impaired during
neurocognitive measures of simple and complex reaction time (Broshek et al., 2005). Upon
examination of outcomes beyond the acute recovery stage, adolescent female athletes displayed
greater vestibular-oculomotor impairment up to two weeks post-injury, and were more likely to
be symptomatic four weeks after the SRC compared to males (Henry et al., 2016). Adolescent
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females required a significantly greater amount of time to return-to-sport from an SRC than
males (by approximately eight days), with 65% of females needing at least 10 days to recover
(Baker et al., 2016). Furthermore, 41% of females took longer than 21 days to recover from an
SRC, compared to only 19% of males (Baker et al., 2016),
Sex differences in SRC incidence and recovery in females may be explained by strength
and stiffness deficiencies in the head-neck segment compared to males (Tierney et al., 2005);
Tierney et al., 2008), in light of similar head impacts during competitive sporting events
(Reynolds et al., 2017). Specifically, college-age females display 29% less head-neck stiffness,
15–43% less head mass, and 12–30% less neck girth (Tierney et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008),
which was believed to play an influential role in greater angular accelerations and displacements
during known and unknown external force applications (Tierney et al., 2005). In addition,
female soccer athletes exhibit approximately 50% less neck flexor and extensor strength than
males, suggesting females are at a greater risk of SRC due to instability in the head-neck region
(Tierney et al., 2008). During multispeed soccer headings, female collegiate soccer athletes
demonstrated significantly greater rotational velocities, potentially attributed to decreased neck
girth and flexion strength in the sagittal and frontal planes (Bretzin et al., 2017). Head impact
data collected over the course of seasonal practice revealed that males and females collegiate
soccer athletes did not statically differ in the total number of impacts (> 10 g) sustained, although
caution must be given due to a small sample size (Reynolds et al., 2017). While it has been
noted that males sustain a greater number of SRCs from direct player impact (O’Connor et al.,
2017), females are more likely to be injured from contact with the playing surface or ball (Dick,
2009), specifically in sports such as soccer, volleyball and gymnastics (Zuckerman et al., 2015).
Taken together, female soccer athletes sustaining head impacts at an approximately equal rate as
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males, along with greater accelerations upon impact, may provide a rationale for greater risk of
SRC during sport participation. More research related to head impacts is necessary in other sexcomparable sports such as basketball, lacrosse, and softball / baseball to provide further
explanation for increased SRC risk in female competitors.
Recent evidence suggests that differences in SRC recovery trajectories in females versus
males may be attributed to when an individual presents to a clinical concussion specialist. In a
study of 192 adolescent athletes (75 females, 117 males) who sustained an SRC, median days to
seeking specialty evaluation was 15 days for females and 9 days for males (Desai et al., 2019).
Interestingly, females needed significantly greater time to reach clinical clearance on five
recovery outcomes (time to return to school, time to return to exercise, time to return to full
sport, time to neurocognitive recovery, and time to vision and vestibular recovery) compared to
males (Desai et al., 2019). However, recovery trajectories across all outcomes were similar in
females and males who sought a clinical specialist within seven days of sustaining an SRC,
suggesting that early intervention is a modifiable recovery factor in the female adolescent athlete
(Desai et al., 2019). Overall, it is imperative that clinicians and researchers account for potential
sex differences in concussive injury risk, reporting behaviors and recovery trajectories during
baseline and post-injury assessment periods (Covassin & Elbin, 2011).

1.6 Sports-Related Concussion in Adolescent Athletes
The majority of SRCs in the United States are sustained by adolescents athletes (< 18 years old),
as it is estimated that 1.1–1.9 million cases occur annually in this sport population (Bryan et al.,
2016). While the number of documented emergency department visits due to SRC are much
lower (Center for Disease Control, 2011; Bryan et al., 2016), it is speculated that many
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adolescents fail to report a suspected SRC due to lack of education surrounding the injury
(Cournoyer & Tripp, 2014). Across 13 competitive high school sports, SRC incidence was
determined to be 2.36 per 100 student-athletes, occurring predominantly in the middle of an
athletic event (Covassin et al., 2018). The majority of adolescent concussive injuries occur in
males and surveillance data suggests that male adolescents greater than 10 years old are at the
highest risk for SRC (Browne & Lam, 2006). Similarly to collegiate and professional
counterparts, sports such as football, lacrosse, ice hockey, and soccer account for the highest
rates of SRCs in youth athletics (Bakhos et al., 2010; Lincoln et al., 2011; O’Connor et al.,
2017). Additionally, it appears that the risk of SRC in youths is increasing at comparable rates to
older sport competitors. Over an 11 year study period consisting of 158,430 high school athletes,
Lincoln et al. (2011) reported a 15.5% increase in reported SRCs, a trend similar to collegiate
male football participants (Westermann et al., 2016).

1.6.1 Recovery Time from Sports-Related Concussion in the Adolescent Athlete
It has been suggested that adolescent athletes require a more conservative approach to SRC
management and return-to-sport (Foley et al., 2014). The majority of collegiate and professional
competitors receive clinical clearance to resume sport participation 5–7 days post-SRC (McCrea
et al., 2003; Makdissi, McCrory, Ugoni, Darby, & Brukner, 2009), however, it appears that
youth athletes take longer for symptoms to resolve (Purcell et al., 2016; Halstead, Walter,
Moffatt, & Council on Sports Medicine and Fitness, 2018), as well as a return to pre-concussive
performance levels on NP tests (Covassin et al., 2012) and postural control tasks (Howell,
Osternig, Koester, & Chou, 2014; Nelson et al., 2016) compared to older individuals. While
reported SRC symptoms (headache, dizziness, and difficulty concentrating) were similar across
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age groups, 19.5% and 16.3% of high school and adolescent football athletes required at least 30
days to resume sport, respectively, compared with 7% of collegiate competitors (Kerr,
Zuckerman, et al., 2016).
NP performance deficits lasts approximately 14 days post-SRC in the adolescent athlete.
Verbal memory performance was significantly reduced at day 14 in a cohort of 104 athletes
(87% high school competitors; McClincy, Lovell, Pardini, Collins, & Spore, 2006). Follow-up
NP studies have supported these findings, as Covassin et al. (2012) determined that adolescents’
ImPACT verbal memory score was significantly lower than collegiate counterparts at 7 days
post-SRC, with impairments persisting up to 14 days following the concussive event. In a cohort
of 72 high school athletes, Covassin et al. (2010) reported that reaction time, as measured by
ImPACT, was impaired at 14 days post-SRC and returned to baseline performance by 21 days.
However, comparisons to collegiate athletes failed to reveal significant age differences in
reaction time performance recovery (Covassin et al., 2012). Additionally, concussed high school
athletes demonstrated worse BESS performance in the sub-acute time period (through day 5
post-SRC) compared to concussed collegiate athletes (Nelson, Guskiewicz, et al., 2016). Other
researchers have determined that female collegiate athletes perform worse than high school
counterparts on the BESS assessment across 14 days post-SRC (Covassin et al., 2012).
Differential findings may be attributed to sex representation; Nelson et al. (2016) failed to
analyze non-concussed female collegiate competitors. Although more research is necessary to
define more accurate recovery timelines, current clinical guidelines suggest that adolescent
athletes require 2–4 weeks of recovery from SRC before resuming competitive sport (Halstead et
al., 2018).
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It appears that task difficulty may influence SRC recovery trajectories in the adolescent
athlete. While the majority of adolescent athletes return-to-sport within four weeks post-SRC
(Halstead et al., 2018), locomotor deficits may still persist when paired with a secondary
cognitive task. In a study comparing adolescent (mean age = 15 years old) and young adult
(mean age = 20 years old) recovery trajectories following a concussive injury, Howell et al.
(2014) determined that adolescents were less accurate on a Stroop task and displayed greater
medio-lateral (ML) center-of-mass (COM) displacement during a dual-task walking condition
compared to adolescent controls at two months post-SRC. These cognitive and motor deficits
were not determined in the concussed young adult group when matched to their control group
(Howell et al., 2014). Interestingly, Howell et al. (2018) revealed that post-concussive
adolescent athletes who reported a future sports-related injury (SRC or musculoskeletal)
demonstrated an approximately 8% increase in dual-task cost walking speed over a one-year
time period. This recent finding suggests that while clinical clearance may be granted within a
four-week time period for the majority of adolescents, subtle locomotor deficits may linger
beyond sport resumption and contribute to future injury risk. Presently, researchers have not be
able to adequately predict indicators of prolonged recovery (Zemek et al., 2013), potentially
attributed to large inter-individual variances in cognitive growth and maturation among
adolescents. It has been suggested that prolonged SRC recovery in the adolescent athlete may be
due to various factors including continued cognitive development (Kerr et al., 2016), inadequate
neck strength (Collins et al., 2014), and the time to which one seeks medical care from a
concussion specialist (Bock et al., 2015). In their examination of factors related to delayed
recovery from SRC, Bock et al. (2015) reported that 62.3% of concussed adolescents did not
seek medical care until at least one week post-injury. Those who were evaluated by a
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concussion specialist within a week of injury reported significantly shorter RTP time (median =
16 days) versus those who waited beyond one week (median = 36 days; Bock et al., 2015).

1.7 Neuropsychological Evaluation for Sports-Related Concussion
In an athletic environment, SRC diagnosis typically consists of the following assessment
batteries: symptom reporting, NP testing, and balance / postural control (Guskiewicz et al., 2001;
Broglio et al., 2007; McCrory et al., 2013; Meier, Brummel, et al., 2015). Although more
advanced techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (Tallus, Lioumis, Hämäläinen,
Kähkönen, & Tenovuo, 2012; Livingston et al., 2012) and electroencephalographic (EEG)
activity (Barr et al., 2012; Moore, Hillman, & Broglio, 2014; Moore et al., 2015) have
demonstrated altered cognitive function in post-SRC individuals beyond traditional clinical
resolution, these assessment tools may not be readily available for athletes across all sporting
levels, particularly in adolescent and collegiate settings. NP testing has become a popular
screening instrument for athletes at risk for SRC; a recent survey of NCAA sports medicine
personnel indicated that computerized NP testing was the most common tool utilized for baseline
SRC assessment (Baugh et al., 2016). A thorough NP evaluation may offer insight into
executive functioning abnormalities (an indicator of suboptimal information processing,
attentional capacity, and motor planning) that may be present following a concussive injury (Lax
et al., 2015). Presently, computerized NP batteries are favored over traditional pencil-and-paper
examinations due to feasibility of scoring and easier detection for invalid tests attempts. While
standard NP assessment batteries offer key insight into the acute recovery following a concussive
event, it is recognized by major sporting associations (including the NFL) that these measures as
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standalone prognosticators on SRC recovery may lack sensitivity to detect when an individual is
deemed fit to return-to-sport (Ellenbogen et al., 2018).

1.7.1 Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT)
While many NP assessments are available, the ImPACT battery is a popular computerized
assessment tool used for the specific purpose of evaluating SRC in athletes across all sporting
levels. In addition to symptom scores, ImPACT’s current assessment consists of eight
neurocognitive tests that are subsequently formulated into five composite scores (verbal memory,
visual memory, reaction time, visual motor processing speed, and impulse control; (ImPACT
Applications, 2018). Typically, ImPACT testing is performed in the pre-season to establish an
athlete’s baseline cognitive level, followed by re-administration during the acute phase of a postSRC injury (Broglio et al., 2007). However, ImPACT may still provide value in detecting
cognitive impairment post-SRC without baseline scores, utilizing reliable change indices and
normative values (Broglio et al., 2007; Echemendia et al., 2012). The rationale behind
neurocognitive testing is the allowance for objective analyses in the concussed individual,
increasing sensitivity to cognitive impairments beyond symptom resolution (Van Kampen et al.,
2006; Broglio et al., 2007). ImPACT’s testing battery also includes proprietary software that can
detect invalid attempts due to athletes not providing full effort during the assessment (Collins et
al., 2014; Walton et al., 2018). Due to its feasibility for application in a large team setting,
ImPACT has been heavily utilized in both research and applied settings. While ImPACT is the
predominant NP tool utilizing in sport, other paper- and computer-based applications may be of
interest to provide additional insight into attention, memory, and concentration in post-SRC
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athletes (e.g., Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Metrics, California Verbal Learning
Test, Trail Making Test A + B).
The ImPACT battery has been demonstrated to detect cognitive deficits in post-SRC
athletes of various ages and sporting levels. It was determined that 83% of concussed high
school and collegiate athletes were classified as cognitively impaired on at least 1 ImPACT
composite score (Van Kampen et al., 2006) utilizing reliable change confidence indices from
prior statistical protocols (Iverson et al., 2003). When examining reliable change indices by Barr
(2003), up to 14% of athletes significantly declined on one of ImPACT’s composite scores
shortly following an SRC (average time to ImPACT test was 3.40 days; Echemendia et al.,
2012). In the same study of 223 collegiate athletes, nearly one-quarter demonstrated significant
increases in post-concussion symptoms utilizing ImPACT’s symptom questionnaire
(Echemendia et al., 2012). ImPACT has provided additional utility in demonstrating cognitive
declines (relative to controls) in athletes who are asymptomatic at the time of testing (Fazio,
2007). Additionally, ImPACT has been demonstrated to increase the sensitivity of SRC
identification by 19% in comparison to isolated symptom evaluation (Van Kampen et al., 2006)
and may also detect when an athlete has sustained a more complex SRC (Lau et al., 2009). In
conjunction with reported migraine-like symptoms, performance deficits on ImPACT’s reaction
time (.06 sec increase), verbal memory (9 point decrease), and visual memory (14 point
decrease) measures predicted with approximately 73% accuracy that a high school football
athlete sustained an SRC requiring greater than 14 days of recovery (Lau, Collins, & Lovell,
2011). Additional symptoms such as reported “fogginess” in high school athletes were found to
be associated with greater overall symptomology and worse reaction time, memory performance
and processing speed as measured by ImPACT (Iverson et al., 2004). While ImPACT has
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successfully demonstrated cognitive deficits during the course of SRC recovery, brain activation
patterns when performing the testing battery have only recently been investigated. Preliminary
analysis from Kontos et al. (2014) revealed decreased brain activity in the left inferior frontal
region, left frontal cortex, and right frontal area during the word memory task, symbol-match
task, and design memory task, respectively.
Utilizing ImPACT, neurocognitive performance in adolescent athletes appears to return
to pre-concussive levels approximately 14 days following injury (Covassin et al., 2016).
However, recent preliminary evidence suggests that ImPACT has poorer predictability in
discriminating between concussed and non-concussed adolescents when compared to more
recently developed NP tools such as the Defense Automated Neurobehavioral Assessment
(Servatius et al., 2018). It appears that collegiate-level competitors demonstrate faster recovery
times compared to younger counterparts, with ImPACT scores returning to baseline as early as 5
days post-SRC (Parker, Osternig, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2007).

1.7.2 Additional Neuropsychological Evaluations for Sports-Related Concussion
In addition to ImPACT, other NP assessment batteries have demonstrated that post-SRC athletes
display deficits during tests of information processing (Peterson et al., 2003a), short / long delay
recall (Heitger et al., 2006), oculomotor speed (Seidman et al., 2015), and visuospatial memory
(Hutchison et al., 2011) within the acute recovery phase. The combined information processing
scores on the Trailmaking Test B and Symbol Digit Modalities Test were determined to be
significantly reduced at 10 days post-SRC in male and females competitors, while measures of
attention, memory concentration, and learning failed to reveal significant differences between
concussed and non-concussed athletes (Peterson et al., 2003). Electronic NP screenings, such as
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the Flanker task, have determined impairments in dual task and recognition performance in
adults who sustained an SRC at least 30 years prior to testing when compared to those without a
reported SRC history (De Beaumont et al., 2009). During Flanker tasks, young adults with a
concussive injury were less accurate than controls (Moore et al., 2014), while adolescent athletes
who reported a previous SRC made significantly more omission errors when referenced to
matched controls without an SRC history (Moore et al., 2015).

1.7.3 Limitations to Neuropsychological Evaluation
Further complicating matters, and speaking to the difficulty in evaluating concussed athletes,
recent evidence has shed insight on the limitations related to NP evaluations. While
complications with symptom reporting have been discussed previously (Section 3, SportsRelated Concussion Symptoms and Reporting Behaviors), researchers recognize that athletes
may perform suboptimal during pre-injury baseline assessments, along with practice effects that
can occur from repeated NP testing within the acute recovery time period. Approximately 11%
of high school athletes demonstrate poor effort during baseline NP evaluations designed to assess
various cognitive processes such as information processing and learning (Hunt et al., 2007).
When assessing baseline ImPACT performance at a major Division 1 university, Walton et al.
(2018) determined that approximately 15% (112/760) of all tested athletes failed to meet
ImPACT’s automated validity standard. Upon re-evaluation of those athletes who performed
poorly, 88% demonstrated improvement in their ImPACT performance (Walton et al., 2018).
From an athlete’s standpoint, “sandbagging” a baseline NP assessment may allow one to RTP
more rapidly by exceeding his/her poor baseline score during the initial post-SRC screening. It
is estimated that prevalence of sandbagging may be as high as 35% during baseline ImPACT
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testing (Schatz & Glatts, 2013; Szabo, Alosco, Fedor, & Gunstad, 2013), however, other
researchers have reported a lower percentage of intentional sandbagging in collegiate athletes
(Erdal, 2012). Complicating matters, it has been previously reported that approximately half of
certified athletic trainers examine the validity of baseline neurocognitive testing (Covassin et al.,
2009). Other complications such as lack of motivation, poor sleep quality, and / or psychological
stressors are speculated to result in suboptimal baseline scores (Walton et al., 2018).
Furthermore, brain disorders such as learning disabilities and/or Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder may influence the validity of the ImPACT measures (Alsalaheen et al., 2016).
The clinician also needs to be cognizant of potential practice effects stemming from
multiple NP assessments within a short time period. The term practice effect was defined by
Calamia, Markon, & Tranel (2012) to be “score increases due to factors such as memory for
specific test items, learned strategies, or test sophistication that complicate the interpretation of
change.” When administering post-SRC NP evaluations, an athlete may be exposed to five test
sessions (Ellemberg et al., 2007) during the acute phase, including: immediately following
injury, 1 day, 3–5 days, 7–10 days, and 10–14 days post-SRC (Bleiberg et al., 2004;
Echemendia, Putukian, Mackin, Julian, & Shoss, 2001; Covassin et al., 2007; Henry et al., 2016).
In United States Army military cadets, unimproved performance (i.e. lack of practice effects)
across acute NP testing intervals was thought to suggest continued cognitive impairment postSRC (Bleiberg et al., 2004). Practice effects during ImPACT and other NP assessments have
been noted in multiple comprehensive literature reviews across various athletic levels (Grady,
2010; Randolph, McCrea, & Barr, 2005; Echemendia, Herring, & Bailes, 2009; Ellemberg et al.,
2009; Calamia et al., 2012), with researchers questioning their clinical utility for accurately
assessing SRC (Randolph et al., 2005). Furthermore, it is believed that athletes should be
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exceeding baseline scores on NP measures that have demonstrated practice effects (Echemendia
et al., 2001; Ellenbogen et al., 2018) to mitigate the potential influence from increased familiarity
and exposure to these examinations during the post-SRC period. A recent examination of the
three most common NP testing batteries (ImPACT, Automated Neuropsychological Assessment
Metrics and Axon Sports) determined clinically insufficient measures of test-retest reliability,
sensitivity and specificity in a cohort of recently concussed athletes and matched controls
(Nelson, LaRoche, et al., 2016). Overall, the researchers found that NP measures for SRC
management and diagnosis had little clinical utility beyond the sub-acute (day 8) time period
(Nelson, LaRoche, et al., 2016).

1.8 Balance and Postural Control Considerations in Sports-Related Concussion
In addition to symptom reporting and NP test batteries, it is of interest to the clinician and sports
medicine personnel to ascertain balance and postural control deficiencies often present after a
concussive injury (Guskiewicz, 2003). The maintenance of balance and one’s sense of spatial
orientation are thought to be directly influenced by the vestibular system, a sensory organ located
in the inner ear (Tascioglu, 2005). The structures within the vestibular system play additional
roles in detecting head orientation, along with rapid linear and angular movement of the head
(Khan & Chang, 2013). Three semicircular ducts, positioned in a manner corresponding to all
three planes of motion, provide information regarding angular rotation (Tascioglu, 2005), while
the utricle and saccule detect linear head acceleration (Khan & Chang, 2013). The vestibular
system also plays an important function during the activation of vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR),
in which the inner ear structures respond to head movement and subsequently produce eye
motion in the opposite direction (Barr, Schultheis, & Robinson). The VOR allows one to
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maintain a stable image within the visual field while undergoing head motion (Fetter, 2007), a
crucial reflex necessary for performance of dynamic sporting maneuvers in response to changing
environmental conditions. A loss or decrease of vestibular function can significantly impact
one’s postural control and balance, with numerous researchers suggesting this system is
significantly affected in concussed athletes (Guskiewicz, 2001; Guskiewicz, 2003; Peterson et
al., 2003). This may be due to potential peripheral receptor damage or lack of cerebral
integration of the vestibular system with the visual and somatosensory systems (Guskiewicz,
2001). It should also be noted that reported dizziness post-SRC, a symptom of vestibular
dysfunction, has been associated with longer recovery time (Lau, Kontos, et al., 2011), with
recent evidence suggesting that dizziness and vestibular-oculomotor performance is of great
importance during the clinical assessment (Henry et al., 2016). Interestingly, researchers did not
find post-SRC reports of dizziness or imbalance in collegiate football athletes to be predictive of
NP performance (Honaker et al., 2014). This disassociation may be attributed to a lack of
congruency between the reported dizziness and imbalance symptoms (dynamic in nature) versus
the NP examination often measured in a relatively static, seated posture (Walton et al., 2018).

1.8.1 Balance Error Scoring Systems (BESS)
Given that vestibular deficits may influence SRC recovery outcomes, clinicians and researchers
have developed balance and postural control analysis tools to provide quantifiable measures of
recovery. A common assessment of balance utilized in post-SRC athletes is the BESS.
Requiring minimal equipment, the BESS is a feasible analysis tool for the clinician without
access to more sophisticated technologies. The BESS is composed of three stance conditions:
double-leg, single-leg, and tandem, each performed with the eyes closed on both a firm and foam
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surface. A total score is ascertained by calculating the number of errors made by an athlete
during the assessment, in which a higher score signifies greater postural deficits (Guskiewicz et
al., 2001). These errors are subjectively tracked by the clinician during a 20 second trial during
each condition (Guskiewicz et al., 2001). Errors may consist of the following: opening eyes,
lifting hands off hips, stepping, stumbling out of position, lifting forefoot or heel, abducting the
hip more than 30 degrees, or failing to return to the test position in more than five seconds (Bell
et al., 2011a). In comparison to objective force platform measures, the BESS has demonstrated
moderate-to-strong correlations (Buckley et al., 2016), with a recent consensus statement
recommending clinical balance assessments, such as BESS, to be part of a comprehensive
recovery protocol in post-SRC athletes (McCrory et al., 2017b).
The BESS has revealed significant balance deficits in athletes during the acute phase of
SRC recovery. In a study of 1631 collegiate football athletes, individuals made approximately 6
more errors, as classified by BESS, immediately post-SRC when compared to controls (McCrea
et al., 2003). Significant balance impairments were found three days after injury on a foam
surface, however, a firm surface failed to demonstrate similar results (Riemann & Guskiewicz,
2000). It was speculated that the firm surface was not challenging enough to reveal postural
instability in collegiate athletes (Riemann & Guskiewicz, 2000). Furthermore, male and female
collegiate athletes from various sports demonstrated impaired balance measured by BESS at one
and three days post-SRC in relation to baseline, and these deficits were persistent when
compared to matched controls at five days (Guskiewicz et al., 2001). Female collegiate athletes
scored significantly worse on BESS when compared to males, although similar results were not
obtained at the high school sporting level (Covassin, Elbin, et al., 2012). Balance impairments as
measured by BESS seem to resolve within three-to-five days after the concussive event
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(Covassin et al., 2012; Buckley, Munkasy, Tapia-Lovler, & Wikstrom, 2013), and it appears that
the BESS may provide benefit to the clinician in the acute phase as long as prior training is
administered (Bell et al., 2011) and three trials are completed for each condition (Broglio et al.,
2009). Caution is suggested when administering the BESS protocol, as researchers have
determined balance impairments last less than one week post-concussion (Guskiewicz et al.,
2001; McCrea et al., 2003; Bell et al., 2011), even though recent research suggests that most
athletes require a greater time period for complete recovery (Covassin et al., 2012; McCrory et
al., 2017). A recent study in male high school and collegiate football athletes found that
concussed players, when compared to matched controls, demonstrated similar balance
performance on the day of injury, but exhibited better performance on days 8 and 45 post-SRC
(Barr et al., 2012). These findings are mostly unsupported by previous literature, however,
systematic reviews of the BESS have determined a wide range of reliability outcomes that
included inadequate values for a clinical setting (< 0.75; Bell et al., 2011; Buckley et al., 2016).
Additionally, researchers have noted learning effects across all BESS stance conditions
(Valovich, Perrin, & Gansneder, 2003; Burk, Munkasy, Joyner, & Buckley, 2013) that may
influence subsequent RTP decision analysis. These limitations, including the subjective nature
of the BESS, may call for greater objectivity when analyzing balance and postural control in
post-SRC athletes.

1.8.2 Sensory Organization Test (SOT)
To allow for a more objective analysis of postural control in concussed athletes (as well as other
at-risk populations), the NeuroCom® Sensory Organization Test (SOT) was developed for
clinical assessment in the late 1990s. Specifically, the SOT is a form of Computerized Dynamic
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Posturography to identify postural control deficits during upright stance under six conditions.
These conditions include: 1) Eyes open, fixed surface and visual surround, 2) Eyes closed, fixed
surface, 3) Eyes open, fixed surface, sway references visual surround, 4) Eyes open, sway
referenced surface, fixed visual surround, 5) Eyes closed, sway referenced surface, 6) Eyes open,
sway referenced surface and visual surround. Under these various conditions, one’s visual,
vestibular, and proprioceptive sensory systems are challenged by creating choice sensory
deprivations. Equilibrium scores are calculated for each condition and the SOT subsequently
computes sensory ratios to determine sensory deficits in a post-SRC athlete (Guskiewicz et al.,
2001). Although the SOT is a costly postural stability tool, it is the most common objective
measure used for SRC purposes, demonstrating greater sensitivity and reliability when compared
to the BESS (Ruhe, Fejer, Gänsslen, & Klein, 2014; Hebert & Manago, 2017).
During the various SOT conditions, Guskiewicz et al. (2001) found that concussed
collegiate athletes were less stable one day post-injury in relation to baseline stability measures.
Furthermore, post-SRC athletes demonstrated significant impairments in stability up to five days
after SRC when matched to athletes of similar sport and anthropometrics (Guskiewicz et al.,
2001). Follow-up studies have confirmed these findings at 10 days, although vestibular function
was only impaired through the third day (Peterson et al., 2003). However, vestibular ratio scores
from the SOT test were not different in male and female collegiate athletes with a self-reported
SRC history when compared to athletes without prior injury (Sosnoff et al., 2011). More
sophisticated statistical measures of postural stability in conjunction with the SOT, such as
approximate entropy (ApEn), have demonstrated subtle deficits up to four days following SRC
injury (Cavanaugh, Guskiewicz, Giuliani, et al., 2005; Cavanaugh et al., 2006) that were not
apparent on both the BESS and SOT (Buckley et al., 2016). ApEn, a non-linear mathematical
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technique used within the SOT, quantifies center of pressure randomness or predictability during
time-series analysis (Cavanaugh, Guskiewicz, & Stergiou, 2005) and has demonstrated particular
sensitivity in the medio-lateral direction under more challenging postural demands (Sosnoff et
al., 2011). In a comparison between football players with and without an SRC history,
previously concussed athletes who returned to sport more than 9 months prior to postural control
testing displayed lower (i.e. more predictable) ApEn values in the anterior-posterior direction,
however, no differences were detected in the medio-lateral direction (De Beaumont et al., 2011).
Non-linear analysis has also demonstrated that rugby athletes with poorer balance performance
during dynamic balance tasks were three times more likely to sustain an in-season SRC
compared to athletes with optimal balance performance (Johnston et al., 2019).

1.8.3 Limitations of Current Balance and Postural Control Assessments
Although the SOT is an improvement from the BESS in terms of objectivity during the recovery
process, there are still limitations to be considered with this balance assessment. Few studies (<
5 to date) have utilized the SOT for non-linear analysis when assessing post-SRC individuals
(Buckley et al., 2016), therefore its clinical utility is questioned in terms of feasibility within an
applied sports environment. When using reliable change indices in a manner similar to
ImPACT, the traditional SOT analysis technique demonstrated decreased SRC sensitivity along
with increased specificity (Broglio et al., 2008). The authors also noted greater variability in
post-SRC individuals upon administration of the SOT, suggesting that certain athletes may not
demonstrate significant postural deficits indicative of injury (Broglio et al., 2008). Multiple
studies have also determined learning effects when administering the SOT (Peterson et al., 2003;
Wrisley et al., 2007), with researchers concluding that balance testing should be one objective
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measure within a multifactorial approach for SRC assessment and recovery trajectory (Ruhe et
al., 2014). Recent comprehensive reviews of the SRC literature question the practicality of both
the SOT and BESS (Collins et al., 2014) due to its analysis of static posture not representative of
the dynamic movement patterns athletes perform during sport. Additionally, the SOT and BESS
only provide insight into the vestibulospinal function of the vestibular system and fail to account
for the vestibulo-ocular motor function (Mucha et al., 2014). Overall, static postural control
assessments have limited generalizability to dynamic sporting environments in which athletes
sustain concussive and musculoskeletal injuries. Therefore, examination of locomotion postSRC may provide the clinician with greater detail relating to injury severity and recovery
outcomes in athletes.

1.9 Gait Alterations Following a Sports-Related Concussion
In conjunction with traditional assessment measures, researchers have recently incorporated gait
analysis into SRC recovery monitoring protocols. Dynamic postural control during sport is
crucial for minimizing injury risk; therefore, athletes that demonstrate altered gait after SRC may
not be fit to RTP, even in light of symptom resolution and return to baseline on NP and balance
examinations (Buckley et al., 2013). Typical variables of interest during a gait examination, over
both the acute and chronic recovery time periods, may include the following: spatio-temporal
parameters (e.g. gait speed, cadence, step width, stride length / time), sway in the anteriorposterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML) directions, along with center-of-mass (COM) and centerof-pressure (COP) measures. The aforementioned variables are commonly assessed under a
single-task (i.e., level walking) condition (Parker, Osternig, Lee, Van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2005;
Catena et al., 2007; Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2013). However, additional cognitive or motor
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tasks (i.e., dual-task conditions) during ambulation may reveal subtle deficits post-SRC during
clinical evaluations of recovery (Fait, Swaine, Cantin, Leblond, & McFadyen, 2013; Fino et al.,
2018). Following a concussive event, it is speculated that the recovery of motor performance is
unaligned with cognitive function (Chou, Kaufman, Walker-Rabatin, Brey, & Basford, 2004;
Parker et al., 2005), therefore, continued presentation of altered gait strategies, past resolution of
traditional clinical outcomes, may provide greater sensitivity as to when an athlete should returnto-sport.
Gait analysis has revealed a conservative locomotion strategy in post-SRC individuals,
including alterations in postural control during gait initiation (Doherty et al., 2017) along with
decreased walking speed and stride length (Chou et al., 2004). Recently concussed collegiate
athletes demonstrated reductions in frontal and sagittal plane COP displacement during gait
initiation when compared to controls, suggesting deficits in anticipatory postural control
(Buckley et al., 2017). Individuals recovering acutely from a concussive event are more likely to
contact obstacles during gait tasks that increase the risk of trips and falls (Catena, van Donkelaar,
Halterman, et al., 2009). These gait impairments may persist weeks after sustaining an SRC
(Fait et al., 2009). In a case study of an elite male hockey athlete, (Fait et al., 2009) noted
significantly slower gait speeds at seven and 30 days post-SRC in comparison to pre-injury
measures. However, in a follow-up study with increased elite athlete participation, deficits in
walking speed, an average of 37 days post-SRC, were not significantly different when matched
to control athletes (Fait et al., 2013). Additionally, gait performance at four separate time points
(2, 5, 14, and 28 days post-SRC) failed to reveal any significant differences in walking speed and
ML displacement between concussed and non-concussed athletes (Parker et al., 2008).
Previously concussed collegiate athletes increased gait speed beyond matched controls one year
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post-SRC under level walking conditions (Fino, 2016) and overall, it appears that single-task gait
conditions fail to elicit abnormalities in gait speed (Parker et al., 2008; Martini et al., 2011;
Buckley et al., 2013; Yasen, Howell, Chou, Pazzaglia, & Christie, 2017), AP / ML sway (Parker
et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2013); Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2015), and joint coordination (Chiu
et al., 2013; Chen, Lu, & Chou, 2015) outside of the acute phase of recovery. However,
measurements of gait performance may offer greater clinical utility compared to traditional static
postural control measures such as the BESS or its modified version (Oldham et al., 2018).
Recent evidence suggests that tandem gait (heel-to-toe walking) completion time demonstrated
greater SRC sensitivity and specificity compared to the BESS and a modified BESS assessment
(Oldham et al., 2018). In collegiate athletes, tandem gait completion time was significantly
higher 48 hours post-SRC compared to baseline, whereas no significant differences in either
BESS score were found between the two time points (Oldham et al., 2018).

1.9.1 Dual-Task Gait Analysis
Athletes are required to complete both motor and cognitive tasks simultaneously during sport,
therefore, dual-task gait analysis may be a more appropriate for detecting impaired dynamic
postural control in both the acute and chronic phases of recovery from SRC (Fino et al., 2018;
Howell et al., 2018). After reporting symptom resolution, post-SRC adolescent athletes did not
demonstrate differences in spatio-temporal parameters (speed, cadence, stride length, double
support time) during single-task walking when compared to controls, however, gait deficits were
revealed under dual-task conditions (Berkner et al., 2017). Cognitive tasks secondary to level
walking typically consist of a series of continuous questions-and-answers, tasking individuals
with reciting words and months in reverse order and / or counting backwards from a designated
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number (Parker et al., 2005; Catena, Van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2009; Chiu et al., 2013).
Additional tasks may include a visual or auditory Stroop test (Fait et al., 2013; Howell et al.,
2013), a measure of parallel processing (MacLeod, 1991) during gait. When performing dualtask walking with a cognitive component, concussed males and females analyzed within 48
hours of injury demonstrated significantly slower AP velocity, along with increased ML rangeof-motion (ROM), compared to matched controls (Parker et al., 2005). Decreased AP velocity
was noted at two days post-injury in a larger participant group, although this gait parameter
returned to control levels by day six and continued to increase four weeks after the concussive
event (Catena, Van Donkelaar, et al., 2009). Additionally, no differences were detected between
concussed participants and matched controls in ML ROM at any time point (Catena, Van
Donkelaar, et al., 2009), although other researchers have determined greater frontal plane motion
in collegiate (Parker et al., 2008) and adolescent athletes (Howell et al., 2013; Howell et al.,
2014) post-SRC. When matched with healthy adolescents, concussed athletes had significantly
greater dual-task costs (defined as percentage change from single- to dual-task conditions) for
both walking speed and ML COM across five separate time points (72 hours, 1 week, 2 weeks, 1
month, and 2 months (Howell et al., 2013). Adolescents with an SRC were also significantly
more prone to error during an auditory Stroop task while ambulating (Howell et al., 2013), with
these findings being supported during visual Stroop tests in young adult athletes (Fait et al.,
2009; Fait et al., 2013). As the dual-task condition became increasingly difficult (multiple
auditory Stoop task and question and answer recitation versus single auditory Stroop task and
level walking), concussed adolescents displayed greater ML COM displacement and decreased
peak COM anterior velocity than controls across two months of testing (Howell et al., 2014). In
a follow-up study with the same adolescent cohort, adolescents who sustained an SRC were
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significantly less accurate on a Stroop task while concurrently displaying greater ML peak
velocity at two months post-injury compared to healthy controls (Howell, Osternig, & Chou,
2015). However, other investigators have determined no differences in dual-task gait
performance between previously concussed adolescent athletes at the time of sport resumption
and controls (Solomito et al., 2018). Overall, dual-task gait analysis may provide clinical utility
in identifying athletes at risk for subsequent musculoskeletal injury. In a recent study of postSRC adolescent athletes, those who sustained a subsequent musculoskeletal injury during a oneyear follow-up period, compared to injury-free athletes, demonstrated increased dual-task cost
walking speed from the initial concussive event to clinical recovery (Howell et al., 2018).
Further study of dual-task gait and its association to SRC and lower extremity injury is
warranted.

1.9.2 Complex Gait Analysis
While single- and dual-task gait analyses offer critical insight into both acute and chronic gait
abnormalities after an SRC, researchers have recently begun to ascertain the effects of complex
gait tasks on locomotor capabilities in concussed athletes. Complex gait, suggested as “walking
on uneven surfaces or in crowded environments requiring obstacle avoidance and navigation”
(Fino et al., 2018), may also include cognitive components similar to dual-task conditions (Fait
et al., 2009; Cossette, Ouellet, & McFadyen, 2014). These gait conditions require greater motor
and cognitive demands, placing particular emphasis on obstacle avoidance, executive
functioning, spatial awareness, and rapid information processing (Fait et al., 2009; Catena, van
Donkelaar, et al., 2009; Fait et al., 2013; Fino et al., 2018), all necessary components for
successful sporting performance and injury avoidance. An elite male junior hockey athlete
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demonstrated significantly slower approach gait speed and circumvented around a cylindrical
obstacle with less clearance during complex gait conditions at seven and 30 days after an SRC
(Fait et al., 2009). However, under similar complex conditions, young adult male and female
athletes who were asymptomatic at the time of testing performed the navigational task with
greater clearance than control athletes (Fait et al., 2013). Although differences between the
aforementioned studies were noted in obstacle clearance, both investigations showed greater
dual-task costs (measured as response reaction time) when a cognitive component was
implemented during gait trials (Fait et al., 2009; Fait et al., 2013). Some restraint must be given
to these studies due to low sample size (Fait et al., 2009; Fait et al., 2013), however, other
researchers have determined that individuals display slower gait completion time and movement
cadence up to two months after a concussive event (Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2017). During
an obstacle avoidance task, young adults who sustained an SRC walked significantly slower an
average of 158 days post-injury when compared to controls (Cossette et al., 2014), although
caution is advised due to a low participant number and wide range of previously reported SRCs.
Other researchers have reported that previously concussed individuals are significantly more
likely to make contact with obstacles during complex gait tasks, increasing the overall risk of reinjury (Catena, van Donkelaar, Halterman, et al., 2009). When performing complex gait
maneuvers under single and dual-task conditions, only concussed individuals with lower
performance on a spatial orientation task were more likely to cross an obstacle with lower lead
and trailing foot clearance (Catena, van Donkelaar, Halterman, et al., 2009). Overall, there
appears to be clinical utility in assessing gait performance under complex conditions (Fino et al.,
2018), but a paucity of available evidence limits any definitive conclusions as to how these
practices should be implemented during recovery from an SRC.
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1.10 The Relationship Between Cognitive Function and Injury
While the majority of LE injury research specifically examines movement mechanics of the
lower body during various sporting tasks, it has recently been suggested that cognitive function
plays an integral role in terms of injury risk during sport. An athlete with deficiencies in
processing environmental stimuli and task constraints, along with the inability to preplan correct
movement sequences, may not be able to produce protective muscular forces, thus leading to
high impact loads on musculoskeletal components that result in injury (Swanik, 2015).
Interestingly, in a study of collegiate athletes who were administered the ImPACT test battery at
baseline, those who sustained a non-contact ACL injury demonstrated slower reaction times and
processing speed, as well as deficits in visual and verbal working memory, when compared to
matched, injury-free controls (Swanik et al., 2007). Collegiate football athletes who completed
the ImPACT composite reaction time assessment with a performance ≥ 0.545 seconds were more
than twice as likely to sustain a LE sprain or strain over the course of a competitive season
(Wilkerson, 2012). Additional examinations between musculoskeletal injury and cognition
determined that collegiate athletes currently injured in the upper or lower extremity performed
worse on matching tasks than healthy controls, and no statistical differences were found between
athletes with a musculoskeletal or SRC injury on any NP metrics (Hutchison et al., 2011). More
recently, healthy football athletes classified as “slow” performers on a pre-season visuomotor
reaction time task were 2.30 times more likely to occur an in-season sprain or strain compared to
“fast” performers (Wilkerson et al., 2017). Young adults classified as “low” performers on a
neurocognitive test battery displayed biomechanical patterns suggesting a greater risk for ACL
injury when performing a dual-task drop landing task (Herman & Barth, 2016). Compared to
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high performing individuals, those with a low neurocognitive test score completed landings with
significantly greater vertical ground reaction forces, anterior tibial shear forces, knee abduction
moment / angle, along with decreased trunk flexion angle (Herman & Barth, 2016). The
aforementioned studies were among the first to suggest that ligamentous or musculoskeletal
injury is associated with impaired NP test performance that is commonly seen acutely after a
concussive event (i.e., one-week post-injury).
While the aforementioned studies offer promising insight into the influence of cognitive
function on subsequent injury risk, there are inherent limitations with NP assessments for injury
risk stratification. Paper- or computer-based NP measures are purposely completed in a secluded
room with minimal distractions to allow for optimal testing performance (Walton et al., 2018).
Thus, these tests are unable to replicate the combined cognitive and motor demands placed upon
an athlete during sport (e.g. landing from a jump while identifying the nearest defender) and do
not account for mental and / or physical fatiguing effects that may place an athlete at greater
injury risk (Herman, Zaremski, Vincent, & Vincent, 2015). It is recognized that NP test batteries
offer clinical utility for evaluating athletes both at baseline and post-SRC, however, a sole
reliance on these measures may not provide a complete understanding of athletic injury risk
following either poor NP performance or a concussive event.

1.11 Risk of Subsequent Injury Following a Sports-Related Concussion
Participation in athletic events carry the inherent risk of sustaining an SRC, albeit to varying
degrees that are dependent upon multiple factors, including the level of sport participation, the
amount of player contact within a particular sport, and practice / competition duration (Pfister et
al., 2016). Following the occurrence of a single SRC, athletes appear to be at a greater risk for
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both subsequent concussive and lower body injuries that persist well beyond the symptom
resolution of the initial SRC. However, one particular controversial topic within the SRC
literature is SIS, in which an athlete prematurely returns to sport while still demonstrating signs
and symptoms of an SRC and then sustains a second concussive injury (Bey & Ostick, 2009).
SIS may include rapid, catastrophic brain swelling and hemorrhage resulting in permanent
disability or death (Bey & Ostick, 2009; Laker, 2015). The exact frequency of SIS is unknown
due to the rarity of reported cases (Bey & Ostick, 2009; Harmon et al., 2013). While the
mechanisms and rate of SIS remain unclear, athletes who sustain an SRC are at a significantly
greater risk for a subsequent concussive event, a trend seen across a variety of sporting
populations (Harmon et al., 2013). In a prospective study of 2905 collegiate football athletes,
those with three or more previously reported SRCs were three times likely to sustain an
additional SRC compared to athletes with no prior SRC history (Guskiewicz et al., 2003).
Among a large cohort of youth hockey players, a previous SRC history was associated with a
1.87 times greater risk for sustaining an additional SRC (Emery et al., 2011). Additionally, a
prior concussive history was associated with a 2.40 times greater risk for an SRC that resulted in
greater than 10 days of recovery (Emery et al., 2011). Similar findings have also been reported
in both high school (Schulz et al., 2004) and professional (Guskiewicz et al., 2005) athletes, and
overall, a recent position statement from the American Medical Society for Sports Medicine
concluded that athletes with an SRC history are at a 2.0–5.8 times greater risk for a subsequent
SRC (Harmon et al., 2013).
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1.11.1 Injury Surveillance – Sports-Related Concussion and Lower Extremity Injury
While the relationship between previous SRC history and risk for sustaining additional
concussive injuries is well established, recent evidence also suggests that following a concussive
event, individuals are at an elevated risk for LE injury. This newfound relationship has been
demonstrated in military personnel (Kardouni et al., 2018) and athletes at the high school (Lynall
et al., 2017), collegiate (Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et al., 2017; Gilbert et al., 2016; Herman et al.,
2017; Lynall et al., 2015; Houston et al., 2018; Murray et al., 2020), and professional
(Nordström, Nordström, & Ekstrand, 2014; Pietrosimone et al., 2015) levels. The majority of the
aforementioned studies consist of retrospective injury surveillance data that monitored LE injury
rates in both concussed and non-concussed individuals for a specified time period around the
initial SRC event (both prior to- and post-SRC). Outside of the athletic domain, Kardouni et al.
(2018) determined that concussed soldiers were 38% more likely to sustain a LE injury when
compared to non-concussed soldiers across the two year study period. This recent study offers
unique insight into the relationship between concussion and LE injury, in that the investigators
analyzed a total of 23,004 (11,522 concussed and 11,522 non-concussed) active duty US Army
soldiers who did not report a prior history of concussion or LE injury before study participation.
Following the concussive injury event, soldiers were more likely to sustain a LE injury
approximately 1 month sooner (9.1 versus 10.3 months) than matched controls (Kardouni et al.,
2018). Interestingly, post-concussion soldiers were at the greatest risk for LE injury 15 months
after the initial concussion injury, demonstrating a 45% greater risk for LE injury compared to
non-concussed soldiers (Kardouni et al., 2018).
Following the occurrence of an SRC, athletic participants, ranging from adolescents to
professional athletes across multiple sports, have also been reported to be at an elevated risk for
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LE injury. In a study of 18,216 male and female high school athletes, investigators determined
that LE injury risk resulting in time-loss from sport (defined as greater than the day of injury)
increased by 34% for every previous SRC (Lynall et al., 2017). However, a prior SRC did not
result in greater risk of a non-time loss injury, although the distinction between the LE injury
classification following an SRC in high school athletes is presently unclear (Lynall et al., 2017).
The mechanisms responsible for an elevated LE injury risk post-SRC in the adolescent athlete
are presently unclear, however, Reed, Taha, Monette, and Keightley (2016) found that concussed
teenage hockey players performed significantly worse on isometric handgrip and squat jump
tests during the symptomatic and asymptomatic time periods compared to controls. This may
suggest altered neuromuscular control patterns leading to high loading on musculoskeletal tissue
that results in injury.
Within collegiate athletics, it appears that SRC and LE injury are two of the biggest
epidemiological concerns, as the incidence of both injury types are increasing in this population
(Westermann et al., 2016). In a recent surveillance study of 68 collegiate male football programs
over a six year study period, researchers determined that LE injury (particularly to the ankle and
knee) and SRC increased by 15% and 34%, respectively (Westermann et al., 2016). Numerous
injury surveillance studies also suggest that collegiate athletes are at greater risk for LE injury at
90 days (Brooks et al., 2016), 180 days (Lynall et al., 2015), and 365 days (Lynall et al., 2015;
(Fino et al., 2017) post-SRC. During a 90 day period following an SRC event, collegiate male
and female athletes across seven sports were 2.48 times more likely to sustain a LE
musculoskeletal injury compared to counterparts of the same team, gender, games played, and
position (Brooks et al., 2016). Furthermore, 17% of post-SRC athletes sustained a non-contact
injury to the LE, while the incidence of similar injury was less (9%) in the control group (Brooks
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et al., 2016). In a related cohort study of collegiate male football and female basketball, soccer,
and lacrosse players, the risk of LE musculoskeletal injury was 3.39 greater in previously
concussed athletes when matched to those of comparable athletic status during a 90 day period
after an SRC (Herman et al., 2017). Previously concussed male football athletes were 3.72 times
more likely to injure the LE, while female sport participants demonstrated a 2.75 greater risk for
LE injury (Herman et al., 2017). Although no differences were determined at 90 days between
previously concussed and control collegiate athletes, the SRC group was significantly more
likely sustain more LE injuries at 180 and 365 days after the concussive event (Lynall et al.,
2015). This elevated LE injury risk post-SRC in male football athletes has also been
demonstrated to extend beyond 365 days from the initial concussive event, however, the authors
caution against any definitive conclusions based on the small study cohort (Krill et al., 2018).
While LE injury risk has been associated SRC occurrence across multiple collegiate populations,
previous investigations failed to control for LE injury history prior to an SRC, a potential
confounding variable that may influence subsequent injury risk. For example, athletes returning
from ACL reconstruction are 15 times more likely to re-injure the ACL on the contralateral or
ipsilateral limb (Paterno et al., 2012). When accounting for previous LE injury, Fino et al.
(2017) found post-SRC college athletes to be at a 67% greater risk for LE injury when matched
to those of the same sport team. While the exact location of LE injury following SRC was
unclear in the aforementioned studies, Gilbert et al. (2016) determined significant associations
between SRC (reported, unreported, and unrecognized) and lateral ankle sprain, knee injury, and
LE muscle strain. This investigation consisted of 335 athletes (61% female) who completed a
questionnaire pertaining to their injury history following the completion of their collegiate
sporting career. In a similar study with a larger collegiate athlete cohort (468 athletes, 57%
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female) female athletes with a prior history of multiple SRCs were significantly more likely to
report an ankle sprain (odds ratio = 2.20) and knee injury (odds ratio = 4.31) history versus
female competitors who did not report an SRC (Houston et al., 2018). However, similar findings
did not extend to females with a single SRC event or previously concussed male athletes (single
or multiple SRCs; Houston et al., 2018). In a recent retrospective study consisting of 15 years of
injury data, multiple SRCs in male collegiate athletes were associated with a higher incidence of
foot-specific injuries, an overall shorter time to LE injury, and odds of sustaining a LE injury one
year post-SRC when compared to matched athletes who sustained a single or no previous SRC
(Harada et al., 2019). Although limitations exist due to self-report and an inability to determine
order of injury occurrence in the Gilbert et al. (2016) and Houston et al. (2018) investigations,
athletes with a stated SRC history were approximately 2–4 times more likely to report a LE
injury, findings that are similar to related retrospective surveillance data (Herman et al., 2017).
In addition to youth and collegiate athletes, professional sport competitors have
demonstrated greater injury risk and frequencies following SRC. Elite male European football
athletes demonstrated greater risk for subsequent injury (combined lower and upper extremity)
following SRC occurrence across all three time periods (0–3 months, 3–6 months, and 6–12
months post-SRC), with injury risk being greatest at 6–12 months after an SRC (Nordström et
al., 2014). The authors also concluded that concussed athletes were more prone to injury both
prior to and after the SRC (Nordström et al., 2014). Similar findings were noted in adult ice
hockey, soccer, floorball, and handball athletes, suggesting a more aggressive playing style
compared to those who did not sustain an SRC (Burman et al., 2016). Following 28 seasons of
injury data in professional hockey players, Nyberg et al. (2015) concluded that, in comparison to
a knee injury, athletes post-SRC were more likely to sustain a subsequent severe injury (> 28
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days recovery) within 21 days of returning to sport. However, no differences were reported at
the seven and 42 day follow-up and the reported injury after the SRC or knee injury was not
classified by location (Nyberg et al., 2015). Furthermore, no differences existed in the frequency
of subsequent injury between athletes who sustained an SRC or knee injury (Nyberg et al.,
2015). When examining the association between SRC and LE injury frequency during a
profession career, NFL athletes who reported one, two, or three or more concussion had up to
63%, 126%, and 165% greater odds of sustaining a LE musculoskeletal injury (Pietrosimone et
al., 2015). In this sample of 2,429 retired athletes, a greater number of reported SRCs were
associated with more injuries to the ankle-foot (Achilles, ligament rupture, and ankle-foot
fracture) and knee (ACL and meniscus tear; Pietrosimone et al., 2015).

1.11.2 Rationales for Lower Extremity Injury Risk After a Sports-Related Concussion
Mounting evidence suggests that post-SRC athletes across all sporting populations are at greater
risk for LE injury. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis (27 total studies, 23 SRC)
determined that previously concussed athletes 1) sustained a LE injury 39% sooner and 2)
sustained LE injuries at a 74% greater rate (per 1000 athletic exposures) compared to nonconcussed athletes (Reneker et al., 2019). Although the rationale for this relationship is
presently unclear (Reneker et al., 2019), multiple theories have been postulated, such as impaired
motor planning and coordination (Swanik, 2015), reductions in cortical excitability (Herman et
al., 2017), and neuromuscular alterations (Pietrosimone et al., 2015) that persist far beyond
resolution of traditional post-SRC measures. It has been demonstrated through multiple
investigations that subtle physiologic and motor deficits persists beyond the symptomatic phase
of SRC (De Beaumont et al., 2007; De Beaumont et al., 2011; Tallus et al., 2012; Powers,
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Cinelli, & Kalmar, 2014; Howell et al., 2018), theoretically putting athletes at greater risk for
subsequent concussive and / or LE injuries. A recent theoretical construct suggests that common
SRC symptoms (e.g., headache, dizziness, anxiety) alter perception-action coupling loops that do
not allow a post-concussive athlete to properly perceive their movement affordances
(opportunities for action), thus leading to greater risk for LE injury (Eagle, Kontos, Pepping, et
al., 2019). Lending support to this hypothesis, athletes with a reported SRC history (average =
2.71 SRCs) demonstrated increased movement time, reaction time and response time on the
newly developed Perception-Action Coupling Task (Eagle, Nindl, Johnson, Kontos, &
Connaboy, 2019). Previously concussed athletes and controls were instructed to determine
whether a virtual ball could fit into a virtual hole and to complete the task as quickly and
efficiently as possible (Eagle, Nindl, et al., 2019). While athletes with a previous SRC history
demonstrated worse performance across all conditions, the greatest performance differences
between groups were observed when the size ratios between the ball and hole became more
similar (i.e., the most challenging task; Eagle, Nindl, et al., 2019). Additional cognitive
flexibility tasks have demonstrated that perceptual-based reaction time is reduced up to one
month following sport resumption in post-concussive collegiate athletes, suggesting persistent
impairments in visuospatial attentional capacity in light of clinical clearance (McGowan et al.,
2018). Theoretically, a post-SRC athlete unable to determine proper movement affordances
within the constraints of a sporting environment may misjudge affordance selection, leading to
increased behavior risk and injury (Eagle, Kontos, Pepping, et al., 2019). It is recognized by
researchers that future investigations are necessary to properly determine the direct influence of
perception-action coupling and affordances on LE injury risk post-SRC (Eagle, Kontos, Pepping,
et al., 2019). Overall, it has been demonstrated through numerous studies that following a
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concussive event, the majority of athletes are able to return to baseline values relating to
symptom reporting, NP performance, and balance / sway in a relatively short time period.
However, subtle cognitive and physical deficiencies may still persist, only to be revealed during
a dynamic sporting environment that tasks performers with completing highly complex
maneuvers (Herman et al., 2015). The sporting demands placed upon an athlete are influenced
by a number of factors, including an individual’s neuromuscular characteristics, the intended
movement goal, and perception of the external environmental stimuli, all of which are not
typically accounted for within traditional RTP modalities after the occurrence of an SRC.

1.12 Sports-Related Concussion and Lower Extremity Biomechanics
Presently, LE injury mechanisms following SRC have not been described by the aforementioned
retrospective surveillance studies (Gilbert et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2017; Krill et al., 2018). To
provide a potential objective rationale for the relationship for greater risk of LE injury post-SRC,
researchers have initiated examinations of biomechanical movement patterns during dynamic,
sport-specific tasks. Compared to pre-season measures, post-SRC collegiate football athletes
demonstrated alterations in hip, leg, and knee stiffness during a unilateral landing trial on the left
and right limb (DuBose et al., 2017). Specifically, decreased leg and knee stiffness, along with
increased hip stiffness, was found during the post-season landing trials (DuBose et al., 2017).
Decreased leg stiffness has been linked to both Achilles tendinopathy (Maquirriain, 2012) and
hamstring injury (Watsford et al., 2010). In a study of young adults performing multidirectional
jump-cutting maneuvers with concurrent Flanker tasks, Lapointe et al. (2017) determined that
concussed individuals were at greater risk for knee injury relative to matched controls. The
concussed group demonstrated greater knee valgus and internal rotation on the cutting limb,
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movement patterns often associated with a non-contact ACL injury (Quatman & Hewett, 2009).
Previously concussed individuals, compared to controls, also displayed greater vertical COM
displacement as the Flanker task become increasingly challenging (Lapointe et al., 2017),
suggesting that subtle motor alterations may only be revealed during complex, dynamic
conditions. Additionally, a decision tree algorithm determined that a majority of military
personnel with a prior concussive history (18/24 participants) shared three neuromuscular
characteristics: quicker time to peak knee flexion and larger knee flexion angle during a
unilateral jump-landing task, along with increased time to peak knee extension torque during
isokinetic strength testing versus matched controls (2/24 participants; Eagle, Kontos, Mi, et al.,
2019). The studies by DuBose et al. (2017) and Lapointe et al. (2017) were the first to reveal
that individuals with a prior concussive history demonstrate LE biomechanical movement
patterns that elevate the risk of LE injury. However, these investigations carry significant
limitations, highlighting the need for further exploration into LE biomechanics post-SRC. In the
DuBose et al. (2017) study, altered lower extremity stiffness measures were based upon one
testing trial per limb, even though it is recommended that a minimum of four landing trials are
necessary for landing performance stability (James et al., 2007). Additionally, Lapointe et al.
(2017) did not analyze hip kinematics, which are suggested to play an influential role in ACL
injury mechanisms (Powers, 2010), nor kinetic variables during the jump-cutting tasks. Further
LE biomechanical research may provide a more definitive rationale for the elevated risk of LE
injury after an athlete has sustained an SRC.
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1.13 Concluding Remarks
SRCs are a growing concern for athletes across all levels of participation, particularly those
involved in collision-based sports. Although many SRCs are still believed to go unreported to
appropriate medical professionals, injury rates have steadily increased from prior decades, which
may in part be attributed to heightened awareness of the risks associated with SRC. Traditional
post-SRC assessments include symptom reporting, NP evaluation, and static balance / sway
measures for determining return-to-sport, with the majority of athletes being cleared within two
weeks of injury. However, these measures come with limitations such as self-report, subjective
analysis, learning effects, and a lack of generalizability to a dynamic sporting environment.
With recent evidence suggesting athletes to be at greater risk for LE injury after an SRC, there is
a need for more objectivity in determining when an athlete should be allowed to resume sport
participation to mitigate this risk. Recent LE biomechanical studies have provided a potential
rationale for this newfound relationship between LE injury and SRC, however, it is recognized
that this research is still in its infancy. The purpose of this literature review was to examine the
current state of SRC research, specifically serving as an outline for the subsequent analysis of LE
biomechanical patterns during landing maneuvers in various athletic populations with and
without an SRC history. The intention of the present research was to determine if previously
concussed athletes demonstrate landing biomechanics that suggest an elevated risk of LE injury
compared to non-concussed counterparts.
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Significance of the Chapter
SRC management typically consists of the following three modalities: symptom reporting, static
postural balance, and NP testing. These assessments are utilized by clinicians to assess cognitive
and motor recovery in recently concussed adolescent and collegiate athletes. Although many
research investigations have demonstrated the clinical utility of these assessments for monitoring
SRC recovery, it has yet to be determined whether there is utility for other SRC-related injuries.
Findings from the comprehensive literature review (Chapter 1) suggests that previously
concussed athletes are at greater risk for LE injury compared to pre-SRC injury status. The
current literature review, published in the International Journal of Exercise Science, represents a
narrative overview of the aforementioned common clinical practices for the purpose of
identifying their abilities to detect concussed athletes at-risk for subsequent LE injury. This
review also serves as an outline for future research investigations to determine subtle locomotor
abnormalities that may be present following a concussive event that lead to further injury. The
findings from this review may lead to clinicians adopting more specific motor assessments postSRC to determine whether an athlete has made a full clinical recovery.
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Abstract
Sports-related concussions (SRCs) are now classified as a major health concern affecting athletes
across all sporting levels, with recent evidence suggesting upwards of 3.8 million SRCs occur
each year. Multiple injury surveillance datasets have recently determined that athletes post-SRC,
compared to non-concussed counterparts, are at greater risk for lower extremity (LE) injury
beyond the resolution of traditional SRC assessment batteries. However, it is presently uncertain
if common clinical practices (symptom reporting, neuropsychological (NP) examination, and
static postural control analysis) can determine athletes at risk for LE injury following an SRC. A
comprehensive review of the literature determined that these tools may not reveal subtle
cognitive and neuromuscular deficits that lead to subsequent LE injury during dynamic sporting
tasks. Current return-to-play (RTP) protocols should consider clarifying the addition of specific
objective locomotor analysis, such as gait tasks and sport-specific maneuvers, to determine the
risk of LE injury after an athlete has sustained an SRC.
KEY WORDS: Brain injury, biomechanics, anterior cruciate ligament, musculoskeletal
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
A concussion can be classified as a brain injury of various severity induced by (1) impact
directly to the head and/or (2) impulsive forces acted on other body areas that are transmitted to
the head, leading to a complex pathophysiological cascade of damaging events (McCrory et al.,
2017a). An “energy crisis” occurs as the brain attempts to restore ionic balance following injury,
a mechanism believed to lead to acute psychological, behavioral, and locomotor alterations
commonly seen in those post-concussed (Giza & Hovda, 2014). An athlete may experience a
multitude of symptoms, including headache, blurred vision, slowed reaction time, photophobia,
and abnormal locomotor patterns (Guskiewicz et al., 2003; Laker, 2015b; E. J. Pellman et al.,
2004). With approximately 1.6–3.8 million sports-related concussions (SRCs) occurring each
year in the United States (Langlois et al., 2006b), it is imperative to determine when an athlete is
safe to resume sport. To ensure an athlete’s safety following an SRC, clinicians typically
administer a variety of assessment batteries. These tools include symptom reporting and
monitoring the time-to-symptom resolution (Covassin, Sachs, et al., 2006; Frommer et al.,
2011b), neuropsychological (NP) analysis (Ruben J. Echemendia et al., 2012b), and static
balance/postural control testing (Covassin, Harris, et al., 2012; Peterson et al., 2003b). While
undergoing these clinical examinations, athletes are re-introduced into sport utilizing a graduated
activity procedure, progressing through each activity step without symptom provocation
(McCrory et al., 2017a). Under the current SRC assessment paradigm, an athlete is typically
cleared to resume sport within 14 days post-injury based on self-report of symptom resolution
and returning to baseline on various clinical examinations (e.g., NP and balance testing;
(Covassin, Sachs, et al., 2006; McCrory et al., 2017a). However, significant issues arise when
utilizing these traditional measures to evaluate an athlete’s physical and cognitive readiness
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following an SRC. Athletes may underreport or hide symptoms from medical personal for fear of
missing playing time (Meier, Brummel, et al., 2015a) or due to cultural perceptions that an SRC
is a sign of weakness (Wallace, Covassin, & Beidler, 2017b). Athletes can purposefully perform
poorly on baseline NP screenings in order to subsequently exceed these scores following an
SRC, thereby allowing for a faster RTP (Walton et al., 2018a). Traditional balance measures,
such as the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS), are limited to the subjective judgement of the
test administrator (Bell et al., 2011b), while objective balance tools (e.g. Sensory Organization
Test, SOT) are limited to static postural analysis that does not replicate sport-specific demands
(Julia M. Ford et al., 2018). Additionally, the SOT requires expensive and immobile equipment,
drastically reducing the utility in most sports medicine settings. While static balance assessments
provide measures of postural control, more clarity regarding their clinical utility is necessary to
incorporate these modalities into the consensus-based RTP guidelines (McCrory et al., 2017a).
While the aforementioned tools provide significant insight into SRC injuries, they are
limited in their applicability to locomotor-related tasks. Given that athletes are exposed to both
cognitively and physically challenging tasks during sport, researchers and clinicians utilize dualtask movement analyses within a RTP protocol. Gait analyses in athletes previously concussed
have revealed locomotor instabilities (Catena, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2009; Catena, van
Donkelaar, et al., 2007) that may translate to further instability within more demanding sport
environments. During dual-task gait examinations, athletes post-SRC demonstrated significant
deficits in gait velocity and frontal/sagittal plane stability (Lee et al., 2013b). When paired with a
cognitive task, deficits in locomotor abilities may persist weeks beyond symptom resolution and
a return to NP baseline scores (Fait et al., 2009), suggesting variable recovery rates exist amongst
SRC assessment modalities (Livingston et al., 2010). Residual SRC impairments after clearance
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for RTP, including a failure to report symptoms or subtle functional deficits, may place an
athlete at greater risk for LE injury (David R. Howell et al., 2015b).
Recent evidence suggests that adolescent (53) and collegiate athletes (Gilbert et al.,
2016b; D. Herman et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015b) are at a significantly greater risk for lower
body injury following an SRC. This risk has been noted to be present upwards of one year after
the concussive event, as collegiate athletes with an SRC history displayed greater injury rates
(64–67% increase) compared to control groups during this time period (Fino et al., 2017; Lynall
et al., 2015b). It should be noted that athletes that were previously concussed were medically
diagnosed by sports medicine personnel and underwent clinical examinations that adhered to the
latest SRC consensus at the time of study (Fino et al., 2017; D. Herman et al., 2017; Lynall et al.,
2015b, 2017). In light of these findings, researchers have initiated biomechanical studies of
sporting movements post-SRC to provide an objective rationale for this newfound relationship.
Individuals with a prior concussive history displayed greater knee valgus and knee internal
rotation during a jump-cut maneuver (Lapointe et al., 2018), along with changes in LE stiffness
during a jump-landing task (Dubose et al., 2017). These studies suggest altered neuromuscular
control (Dubose et al., 2017), potentially placing an individual at greater risk for LE injury
during an athletic maneuver. However, limitations such as single-trial analysis (Dubose et al.,
2017) or lack of a complete LE dataset (Lapointe et al., 2018) limit our current understanding of
the influence of SRC injury on LE biomechanics during sporting maneuvers. Further study of
sport-specific tasks is needed to provide a rationale for why post-SRC athletes are sustaining LE
injuries at a greater rate than athletes without an SRC history (Lynall et al., 2015b). Thus, the
purposes of this narrative literature review are threefold: (1) to examine the current literature
describing the relationship between SRC and future LE injury risk; (2) to describe current
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clinical assessment techniques post-SRC and their association to LE injury risk following
clearance to resume sport; (3) to propose future areas of research to further delineate the
relationship between SRC and LE injury. This research was carried out fully in accordance to the
ethical standards of the International Journal of Exercise Science (Navalta et al., 2019).

2.2 LITERATURE AND FINDINGS
2.2.1 Risk of Lower Extremity Injury Following a Sports-Related Concussion
Over the previous 5 years, a newfound relationship between LE injury and SRC has been
established in various sporting populations. Athletes at the high school (Lynall et al., 2017),
collegiate (Fino et al., 2017; Gilbert et al., 2016; D. Herman et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015), and
professional (Nordström et al., 2014; Pietrosimone et al., 2015) levels have demonstrated a
greater risk for sustaining a LE injury post-SRC. The majority of the aforementioned studies
consist of retrospective injury surveillance data that monitored LE injury rates in both athletes
concussed and non-concussed for a specified time period around the initial SRC event (both prior
to- and post-SRC). All athletes diagnosed with SRC in these investigations were clinically
cleared to resume sport by sports medicine personnel (athletic trainer, physician) and monitored
for LE injury rates at various time points after the initial SRC. Of note, it is unclear if the
individuals responsible for clearing athletes strictly adhered to all components related to the
latest SRC consensus (McCrory et al., 2017).
High school athletes tend to require greater recovery time from an SRC compared to
higher level counterparts (Covassin et al., 2012). Following the resolution of concussive
symptoms and clinical clearance to resume sport, it appears that high school athletes are at
greater risk for sustaining a LE injury compared to pre-concussive LE injury rates. In a recent
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study of 18,216 male and female high school athletes, investigators determined that the risk of
LE injury resulting in time-loss from sport (defined as greater than the day of injury) increased
by 34% for every previous SRC (Lynall et al., 2017). However, a prior SRC did not result in
greater risk of a non-time loss injury, although a clear distinction between non-time loss versus
time-loss LE injury following an SRC is presently unclear (Lynall et al., 2017). While the
aforementioned investigation provides insightful information regarding LE injury risk post-SRC
in a large high school athletic population, further research is necessary to confirm these findings.
Numerous studies also suggest that collegiate athletes are at greater risk for LE injury at
90 days (Brooks et al., 2016), 180 days (Lynall et al., 2015), and 365 days (Fino et al., 2017;
Lynall et al., 2015) post-SRC. Collegiate male and female athletes across seven sports were 2.5
times more likely to sustain a LE musculoskeletal injury compared to matched counterparts 90
days after sustaining an SRC (Brooks et al., 2016). It was determined that 17% of post-SRC
athletes sustained a non-contact LE injury, while the incidence of similar injury was less (9%) in
the matched control group (Brooks et al., 2016). In a related study of collegiate basketball,
soccer, and lacrosse athletes, LE musculoskeletal injury risk was 3.4 times greater in athletes
who were previously concussed when matched to those of comparable athletic status during a 90
day follow-up period (Gilbert et al., 2016). Male football athletes with prior SRC were 3.7 times
more likely to injure the LE, while female sport participants demonstrated a 2.8 times greater
risk for LE injury after SRC (Gilbert et al., 2016). These findings at 90 days post-SRC have not
been observed in other collegiate cohorts (Lynall et al., 2015), although it is presently unclear
why these findings are equivocal. While Lynall et al. (2015) did not observe differences at 90
days, athletes were significantly more likely to sustain a LE injury at 180 days (2.02 times) and
365 days (1.97 times) post-SRC compared to pre-concussive injury rates (Lynall et al., 2015).
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Elevated LE injury risk in male football athletes post-SRC has been demonstrated to extend
beyond 365 days from the initial concussive event, however, caution must be given due to a
small study cohort (Krill et al., 2018). These findings run counter to the belief that after an SRC,
deconditioning and an athlete being “out of game shape” are significant factors for LE injury.
While LE injury risk has been associated with SRC occurrence across multiple collegiate
populations, previous investigations failed to control for LE injury history prior to an SRC, a
potential confounding variable that may influence subsequent injury risk. For example, athletes
returning from ACL reconstruction are 15 times more likely to re-injure the ACL on the
contralateral or ipsilateral limb (Paterno et al., 2012). When accounting for previous LE injury,
Fino et al. (2017) found college athletes post-SRC to be at a 67% greater risk for subsequent LE
injury when matched to those of the same team (Fino et al., 2017). While the exact location of
LE injury following SRC was unclear in the aforementioned studies, Gilbert et al. (2016)
determined significant associations between SRC (reported, unreported, and unrecognized) and
lateral ankle sprain, knee injury, and LE muscle strain (Gilbert et al., 2016). This investigation
consisted of 335 athletes (61% female) who completed a questionnaire pertaining to their injury
history following the completion of their collegiate career. Although limitations exist due to selfreport and an inability to determine order of injury occurrence, athletes with a stated SRC history
were 1.6-2.9 times more likely to report a LE injury (Gilbert et al., 2016), findings similar to
related retrospective data (Lynall et al., 2015).
In addition to youth and collegiate athletes, professional athletes have demonstrated
greater injury risk and frequencies following SRC. Elite male European football athletes were at
greater risk for subsequent injury (combined lower and upper extremity) following SRC
occurrence across three time periods (0–3 months, 3–6 months, and 6–12 months post-SRC),
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with injury risk being greatest at 6–12 months after an SRC (Nordström et al., 2014). Following
28 seasons of injury data in professional ice hockey players, researchers concluded that, in
comparison to a knee injury, athletes post-SRC were more likely to sustain a subsequent severe
injury (> 28 days recovery) within 21 days of returning to sport (Nyberg et al., 2015). However,
no differences were reported at the seven and 42 day follow-up and the reported injury after the
SRC or knee injury was not classified by location (Nyberg et al., 2015). Furthermore, no
differences were observed in the frequency of subsequent injury between athletes who sustained
an SRC or knee injury (Nyberg et al., 2015). When examining the association between
subjectively reported SRC and LE injury frequency during a professional career, National
Football League athletes who reported one, two, or three or more concussions had up to 63%,
126%, and 165% greater odds of sustaining a LE musculoskeletal injury (Pietrosimone et al.,
2015). In this sample of 2,429 retired athletes, a greater number of reported SRCs were
associated with more injuries to the ankle-foot (Achilles rupture, ankle ligament rupture, and
ankle-foot fracture) and knee (ACL and meniscus tear; Pietrosimone et al., 2015), suggesting a
dose-response relationship between SRC and LE injury. Although not explicitly highlighted by
the authors in the aforementioned studies on professional hockey and American football athletes
(Nyberg et al., 2015; Pietrosimone et al., 2015), the evolving definition of SRC and criteria for
clearing athletes to RTP may have influenced injury reporting in these athletic cohorts.
Mounting evidence suggests that athletes with a prior SRC history across all sporting
populations are at greater risk for LE injury, although the mechanism for this relationship is
presently unclear. Multiple theories have been postulated, such as impaired motor planning and
coordination (Dubose et al., 2017), reductions in cortical excitability (Gilbert et al., 2016), and
neuromuscular alterations (Brooks et al., 2016) that persist far beyond resolution of traditional
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post-SRC measures (Howell et al., 2013). It has been demonstrated through numerous studies
that following a concussive event, the majority of athletes are able to return to baseline values
relating to symptom reporting, NP performance, and balance/sway within a relatively short time
period. However, subtle cognitive and physical deficiencies may still persist, only to be revealed
during a dynamic sporting environment that tasks performers with completing highly complex
maneuvers (Howell et al., 2015). The sporting demands placed upon an athlete are influenced by
a number of factors, including an individual’s neuromuscular characteristics, the intended
movement goal, and the external environmental stimuli, all of which may not be typically
accounted for within the currently implemented, gradual RTP protocol after an SRC occurrence.
Furthermore, the utilization/interpretation of RTP guidelines may also influence LE injury risk
following an SRC. For example, some practicing clinicians may utilize dual-task gait analysis
whereas others may incorporate a single-task procedure, ultimately leading to clearing an athlete
at different time points based on same management stage. Differing practices among individuals
responsible for SRC management may influence RTP timelines and LE injury risk in athletes
with recent SRC. However, the exact RTP modalities utilized by clinicians have yet to be
elucidated in the current literature. Future research should determine if differences exist among
disciplines (e.g., ATC, MD, PT) in the type of rehabilitation protocols utilized to clear an athlete
following SRC. These findings would provide substantial value to determine how varying
clinical practices for SRC management associate to LE injury risk.

2.2.2 The Relationship between Cognitive Function and Lower Extremity Injury
Recent evidence suggests that cognitive deficits, a hallmark of SRC, play an integral role in LE
injury risk during sport. Examinations between musculoskeletal injury and cognition determined
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that collegiate athletes currently injured in the upper or lower extremity performed worse on
matching tasks than healthy controls, and no statistical differences were found between athletes
with a musculoskeletal injury or SRC on any neurocognitive metrics (Hutchison et al., 2011).
Young adults classified as “low performers” on a NP test battery displayed biomechanical
patterns suggesting a greater risk for ACL injury when performing dual-task drop landings
(Herman & Barth, 2016). Compared to “high performing” individuals, those with a lower score
completed landings with greater vertical ground reaction forces, anterior shear forces, knee
abduction moment/angle, along with decreased trunk flexion angle (Herman & Barth, 2016). An
athlete with deficiencies in processing environmental stimuli and task constraints (such as an
athlete post-SRC), along with the inability to preplan correct movement sequences, may not be
able to produce protective muscular forces, thus leading to high impact loads on musculoskeletal
components that result in injury (Swanik, 2015). Subtle, yet lingering cognitive deficits upon
return-to-sport following an SRC may influence an athlete’s ability to perceive external stimuli
(spatial relationships among the teammates, opposition, and the playing apparatus), eliminate
extraneous variables (e.g. crowd noise), and execute proper movement sequencing within a
dynamic sporting environment. Under increased cognitive loads, slight impairments in motor
planning and information processing may lead to joint instability, thus resulting in injury to the
LE (Kim et al., 2016). It is recognized that the relationship between cognition and LE injury is
still in its infancy and that more research is necessary to further delineate the influence of
cognitive performance on LE injury risk in both concussed and non-concussed sporting
populations.
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2.2.3 Traditional Sports-Related Concussion Assessment Tools
Following an SRC, an athlete is asked to complete multiple screening measures, including
symptom reporting, NP testing, static balance/postural control tasks, and a RTP protocol that
gradually incorporates dynamic activity. The following sections will provide an overview of
these assessment modalities, as well as their association (if any) to LE injury risk.
Symptom Reporting: A variety of methods have been employed to determine the severity, and
subsequent recovery period, of an SRC. The hallmark of a concussive injury is symptom
presentation that tends to be most severe 24–48 hours post-SRC (Lovell et al., 2004). While
headache is the most common injury symptom among amateur (Frommer et al., 2011), collegiate
(Guskiewicz et al., 2003), and professional (Pellman et al., 2004) competitors, athletes may
experience a wide range of symptoms that affect cognition, consciousness, anxiety, sleep,
locomotor capabilities, and sensitivity to external stimuli (i.e. light and sound; (Laker, 2015).
Symptom resolution following an SRC, as reported by athletes, may range from three days
(Frommer et al., 2011) to multiple weeks (Covassin et al., 2012). Prior study determined that the
majority of athletes are asymptomatic by day seven (Feddermann-Demont et al., 2017), however,
more recent evidence in adolescent athletes suggests that symptom resolution may last up to 14–
16 days (Covassin et al., 2012). Significant issues arise when establishing RTP protocols solely
off symptom endorsement, attributed to underreporting behaviors (Meier et al., 2015) and lack of
awareness relating to common SRC symptoms (Walton et al., 2018). Additionally, athletes may
report mild symptoms during baseline screening, including headache and fatigue (Covassin et al.,
2006), which complicate symptom assessment. A recent investigation pertaining to reporting
behaviors in collegiate athletes (the majority being football athletes) determined that athletes
underreport post-SRC symptoms to team medical personal when compared to a private third-
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party setting (i.e. brain injury institute; Meier et al., 2015). Furthermore, 60% of athletes who
were cleared to RTP indicated at least one mild symptom and no differences existed in
symptoms reported between cleared and non-cleared athletes nine days post-SRC (Meier et al.,
2015).
The Link to LE Injury: Presently, there is not a clear association between symptom
presentation and subsequent LE injury. Self-reported dizziness during an on-field assessment, a
potential sign of more serious vestibular dysfunction, was found to be associated with a 6.3 times
greater risk of SRC recovery lasting longer than 21 days (Lau et al., 2011). A loss or decrease of
vestibular function can significantly impact one’s postural control, with numerous researchers
suggesting this system is significantly affected in athletes post-SRC (Guskiewicz, 2001, 2003;
Peterson et al., 2003). However, it is unclear if athletes who report dizziness are at greater risk
for LE injury compared to other reported symptoms. While an athlete is not allowed to resume
sport until all symptoms have resolved, initial symptomology may be indicative of future subtle
impairments that affect various body systems responsible for proper perception-action
integration (e.g. visual, proprioceptive and somatosensory systems). Future research is warranted
to determine if specific SRC symptoms are associated with LE injury in concussed athletes.
NP Examination: In addition to symptom evaluation, NP testing has become a popular screening
instrument for athletes at risk for SRC. Evaluation of NP performance allows for objective
analysis following a concussive event, increasing sensitivity to cognitive impairments beyond
symptom resolution (Broglio et al., 2007). Various NP assessment batteries have demonstrated
that athletes post-SRC display deficits during tests of information processing (65), short/long
delay recall (Heitger et al., 2006), oculomotor speed (Seidman et al., 2015), and visuospatial
memory (Hutchison et al., 2011) within the acute recovery phase. While recommended during
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the recovery from an SRC, recent evidence has shed insight on some limitations associated with
NP evaluation. Suboptimal performance during baseline screening (Walton et al., 2018) and
practice effects from frequent exposure to NP testing within an acute time period (Calamia et al.,
2012) may limit the effectiveness of these assessments for determining when an athlete is healthy
to resume sport.
The Link to LE Injury: There is evidence to suggest that NP performance is associated
with LE injury risk in various sporting populations (Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012).
Interestingly, in a study of collegiate athletes who were administered the Immediate PostConcussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT) test battery at baseline, those who
sustained a non-contact ACL injury demonstrated slower reaction times and processing speed, as
well as deficits in visual and working memory, when compared to matched, injury-free controls
(Swanik et al., 2007). Collegiate football athletes who completed the ImPACT composite
reaction time assessment with a performance ≥ 0.545 seconds were more than twice as likely to
sustain a LE sprain or strain over the course of a competitive season (Wilkerson, 2012). The
aforementioned studies were among the first to suggest that ligamentous or musculoskeletal
injury is associated with impaired NP test performance that is commonly seen acutely after a
concussive event (i.e., one week post-injury). While the studies by Swanik et al. (2007) and
Wilkerson (2012) suggest an association between NP performance and LE injury risk, all athletes
within these collegiate cohorts were free from SRC. Future research should address whether
athletes post-SRC demonstrate similar NP performance and the influence of this performance on
LE injury risk.
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Static Balance and Postural Control: Along with symptom reporting and NP test
batteries, it is important to identify balance and postural control deficiencies often present after a
concussive injury (Guskiewicz, 2003). The maintenance of balance and one’s sense of spatial
orientation are thought to be directly influenced by the vestibular system, a sensory organ in the
inner ear (Tascioglu, 2005). A loss or decrease of vestibular function can significantly impact
one’s postural control, with numerous researchers suggesting this system is significantly affected
in concussed athletes (Guskiewicz, 2001, 2003; Peterson et al., 2003). This may be due to
potential peripheral receptor damage or lack of cerebral integration of the vestibular system with
the visual and somatosensory systems (Guskiewicz, 2001). Given that vestibular deficits may
influence SRC recovery outcomes, clinicians and researchers have developed static balance and
postural control tools to provide quantifiable measures of recovery. The two most common
measures are the BESS and SOT. The BESS is composed of three stance conditions (double-leg,
single-leg, and tandem) performed with the eyes closed on a firm and foam surface (31), while
the SOT includes six conditions that determines sensory deficits in one’s visual, vestibular, and
proprioceptive systems (Guskiewicz, 2001).
There is a large body of evidence suggesting that athletes demonstrate static balance
deficits during the acute SRC recovery phase. Static balance impairments measured by the most
commonly researched tools, BESS and SOT, typically resolve within three to five days after the
concussive event (Covassin et al., 2012; Guskiewicz, 2001). Caution is suggested when
administering the BESS and SOT, as the resolution of postural instability may not be suggestive
of complete recovery (Covassin et al., 2012; Walton et al., 2018). Furthermore, recent
comprehensive reviews of the SRC literature question the practicality of both the SOT and BESS
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(Guskiewicz, 2001) due to its analysis of static posture not representative of the dynamic
movement patterns athletes perform during sport.
The Link to LE Injury: Currently, there is no evidence to suggest that static
balance/postural control deficits measured by the BESS and SOT are associated with greater risk
for LE injury in athletes with SRC. However, multiple research groups have reported that worse
performance on dynamic balance measures are related to an increased risk for LE injury in
collegiate football (Butler et al., 2013) and high school basketball (Plisky et al., 2006) athletes.
All athletes in these investigations were free from SRC and followed prospectively over the
course of a single competitive season. Future research is warranted to determine if specific
modalities within the BESS or SOT demonstrate predictability for LE injury risk post-SRC.
Locomotor Alterations Post-SRC: As part of the latest consensus-based recommendations
for RTP following a concussive injury, it is imperative that athletes perform light aerobic activity
(e.g., walking, riding a stationary bike) without symptom provocation (McCrory et al., 2017).
Additionally, researchers have utilized motion-capture and force platform technologies during
gait analyses post-SRC to determine whether subtle locomotor deficits persists beyond symptom
resolution. Dynamic postural control during sport is crucial for minimizing injury risk; therefore,
athletes that demonstrate altered gait after SRC may not be fit to RTP, even in light of symptom
resolution and return to baseline on NP and balance examinations (Buckley et al., 2013). For
example, Buckley et al. (2013) determined that individuals who are concussed alter their peak
propulsive and breaking forces at least 10 days after the concussive event (Buckley et al., 2013).
Locomotion analysis post-SRC may provide the clinician with greater detail relating to injury
severity and recovery outcomes as it relates to a dynamic task. Typical variables of interest
during a gait examination post-SRC may include: spatio-temporal parameters (e.g. gait speed,
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cadence, step width, stride length/time), sway in the sagittal and frontal planes, along with center
of mass and center of pressure measures. Following a concussive event, it is speculated that the
recovery of motor performance is unaligned with cognitive function (Buckley et al., 2013; Chou
et al., 2004), therefore, continued presentation of altered gait strategies, past resolution of
traditional clinical outcomes, may provide greater sensitivity as to when an athlete should resume
sport.
Single or Dual-Task Gait: While gait analysis post-SRC is commonly assessed under a
single-task (i.e. level walking) condition (Buckley et al., 2013; Fait et al., 2009; Parker et al.,
2005), it appears that single-task gait fails to elicit abnormalities in gait velocity (Howell et al.,
2013; Yasen et al., 2017), sagittal and frontal plane sway (Howell et al., 2013; Parker et al.,
2005), and joint coordination (Chen et al., 2015; Chiu et al., 2013) outside of the acute phase of
recovery. Therefore, inclusion of additional cognitive or motor tasks (i.e. dual-task) during
ambulation may reveal subtle deficits post-SRC during clinical evaluation (Fait et al., 2013).
Athletes are required to complete both motor and cognitive tasks simultaneously during sport,
therefore, dual-task gait analysis may be more appropriate for detecting impaired dynamic
postural control in both the acute and chronic phases of recovery from SRC (Fino et al., 2018).
After reporting symptom resolution, adolescent athletes post-SRC did not demonstrate
differences in spatio-temporal parameters (speed, cadence, stride length, double support time)
during single-task walking when compared to controls, however, gait deficits were revealed
under dual-task conditions (Berkner et al., 2017). Specifically, athletes who were asymptomatic
performed dual-task gait with slower walking velocity, shorter cadences and decreased stride
length (Berkner et al., 2017). Cognitive tasks secondary to level walking typically consist of a
series of continuous questions-and-answers, tasking individuals with reciting words and months
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in reverse order and/or counting backwards from a designated number (Catena et al., 2009; Chiu
et al., 2013; Parker et al., 2005). Additional tasks may include a visual or auditory Stroop test
(20, 60), a measure of parallel processing (MacLeod, 1991), during gait. When performing dualtask walking with a cognitive component, males and females analyzed within 48 hours of a
concussive event demonstrated slower gait velocity and increased frontal plane sway compared
to matched controls (Parker et al., 2005). Even while adopting a slower, more conservative gait
pattern, individuals previously concussed were unable to maintain dynamic stability in the
frontal plane (Parker et al., 2005). Decreased gait velocity was noted at two days post-injury in a
larger participant group, although this gait parameter returned to control levels by day six and
continued to increase 4 weeks after the concussive event (Catena et al., 2009). Additionally, no
differences were detected between participants who were previously concussed and matched
controls in frontal plane sway at any time point (Catena et al., 2009), although other researchers
have determined greater frontal plane sway in adolescent (Howell et al., 2015) and collegiate
athletes (Parker et al., 2008) post-SRC. When matched with healthy adolescents, athletes had
significantly greater dual-task costs (defined as percentage change from single- to dual-task
conditions) for gait velocity and frontal plane sway across five separate time points following an
SRC (72 hours, 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, and 2 months (Howell et al., 2013). Adolescents with
an SRC history were also significantly more prone to error during an auditory Stroop task while
ambulating (Howell et al., 2013), with these findings being supported during visual Stroop tests
in young adult athletes (Fait et al., 2009, 2013).
Complex Gait: Although dual-task gait analysis has demonstrated abnormal locomotor
patterns both acutely and chronically post-SRC, complex gait tasks may provide further insight
pertaining to locomotor capabilities in concussed athletes. Complex gait, suggested as “walking
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on uneven surfaces or in crowded environments requiring obstacle avoidance and navigation”
(23), may also include cognitive components similar to dual-task conditions (Cossette et al.,
2014; Fait et al., 2009). These gait conditions require greater motor and cognitive demands,
placing particular emphasis on obstacle avoidance, executive functioning, spatial awareness, and
rapid information processing (Fait et al., 2009, 2013; Fino et al., 2018), all necessary components
for injury avoidance. An elite male junior hockey athlete demonstrated significantly slower
approach gait velocity and circumvented around a cylindrical obstacle with less clearance during
complex gait conditions at seven and 30 days after an SRC, suggesting impaired obstacle
avoidance beyond symptom resolution (Fait et al., 2009). However, under similar complex
conditions, young adult male and female athletes who were asymptomatic at the time of testing
performed the navigational task with greater clearance than control athletes (Fait et al., 2013).
Although differences between the aforementioned studies were noted in obstacle clearance, both
investigations showed greater dual-task costs (measured as response reaction time) when a
cognitive component was implemented during gait trials (Fait et al., 2009, 2013). Some restraint
must be given to these studies due to low sample size (Fait et al., 2009, 2013), however, other
researchers have determined that individuals display slower tandem gait completion time and
movement cadence up to two months after a concussive event (Howell et al., 2017). During an
obstacle avoidance task, young adults walked significantly slower an average of 158 days postSRC when compared to controls (Cossette et al., 2014). Following a concussive event, it is
speculated that motor performance recovery is not associated with cognitive function as
measured with standardized NP assessments (Buckley et al., 2013; Chou et al., 2004), therefore,
continued presentation of altered gait strategies past resolution of traditional clinical outcomes
may provide greater sensitivity pertaining to when an athlete should be cleared for sport
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participation. Overall, there appears to be clinical utility in assessing gait performance under
complex conditions (Fino et al., 2018), but a paucity of available evidence limits any definitive
conclusions as to how these practices should be implemented during recovery from an SRC.
The Link to LE Injury: Gait analysis has been used to predict LE overuse injury (Sosnoff
et al., 2011) and to examine altered biomechanical patterns following LE injury (Kim & Yu,
2015). Adolescent athletes post-SRC who sustained a subsequent musculoskeletal injury during a
one-year follow-up period demonstrated increased dual-task cost walking speed from the initial
concussive event to clinical recovery (Howell et al., 2018). However, there remains a paucity of
evidence relating the risk of LE injury to gait alterations in athletes with SRC, warranting the
need for further study. Overall, it appears that athletes post-SRC adopt a conservative locomotor
strategy during the acute recovery phase, however, chronic abnormalities are also present under
more difficult task demands. Following an SRC, athletes performing dual-task and/or complex
gait demonstrate impaired dynamic stability and obstacle avoidance, suggestive of deficits in
executive functioning, spatial awareness, and rapid information processing (Fait et al., 2009,
2013) that may attribute to subsequent risk of LE injury. Objective analysis of altered gait
strategies during a complex task post-SRC may be a sign of locomotor deficiencies that lead to
LE injury, although this statement has not been substantiated by the current literature.
SRC and Sport-Specific Biomechanics: LE injury mechanisms following SRC have not
been described by the aforementioned retrospective surveillance studies (Krill et al., 2018;
Lynall et al., 2015, 2017). To provide a potential objective rationale for the relationship between
SRC and LE injury, researchers have initiated examinations of biomechanical movement patterns
during dynamic, sport-specific tasks. Compared to pre-season measures, collegiate football
athletes post-SRC demonstrated alterations in hip, leg, and knee stiffness during a unilateral
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landing task, while no differences were detected in healthy controls (Dubose et al., 2017).
Decreased leg stiffness, previously associated with Achilles tendinopathy (Butler et al., 2013)
and hamstring injury (Powers, 2010), was found during the post-season landing trials (Dubose et
al., 2017). In a study of young adults performing multidirectional jump-cutting maneuvers with
concurrent Flanker tasks, investigators reported that individuals previously concussed were at
greater risk for knee injury relative to matched controls (Lapointe et al., 2018). Those with prior
concussion demonstrated greater knee valgus and internal rotation on the cutting limb,
movement patterns often associated with a non-contact ACL injury (Quatman & Hewett, 2009).
These studies were the first to reveal that individuals with a prior concussive history demonstrate
LE biomechanical movement patterns that elevate the risk of LE injury (Dubose et al., 2017;
Lapointe et al., 2018). However, these investigations carry significant limitations, highlighting
the need for further exploration into LE biomechanics post-SRC. LE stiffness measures were
based upon one testing trial per limb (Dubose et al., 2017), even though it is recommended that a
minimum of four landing trials be necessary for landing performance stability (James et al.,
2007). Additionally, prior study on concussed individuals failed to analyze hip motion patterns
nor any lower extremity kinetic variables during the jump-cutting tasks (Lapointe et al., 2018),
both of which are suggested to play an influential role in ACL injury (Powers, 2010). Further LE
biomechanical research may provide a more definitive rationale for the elevated risk of LE injury
after an athlete has sustained an SRC.

2.3 CONCLUSION
SRCs are a growing concern for athletes across all participation levels, particularly those
involved in collision-based sports. Traditional post-SRC assessments include symptom reporting,
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NP evaluation, static balance/sway measures, and a dynamic stepwise progression model for
determining return-to-sport, with the majority of athletes being cleared within two weeks of
injury. However, these measures come with limitations such as self-report, subjective analysis,
learning effects, and a lack of generalizability to a dynamic sporting environment. With recent
evidence suggesting athletes to be at greater risk for LE injury after an SRC, there is a need for
more objectivity and clarification in determining when an athlete should be allowed to resume
sport participation. Gait alterations have been demonstrated well beyond clinical resolution of
traditional SRC assessment batteries, therefore, it stands to reason that analysis of sport-specific
tasks may further highlight athletes at risk for future LE injury following an SRC. The purpose
of this literature review was to examine the current state of SRC research, specifically serving as
an outline for the subsequent analysis of LE biomechanical patterns during dynamic sport
maneuvers in various athletic populations with and without an SRC history. Recent LE
biomechanical studies have provided a potential rationale for this newfound relationship between
LE injury and SRC, however, it is recognized that this research is still in its infancy. Based on
the available evidence related to gait and jump-landing alterations post-SRC, it is recommended
that clinicians utilize objective movement analysis within a graduated RTP protocol (McCrory et
al., 2017). While gait and sport-specific activity are included within the latest RTP guidelines
(McCrory et al., 2017), it is unclear to what extent these practices are being followed when
managing a recently concussed athlete. Clarification regarding consistent RTP practices among
clinicians would potentially offer greater insight the relationship between management practices
and their utility for mitigating LE injury risk. Future SRC management consensus should include
specific recommendations regarding gait and sport-specific movement analysis to be adhered by
all practicing clinicians responsible for returning an athlete to sport. Recent biomechanical
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evidence suggests that athletes may be at greater risk for LE injury beyond symptom resolution
and clearance from the RTP model (Dubose et al., 2017; Howell et al., 2013), therefore, it is
suggested that clinicians continue to monitor LE injury risk in athletes who have resumed full
sport participation. Ideally, LE movement screening would be monitored up to one year postSRC, as previous concussed athletes have demonstrated greater LE injury risk up to this time
point (Fino et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015). Millions of SRCs occur each year during athletic
participation, therefore, continued study pertaining to LE movement biomechanics post-SRC
may offer the sporting community with useful movement screening protocols to reduce LE
injury risk following a concussive event.
Athletes participating in football, soccer, basketball, lacrosse, and ice hockey are at a
sustainably higher risk for LE injury following a concussive event (Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et
al., 2017; Gilbert et al., 2016; Lynall et al., 2015, 2017; Nordström et al., 2014; Pietrosimone et
al., 2015). Therefore, it is proposed that future research continue to examine LE movement
patterns in various athletic populations who have sustained an SRC to ascertain any
neuromuscular and/or biomechanical alterations during sporting movements that provide
rationale for increased LE injury risk. Given the complex nature of sport, movement analysis
should include both motor and cognitive challenges for the best representation of the demands
placed upon an athlete during sport. Future research would benefit from utilizing biomechanical
instruments such as motion capture and force platforms to analyze LE kinematics and kinetics
during sport-specific maneuvers at baseline and post-SRC time periods. The use of
electromyography during these tasks may also provide insightful information as to whether
concussed athletes demonstrate altered neuromuscular patterns that heighten LE injury risk (e.g.,
impaired hamstring musculature activity in relation to knee injury risk during sport-specific
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tasks). Tasks such as jump-landings and jump-cutting should be analyzed both unilaterally and
bilaterally and should include external stimuli (e.g. visual, auditory, tactile) that an athlete must
respond to within the given sporting maneuver. Ideally, the aforementioned movement analyses
would be conducted in conjunction with consensus RTP protocols (McCrory et al., 2017) as well
as continued monitoring once an athlete has fully returned to sport. From this proposed analysis,
researchers, sports medicine personnel, and coaches may be able to establish more objective
return-to-sport protocols that encompass LE movement screening procedures to mitigate the risk
of LE injury after an SRC. Based upon current RTP recommendations (McCrory et al., 2017), it
would be pertinent to investigate whether strict adherence to these guidelines are being practiced
(by medical and non-medically trained individuals) and how adherence may impact LE injury
rates in various sporting populations. For example, a physician may provide clinical clearance
based upon static measures (i.e., symptom reporting, NP testing, postural analysis) while a
physical therapist may incorporate gait analysis into a RTP protocol. Additionally, it is
recommended that future research determine whether athletes with prior SRC sustain more
severe LE injuries and/or require greater recovery time from a similar LE injury compared to
matched counterparts. Findings from future investigations will further delineate the relationship
between SRC and LE injury in athletic populations.
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Significance of the Chapter
In the previous chapter, it was determined that the current clinical assessments utilized for SRC
management are largely ineffective for identifying athletes at risk for subsequent LE injury.
However, preliminary evidence exists that suggests specific NP testing is able to dichotomize
injury risk status in non-concussed athletes. Given the potential overlap between cognition,
SRC, and LE injury risk, we sought to systematically review the existing sports medicine
literature to determine whether measured cognitive performance influences musculoskeletal
(MSK) injury risk in athletes. A systematic review of PubMed and SPORTDiscus was
conducted to identify articles that examined the relationship between cognition and MSK
biomechanical performance and MSK injury occurrence. This review allows the reader to
further understand the cognitive mechanisms potentially associated with LE MSK injury risk.
Additionally, this review serves to inform sports medicine personnel about the clinical utility of
objective cognitive assessments for the dual-purposes of SRC management and to determine
which athletes may be predisposed to future MSK injuries as a function of NP performance.
Prior to reading this chapter, it is suggested the reader refer to Section 1.10 (Chapter 1) for an
additional review of the relationship between cognitive function and MSK injury.
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Abstract
Background: While a large number of studies have investigated the anatomical, hormonal, and
biomechanical risk factors related to musculoskeletal injury risk, there is growing evidence to
suggest that cognition is also an important injury contributor in the athletic population. A
systematic review of the available evidence regarding the influence of cognitive performance on
MSK injury risk has yet to be published in the sports medicine literature.
Purpose/Hypothesis: To determine the effects of cognition on 1) musculoskeletal biomechanics
during sports-specific tasks, and 2) musculoskeletal injury occurrence in the athletic population.
It was hypothesized that athletes with lower cognitive performance would demonstrate
biomechanical patterns suggestive of musculoskeletal injury risk and that injured athletes
perform worse on baseline measures of cognition compared to non-injured counterparts.
Study Design: Systematic review.
Methods: PubMed and SPORTDiscus were searched from January 2000 to January 2020.
Manual searches were performed on the reference lists of the included studies. A search of the
literature was performed for studies published in English that reported musculoskeletal
biomechanics as a function of cognitive performance and musculoskeletal injury occurrence
following baseline measures of cognition. Two independent reviewers extracted pertinent study
data in accordance with PRISMA guidelines and assessed study quality using the Quality
Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies from the National
Institutes of Health. A meta-analysis was not performed due to the heterogenous nature of the
included study designs.
Results: 10 studies (4 cognition-musculoskeletal biomechanics, 6 cognition-musculoskeletal
injury) met inclusion criteria. All four of the included cognition-musculoskeletal biomechanics
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studies demonstrated that worse performance on measures of cognition was associated with
lower extremity musculoskeletal biomechanical patterns suggestive of greater risk for
musculoskeletal injury. The majority of the included cognition-musculoskeletal injury studies
demonstrated that injured athletes significantly differed on baseline cognition measures versus
matched controls, or that cognitive performance was a significant predictor for subsequent
musculoskeletal injury.
Conclusion: Although the literature exploring cognitive contributions to musculoskeletal injury
risk is still in its infancy, it is suggested that sports medicine personnel conduct baseline
assessments of cognition (in particular, reaction time and working memory) to identify which
athletes may be at elevated risk for future musculoskeletal injury.
Keywords: cognition; reaction time; lower extremity injury; musculoskeletal biomechanics
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries are common occurrences worldwide, particularly to active
adolescents and adults participating in physical activity and sport (Öztürk & Kılıç, 2013). While
the broad field of sports medicine has been able to identify mechanisms contributing to MSK
injury, the incidence rate for these injury types are increasing steadily (Shaw et al., 2019). For
example, multiple epidemiologic studies suggest the rate of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
reconstructions in adolescents increase by 2–3% annually (Beck et al., 2017; Herzog et al.,
2017). Significant health burdens are associated with MSK injury that may impact daily life and
predispose athletes to further injury. Prior lower extremity MSK injury has been extensively
linked to future injury at the ankle, knee, and hamstrings (Fulton et al., 2014). Female athletes
with a previous ACL injury history are 16 times more likely to re-injure the ACL versus healthy
controls (Paterno et al., 2012). MSK injuries also pose significant health care costs for injured
athletes. In a single metropolitan area over a 7-year study period, the estimated direct hospital
costs for sports injury was $265 million, with lower extremity and knee injuries accounting for
nearly one-third of total costs (Finch et al., 2015). In addition, ACL injuries in particular are a
substantial economic burden, as the estimated 250,000 ACL injuries that occur annually in the
United States represent $2 billion in costs related to surgical procedures and rehabilitation (Bates
et al., 2016). Given the prevalence and outcomes associated with MSK injury, identifying
athletes at high risk for MSK injury is crucial for sports medicine personnel.
Prior studies have focused on anatomical, hormonal, and biomechanical risk factors for
MSK injury with varying degrees of success (Pfeifer et al., 2018). However, it appears that
cognition is also an important contributor to MSK injury risk (Swanik, 2015). Athletes under
high cognitive demands during sporting maneuvers demonstrate biomechanical patterns (e.g.,
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increased landing forces and frontal plane knee motion) suggestive of greater risk for MSK
injury versus tasks that do not impose constraints on reaction time (RT) and decision-making
(Almonroeder et al., 2018). Recent investigations have demonstrated that athletes who sustain
injuries associated with a temporarily altered cognitive state, such as sports-related concussion,
are at an approximately two times greater risk for MSK injuries in spite of medical clearance to
participate in sport (McPherson et al., 2019).
The majority of cognitive research in sports medicine has focused on management and
outcomes related to concussive injury events. Concussed athletes may undergo a variety of
computer and/or pencil-and-paper assessments that measure RT, visuomotor speed, working
memory, response inhibition, and attentional processes (Register-Mihalik et al., 2012). These
tools are utilized to determine if cognitive disturbance has occurred and whether an athlete has
returned to pre-injury performance levels (Alsalaheen et al., 2016). Recently, several
investigators have postulated that cognitive performance, even in the absence of a sports-related
brain injury, is an important contributor to future injury risk (Almonroeder et al., 2018; Smith et
al., 2003; Swanik, 2015). Athletes who are unable to rapidly and accurately process
environmental stimuli while simultaneously preplanning correct motor sequences may not be
able to produce protective muscular forces, thus imparting high impact loads on MSK tissues
that result in injury (Swanik, 2015). Therefore, it would be pertinent to assess whether specific
measures of cognition utilized by sports medicine personnel are associated with MSK injury risk.
While it appears cognition is an important contributor to MSK injury, the current literature has
not systematically assessed the influence of cognitive performance on MSK injury risk in the
athletic population. Thus, the primary aims of this systematic review were two-fold: (1)
determine how cognition influences MSK biomechanics during sport-specific tasks (cognition-
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MSK biomechanics); and (2) compare baseline cognitive performance between subsequently
injured and non-injured athletes (cognition-MSK injury). We focused specifically on studies that
evaluated differences in baseline cognitive performance between subsequently injured and noninjured athletes, as well as investigations that measure MSK biomechanics as a function of
cognition. It was hypothesized that athletes with lower cognitive performance will demonstrate
biomechanical patterns suggestive of MSK injury risk and that injured athletes perform worse on
baseline measures of cognition compared to non-injured counterparts.
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3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 Protocol
This systematic review was written in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses (PRISMA; Moher et al., 2009) The project was
registered prospectively on PROSPERO and at the time of this submission was awaiting
confirmation of acceptance.

3.2.2 Search Strategy
The computerized search was conducted by the study investigators. Electronic searches in
PubMed and SPORTDiscus were performed to identify relevant articles utilizing Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) terms with two concepts: Concept 1, “cognition,” “brain,” “baseline
cognition,” “memory,” “reaction time”; Concept 2, “musculoskeletal injury,” “athletic injury,”
“knee injury,” “ankle injury.” Concepts were linked with the “AND” operator. Additionally, we
performed a manual search of the reference lists for each included study to identify all relevant
studies. All results from the two databases were downloaded and examined for duplicates.
Duplicate records were removed. Results of the literature search are shown in Figure 1.
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Identification
Screening
Eligibility

Included

Records identified through database
searching
(n = 916)

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 10)

Records identified
(n = 926)

Duplicate records removed
(n = 130)

Records screened
(n = 796)

Records excluded
(n = 771)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 26)

Full-text articles excluded
(n = 16)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 10)

Figure 1. Article selection in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 2009 flow diagram.
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3.2.3 Selection Criteria
Observational and cross-sectional studies were included in this review if they met the following
criteria: (1) published between January 2000 and January 2020, (2) published in English, (3)
participants were athletes at any level of competition, (4) MSK biomechanics were reported
along with measures of cognition, and (5) MSK injuries were reported after measures of
cognition. Review articles were excluded. Two authors independently reviewed titles, abstracts,
and full text articles. If a disagreement regarding inclusion occurred, a third author reviewed the
article in question, and the decision was made by the majority vote. All studies which met the
inclusion criteria were included in this review.

3.2.4 Quality Assessment
The Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies from the
National Institutes of Health was used to assess methodological quality for each included study
(NIH, 2014). This tool is composed of 14 items to provide a qualitative description of the study
characteristics. All included studies were independently scored by two reviewers and decisions
for the final score of each article were determined through consensus of the two scores. If a
disagreement regarding scoring occurred, a third author reviewed the article in question, and the
decision was made by majority vote. For all items in the assessment, the independent variable of
interest was measured cognitive performance. For item 7, a period of 365 days or 1–2
competitive seasons following the cognitive assessment was deemed a sufficient timeframe to
determine the association between cognition and MSK injury.
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3.2.5 Data Extraction and Synthesis
Studies were divided into two categories based on the protocols and outcomes of each study:
MSK biomechanics and MSK injury occurrence. The primary outcome of interest for MSK
biomechanical studies were measured kinematic and kinetic variables associated with
musculoskeletal injury (e.g., vertical ground reaction force) during sport-specific tasks (e.g.,
jump-landing) based upon differences in cognitive performance (i.e., group stratification
between low and high cognitive performance, correlational analysis). For MSK injury
occurrence studies, the primary outcome of interest was group differences in cognitive
performance between subsequently injured and non-injured athletes. All pertinent data were
extracted from the included studies, including participant demographics, cognitive
measurements, MSK biomechanical parameters, and MSK injury occurrence.

3.3 RESULTS
A total of 926 studies were identified from the databases and additional sources. Following the
review of potential articles, 26 were full-text screened, of which 10 articles (4 cognition-MSK
biomechanics, 6 cognition-MSK injury) were included in the qualitative analyses (Tables 1 and
2). Due to the heterogeneous nature of the included study designs, we were unable to perform a
quantitative meta-analysis for the present review. Therefore, our review presents a qualitative
assessment of the available literature, as well as individual study characteristics and results.
Included studies were prospective, retrospective, or cross-sectional designs, indicating that they
were level 3 and 4 evidence studies.
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TABLE 1. Cognition-MSK Biomechanics Study Characteristicsa
Study

Participants
(n, sex, age,
specific sport
if applicable)b

Quality
Checklist
Score

Almonroeder (2017)

n = 13 with
fast reaction
time, age =
20.8 ± 1.8
n = 15 with
slow reaction
time, age =
21.7 ± 1.8
Recreationally
active females
with
experience in
landing and
cutting sports
(basketball,
soccer, tennis)

7

Giesche (2020)

n = 20, age =
27.1 ± 4.2
Recreationally
active males
with a
minimum
countermovement
jump height
of 30 cm

7

Cognitive
Assessment(s)
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Biomechanical
Variables Assessed

Key Findings

ImPACT reaction time

Kinematics - Hip
flexion, knee
flexion, knee
abduction initial
contact angle and
range-of-motion
Kinetics - Peak knee
abduction moment
and vertical ground
reaction force

The slow
reaction time
group
displayed
higher peak
vertical
ground
reaction
forces for
pre-planned
(2.22 BW vs
1.90 BW)
and
unanticipated
(2.26 BW vs
1.88 BW)
conditions

Trail-MakingTest A
CogState
detection and
identification
task
Stroop colorword test:
reading and
writing
Trail-MakingTest B
Stop Signal
Task
Stroop colorword
interference test
Digit spans
forward and
backward test

Kinematics - Time
to stabilization
Kinetics - Center of
pressure, vertical
ground reaction
force

Association
between
more errors
on Stroop
color-word
interference
test and
decreased
center of
press path
length
Association
between
increased
landing
errors and
worse
performances
on Trail
Making Test
B and Digit
Spans
Forward and
Backward
test
Association
between

Number of standing
errors, number of
landing errors

increased
standing
errors and
better
performances
on TrailMaking-Test
B and Digit
spans
forward and
backward
test
Herman (2016)

n = 20 (10 F,
10 M) with
high cognitive
performance,
age = 21.1 ±
1.5
n = 17 (9 F, 8
M) with low
cognitive
performance,
age = 20.8 ±
1.7
Recreationally
active athletes
with
experience in
jumping and
cutting sports
(basketball,
soccer,
volleyball,
lacrosse)

6

Concussion
Resolution
Index (CRI) Simple reaction
time, complex
reaction time,
processing
speed
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Kinematics - Trunk
flexion, trunk lateral
bending, hip flexion,
hip
abduction/adduction,
knee flexion, knee
abduction/adduction
Kinetics - Peak
vertical ground
reaction force, peak
proximal anterior
tibial shear force,
knee
abduction/adduction
moment

Low
performance
group
demonstrated
31% increase
in peak
vertical
ground
reaction
force (1.81
BW vs 1.38
BW) and
26% increase
in peak
anterior tibial
shear force
(0.91 BW vs
0.72 BW)
versus high
performance
group
Low
performance
group
demonstrated
increased
knee
abduction
moment
(0.47 BW x
BH vs 0.03
BW x BH)
and knee
abduction
angle (6/1
deg vs 1.3
deg) versus
high

performance
group

Monfort (2019)

a

n = 15, age =
20.7 ± 2.0
Collegiate
club male
soccer
athletes

5

ImPACT Verbal
memory, visual
memory,
visuomotor
speed, reaction
time

F, female; male.
Data are reported as mean ±SD

b
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Kinematics - Peak
knee abduction
angle
Kinetics - Peak knee
abduction moment
Dual-task change
scores for peak knee
abduction angle and
moment

Worse
performance
on the visual
memory
composite
score was
associated
with an
increase in
peak knee
abduction
angle during
ball-handling
tasks when
compared to
non-ball
handling
tasks

TABLE 2. Cognition-MSK Injury Study Characteristicsa
Study

Participants (n,
sex, age,
specific sport if
applicable)b

Quality
Checklist Score

Cognitive
Assessment(s)

Injuries
Tracked

Injury Tracking
Period

Key
Findings

Buckley
(2020)

n = 30 (18 F, 12
M) with no
MSK injury, age
= 20.1 ± 1.2
n = 36 (17 F, 19
M) with MSK
injury, age =
19.9 ± 1.0
NCAA Division
1 football,
volleyball,
soccer,
basketball,
lacrosse, track &
field,
softball/baseball,
field hockey,
tennis,
cheerleading,
crew

7

Standard
Assessment
of Concussion
(SAC) immediate
memory,
concentration,
delayed
memory
recall
ImPACT verbal
memory,
visual
memory,
visuomotor
speed,
reaction time
Clinical
Reaction
Time (CRT)

Acute LE
MSK
injury;
tracked
through
electronic
medical
record

365 days from
the day of RTP
or occurrence
of a new LE
MSK injury

There were
no
predictors
from the
clinical
cognitive
assessments
for
subsequent
LE MSK
injury

Faltus
(2016)

n = 41 (39 F, 2
M) with no
MSK injury, age
= 14-17
n = 93 (51 F, 42
M) with MSK
injury, age = 1417
Adolescent
alpine skiing,
freestyle skiing,
snowboarding

8

ImPACT verbal
memory,
visual
memory,
visuomotor
speed,
reaction time,
cognitive
efficiency
index

Acute LE &
UE MSK
injury;
tracked
through
local ski and
snowboard
club via
paper and
electronic
records

7 months (OctApr) during
2009-2012
competitive
seasons

ImPACT
scores did
not differ
between
MSK injury
groups
Reaction
time was
5.8% higher
in males with
injury
Motor speed
was 14.4%
lower in
males with
injury
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McDonald
(2019)

Season 1: n = 72
with no MSK
injury, age not
reported
n = 41 with
MSK injury, age
not reported
Season 2: n = 54
with no MSK
injury, age not
reported
n = 58 with
MSK injury, age
not reported
NCAA Division
1 football

11

ImPACT verbal
memory,
visual
memory,
visuomotor
speed,
reaction time

Acute LE or
core sprain
or strain;
tracked by
athletic
training
staff

1-2 years from
the time of
preparticipation
screening to
injury

Season 1:
Reaction
time (≥685
milliseconds)
was one of
four factors
that
demonstrated
predictive
power for
MSK injury
Season 2:
Reaction
time (≥800
milliseconds)
and motor
speed (≤28)
were two of
four factors
that
demonstrated
predicative
power for
MSK injury
Of players
who
sustained a
Season 1
injury,
reaction time
(≥560
milliseconds)
and verbal
memory
(≤87)
demonstrate
predictive
power for
MSK injury

Swanik
(2007)

n = 80 with no
non-contact
ACL injury, age
not reported
n = 80 (45 F, 35
M) with noncontact ACL
injury, Female
age = 20.6 ± 1.7,
Male age = 20.8
± 1.1
NCAA Division

8

ImPACT verbal
memory,
visual
memory,
motor speed,
reaction time

Non-contact
ACL injury;
tracked
through
form at each
participating
institution

Not specified;
injured groups
were compared
based upon
preseason
baseline
ImPACT
scores

ACL injured
group
demonstrated
slower
reaction time
and motor
speed, as
well as
worse
performance
on verbal
and visual
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1, 2, 3, NAIA,
and NCCAA
football, soccer,
lacrosse,
basketball,
volleyball, field
hockey,
gymnastics,
softball, fencing

memory
scores versus
non-injured
controls

Wilkerson
(2012)

n = 53 with no
LE MSK sprain
or strain injury,
age not reported
n = 23 with LE
MSK sprain or
strain injury, age
not reported
NCAA Division
1 football

9

ImPACT reaction time

LE MSK
sprain or
strain;
injury
tracking
system not
specified

11 game
(approx. 3
month) football
season

Athletes with
a reaction
time ≥545
milliseconds
were more
than twice as
likely to
sustain an inseason LE
MSK sprain
or strain

Wilkerson
(2017)

n = 43 with no
LE MSK injury,
age not reported
n = 33 with LE
MSK injury, age
not reported
NCAA Division
1 football

9

Dynavision
D2 System Visuomotor
reaction time

MSK sprain
or strain;
injury
tracking
system not
specified

16.5 weeks

Athletes with
a visuomotor
reaction time
≥705
milliseconds
were more
than twice as
likely to
sustain an inseason MSK
sprain or
strain

a

F, female; male.
Data are reported as mean ±SD

b

3.3.1 Quality Assessment: Cognition-MSK Biomechanics
The quality assessment indicated that included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies ranged
from 5 to 7 out of a possible 14 total items. All of the included studies were cross-sectional
designs (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019),
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thus limiting the ability to analyze cognitive and MSK biomechanical behavior over time as it
relates to MSK injury risk. All included studies analyzed lower extremity MSK biomechanics
during jump-landing maneuvers (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth,
2016; Monfort et al., 2019). Two of the included studies did not report a sample size
justification (Giesche et al., 2020; Monfort et al., 2019), while two of the four studies did not
report effect size estimates (Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth, 2016). Two studies utilized
between-group statistical comparisons (i.e., high versus low cognitive performance;
Almonroeder, 2017; Herman & Barth, 2016), one study performed correlational analysis
(Giesche et al., 2020), and one study applied a regression model to predict MSK biomechanics as
a function of cognitive performance (Monfort et al., 2019). All four studies were conducted on
recreational or club sport athletes, however, the age-range for participating athletes was
inconsistent across studies (ages 18–40). Two studies assessed cognition with the Immediate
Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT; ImPACT Applications, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) battery (Almonroeder, 2017; Monfort et al., 2019), one study utilized
multiple assessments (e.g., Trail-Making-Test A/B, Stoop color-word; Giesche et al., 2020) and
one study measured cognitive performance with the Concussion Resolution Index (HeadMinder,
Inc., New York, NY, USA; Herman & Barth, 2016). Some authors cautioned against the
generalizability of their results to athletes of higher skill (Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al.,
2019) and noted relatively small sample sizes (Giesche et al., 2020; Monfort et al., 2019).
Sample sizes varied among studies, ranging from 15 athletes (Monfort et al., 2019) to 37 athletes
(Herman & Barth, 2016).
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3.3.2 Quality Assessment: Cognition-MSK Injury
The quality assessment indicated that included cognition-MSK injury studies ranged from 7 to
11 out of a possible 14 total items. Four of the included studies prospectively assessed cognitive
measures and longitudinally tracked MSK injuries over a single year (Buckley et al., 2020) or
competitive season(s) (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017), while
two studies were retrospective chart reviews of injured versus non-injured athletes as a function
of baseline cognitive performance (Faltus et al., 2016; Swanik et al., 2007). Sample sizes ranged
from 66 athletes (Buckley et al., 2020) to 160 athletes (Swanik et al., 2007), however, none of
the included studies provided a sample size justification. Three studies dichotomized cognitive
performance measures to determine optimal cut-points between injured versus non-injured
athletes (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017), two studies examined
between-group differences based on injury status (Faltus et al., 2016; Swanik et al., 2007), and
one study utilized a sole regression-based model to predict MSK injury (Buckley et al., 2020).
The majority of studies were conducted on collegiate athletes (Buckley et al., 2020; McDonald et
al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017), three of which were
specific to football (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017), and one
study assessed adolescent skiing and snowboarding athletes (Faltus et al., 2016). Most studies
measured cognitive performance with ImPACT (Buckley et al., 2020; Faltus et al., 2016;
McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012) and one study utilized a
smartboard-based device (Wilkerson et al., 2017). One study assessed the predictability of
cognitive measures for subsequent MSK injury in recently concussed athletes (Buckley et al.,
2020), while the other investigations were conducted on athletes free from a recent sports-related
concussion (Faltus et al., 2016; McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012;
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Wilkerson et al., 2017). Three studies tracked lower extremity MSK injuries (Buckley et al.,
2020; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012), two studies tracked lower and upper extremity
MSK injuries (Faltus et al., 2016; Wilkerson et al., 2017), and one study tracked lower extremity
and trunk MSK injuries (McDonald et al., 2019). Several authors cautioned against the
generalizability of their findings to non-collegiate sporting populations (Buckley et al., 2020;
Wilkerson, 2012), as well as citing possible limitations relating to the reliability of the
implemented cognitive assessments (Buckley et al., 2020; Faltus et al., 2016; McDonald et al.,
2019).

3.3.3 Individual Study Results: Cognition-MSK Biomechanics
All four of the included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies demonstrated, to some degree, that
worse cognitive performance was associated with lower extremity MSK biomechanical patterns
suggestive of greater risk for MSK injury (Table 1). In a study of recreationally active female
athletes, participants classified as ‘slow’ (>0.59 sec) or ‘fast’ (<0.52 sec) performers on the
ImPACT RT module completed jump-landing maneuvers under anticipated and unanticipated
conditions (Almonroeder, 2017). While there were no group differences in kinematic landing
parameters, it was determined that participants in the ‘slow’ RT group experienced significantly
greater landing forces during both anticipatory conditions (Almonroeder, 2017). Additionally,
Herman and Barth (2016) found that male and female recreational athletes with slower RT and
processing speed, measured via the Concussion Resolution Index, performed unanticipated dropjump landings with greater ground reaction force, anterior tibial shear force, knee abduction
moment, and knee abduction angle versus a cohort with better RT and processing speed. The
investigators (Herman & Barth, 2016) along with Almonroeder (2017) concluded that their
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cohorts with slower RT were at greater risk for ACL injury during landing maneuvers. While no
significant associations between cognition and landing force were present during anticipated or
unanticipated landing conditions for recreationally active males, Giesche et al. (2020) reported a
significant association (r = 0.48) between decreased landing stability (center-of-pressure
pathlength) and the number of errors during a test of inhibitory control (Stroop color-word
interference task). The number of landing errors (landing on the wrong limb or both limbs
during unplanned landings) were significantly associated with worse short-term memory (r = 0.55) and working memory (r = 0.54) on the Digit Spans Forward and Trail Making Test B tasks,
respectively (Giesche et al., 2020). Furthermore, the number of standing errors (landing on the
correct limb but touching the ground with the contralateral limb, touching the ground with the
hands, or leaving the force platform) was associated with better verbal short-term memory (r =
0.50) and working memory (r = -0.48) on the Digit Spans Backward and Trail Making Test B
tasks, respectively (Giesche et al., 2020). When performing a dual-task ball handling maneuver,
worse visual memory score on ImPACT was the only cognitive measure significantly associated
with increased knee abduction angle (r = 0.69) in collegiate club male soccer athletes (Monfort et
al., 2019). For every 10 unit decrease in visual memory score, there was an expected 2.1 degree
increase in knee abduction angle (Monfort et al., 2019). While not statistically significant, the
investigators noted that visual memory score was also the strongest predictor of knee abduction
moment (r = 0.46) during the same ball handling task (Monfort et al., 2019).

3.3.4 Individual Study Results: Cognition-MSK Injury
Among the six included studies, two investigations (Buckley et al., 2020; Faltus et al., 2016)
failed to determine group differences in cognitive performance between subsequently injured and
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non-injured athletes. The remaining four studies demonstrated that injured athletes significantly
differed on baseline cognition measures versus matched controls (Swanik et al., 2007), or that
cognitive performance was a significant predictor for subsequent MSK injury (Table 2)
(McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017). In a
study of collegiate athletes, Buckley et al. (2020) found that recently concussed athletes were 1.8
times more likely to sustain a subsequent MSK injury in the year following a concussive injury
versus healthy controls. The investigators performed regression modeling and found that clinical
cognitive assessments (ImPACT, Standard Assessment of Concussion, and Clinical Reaction
Time) were not significant predictors for subsequent MSK injury in the previously concussed
athlete cohort (Buckley et al., 2020). Relatedly, Faltus et al. (2016) found no main effects
between injured and non-injured skiing/snowboarding adolescent athletes on baseline ImPACT
scores. However, significant sex by injury interactions were found for reaction time and
visuomotor speed scores; injured males demonstrated a 5.8% increase in RT and 14.4% decrease
in visuomotor speed score compared to non-injured males (Faltus et al., 2016). A limitation with
these findings is the small sample size of non-injured males (n = 2) versus injured males (n = 42)
(Faltus et al., 2016). In the three studies on collegiate football athletes, cognitive performance on
the ImPACT (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012) and Dynavision D2 System (Dynavision
International, Chester Township, OH, USA) (Wilkerson et al., 2017) were prospectively
associated with MSK injury over the course of a competitive season(s). Using receiver operating
characteristics and multiple regression models of injured versus non-injured athletes, McDonald
et al. (2019) determined that ImPACT RT (season 1: ≥0.69 sec; season 2: ≥0.80 sec) and motor
speed (season 2: ≤28) were among a multiple factor model that predicted MSK injury (odds ratio
= 4.11 and 2.60 for season 1 and season 2, respectively). Furthermore, for athletes who
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sustained a season 1 MSK injury, RT (≥0.56 sec) and verbal memory (≤87) were among the
significant predictors for MSK injury in season 2 (odds ratio = 4.45; McDonald et al., 2019). A
prior investigation also demonstrated that baseline ImPACT RT (≥ 0.55 sec) was able to
differentiate between college football athletes who sustained an in-season lower extremity sprain
or strain versus non-injured controls (odds ratio = 2.94; Wilkerson, 2012). Utilizing a
visuomotor RT task, Wilkerson et al. (2017) demonstrated that an in-season MSK injury was
experienced by 52% of ‘slow’ performers (RT ≥ 0.71 sec) versus 32% of ‘fast’ performers (RT ≤
0.71 sec), with an odds ratio = 2.30. A study of collegiate athletes who sustained a non-contact
ACL injury demonstrated significantly worse baseline performance on all components of
ImPACT versus matched controls (Swanik et al., 2007). Interestingly, RT for the ACL-injured
cohort (RT = 0.57 sec; Swanik et al., 2007) was similar to the football athletes in subsequent
investigations who experienced an in-season MSK injury (RT = 0.55–0.56 sec; McDonald et al.,
2019; Wilkerson, 2012).

3.4 DISCUSSION
A systematic review of the literature was conducted to determine the influence of cognitive
performance on MSK injury risk via assessments of MSK biomechanical performance and MSK
injury occurrence. Our hypotheses were supported in that athletes with worse cognitive
performance demonstrated biomechanical patterns suggesting greater risk for MSK injury and
that subsequently injured athletes performed worse on baseline cognitive assessments compared
to non-injured athletes. Based upon the available evidence, the results of this review
demonstrate that cognition is an important contributor to MSK injury risk from both a
biomechanical and injury occurrence standpoint. Of the 10 included studies, nine demonstrated
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that cognitive performance is related to higher risk lower extremity biomechanical patterns
(Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019) or
increased rate of MSK injury (Faltus et al., 2016; McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007;
Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017). Furthermore, it appears that cognition has an
influence on MSK injury risk for both male (Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth, 2016;
McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017) and female
(Almonroeder, 2017; Herman & Barth, 2016; Swanik et al., 2007) collegiate-age athletes.
Lower extremity injuries, particularly to the ACL, represent a major epidemiological
concern to the sports medicine field. While prior biomechanical studies have identified athletes
at risk for future ACL injuries (Hewett et al., 2005), it appears that an individual’s cognitive
performance is a contributor to these high risk loading patterns, and to an extent, ACL injury risk
(Almonroeder, 2017; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019). All four of the included
cognition-MSK biomechanics studies noted the elevated risk for ACL-specific injuries in
individuals with worse cognitive performance (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman
& Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019). While the nature of the tasks varied slightly amongst the
studies, high risk knee loading patterns such as increased vertical ground reaction force
(Almonroeder, 2017; Herman & Barth, 2016), greater knee abduction angle (Herman & Barth,
2016; Monfort et al., 2019), and decreased landing stability (Giesche et al., 2020) were
associated with low scores on measures of cognition relative to better performers. A strength of
all four of the included MSK-biomechanical studies was the analysis of sport-specific tasks that
stress cognitive resources such as perception, visuomotor processing speed, and working
memory. Monfort et al. (2019) tasked individuals with performing a 45 degree ball-handling
maneuver at maximum speeds, while the other three studies assessed jump-landing performance
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under unanticipated conditions (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth,
2016). The temporal and space constraints implemented within these studies are realistic to a
sporting environment in which performers are tasked with completing complex motor maneuvers
under high cognitive loads. From these studies, it appears that clinical measures of reaction time
(Almonroeder, 2017; Herman & Barth, 2016) and working memory (Giesche et al., 2020;
Monfort et al., 2019) are pertinent to determining individuals at risk for lower extremity MSK
injury. Given that biomechanical performance during high-impact loading tasks are predictive of
future MSK injury (Hewett et al., 2005), it is suggested that future research continue to
determine which attributes of cognition are associated with high-risk MSK biomechanics.
Of the six included cognition-MSK injury studies, five demonstrated that cognitive
performance was associated (to varying degrees) with subsequent MSK injury occurrence. The
lone study that did not determine cognition as a significant predictor/differentiator for MSK
injury was conducted in recently concussed athletes (Buckley et al., 2020). While Buckley et al.
(2020) determined that post-concussion MSK injury risk was 1.8 times higher versus nonconcussed controls, ImPACT and other clinical measures of cognition failed to predict at-risk
athletes. These results are in opposition to other investigations, as ImPACT (McDonald et al.,
2019; Wilkerson, 2012) and assessments of visuomotor reaction time (Wilkerson et al., 2017)
have demonstrated that worse baseline cognitive performance results in a higher likelihood for
subsequent MSK injury. Specific to the ACL, collegiate athletes who sustained a non-contact
ACL injury performed significantly worse on all ImPACT components (Swanik et al., 2007). It
should be noted that Buckley et al. (2020) hypothesized that cognitive performance would be
predictive of MSK injury in their concussed cohort, therefore, it is presently unclear as to why
the study results did not align with this hypothesis. Nonetheless, it appears there is clinical
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utility in utilizing cognitive assessments for prospectively identifying athletes at future risk for
MSK injury. Athletes with worse performance on reaction time (Faltus et al., 2016; McDonald
et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007; Wilkerson, 2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017) and visuomotor speed
(McDonald et al., 2019; Swanik et al., 2007) assessments were more likely to sustain MSK
injuries, therefore it is suggested that valid and reliable testing batteries specific to these
cognitive measures be conducted prior to a competitive season.

3.4.1 Clinical Implications
Sports medicine personnel typically administer cognitive assessments as part of a concussion
management program to monitor recovery trajectories and determine when it is appropriate for a
recently concussed athlete to initiate a return-to-sport protocol (McCrory et al., 2017). The
results of this systematic review suggest that cognitive performance on common clinical
assessments can identify athletes at risk for future MSK injury. The literature to date examining
lower extremity MSK biomechanics suggests that worse cognitive performance is associated
with high-risk joint loading patterns (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth,
2016; Monfort et al., 2019), while MSK risk factor studies have retrospectively(Faltus et al.,
2016; Swanik et al., 2007) and prospectively (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012;
Wilkerson et al., 2017) determined that cognition is a significant contributor to subsequent MSK
injury. While experienced clinicians may be able to identify low baseline cognitive
performance, testing batteries such as ImPACT include normative data to make appropriate ageand sex-comparisons (Lovell, 2007) for identifying athletes that demonstrate low percentile
performance compared to peers. From our findings, it may be that clinical cognitive assessments
serve dual purposes for both concussion and MSK injury risk management in the athletic setting.
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While most injury prevention research has emphasized anatomical, hormonal, and
biomechanical risk factors, the results of this systematic review suggest that cognition must be
considered as a contributor to MSK injury risk. Although the sports medicine field is in the early
stages of identifying specific cognitive risk factors, it does appear that slow cognitive
performance is modifiable through training interventions. For example, Wilkerson et al. (2017)
demonstrated that visuomotor RT performance improved by 28% over the course of a six week
training period utilizing the Dynavision D2 vision training system. One such training strategy
that may enhance cognitive performance is stroboscopic visual training, in which athletes are
subjected to motor tasks while wearing eyewear that partially obstructs vision by modifying
opaqueness conditions (Grooms et al., 2015). Recent evidence suggests that visual obstruction
training may improve important cognitive skills such as anticipation (Smith & Mitroff, 2012),
visual reaction time (Wilkins et al., 2018), and visual working memory (Appelbaum & Erickson,
2016). In theory, processing visual information faster would allow an athlete adequate time to
initiate an appropriate and protective motor response within the temporal and space constraints
of a dynamic sporting environment, thus leading to maneuvers that do not impart high impact
loads on MSK tissues (Swanik, 2015). Novel visual training modalities such as stroboscopic
devices may allow for neuroplastic alterations in the brain that lead to enhanced neuromuscular
control and reduced risk for future MSK injury (Grooms et al., 2015). Other training systems
such as FITLIGHT (FITLIGHT Corp., Miami, FL, USA) and the Senaptec Sensory Station
(Senaptec LLC., Beaverton, OR, USA) offer athletes the ability to improve cognitive attributes
such as visuomotor reaction time and working memory, however, the efficacy of these tools to
reduce MSK injury has not yet been investigated by the current literature.
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3.4.2 Limitations and Future Research Directions
Although the findings of the present systematic review offer novel information pertaining to the
influence of cognition on MSK injury risk, several limitations must be addressed in order to
strengthen future investigations. All of the included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies were
cross-sectional research designs, limiting our understanding of the potential longitudinal changes
in cognitive performance and its relationship to MSK biomechanics. Preliminary evidence
suggests that training interventions are effective for specific cognitive indices such as visuomotor
reaction time (Wilkerson et al., 2017), therefore, future studies should consider how high risk
MSK loading patterns change as a result of improved cognitive performance over time.
Although sample sizes within the included cognition-MSK biomechanics investigations were
relatively small, it should be noted that each study determined cognition to be a significant factor
as it relates to lower extremity MSK biomechanical patterns (Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al.,
2020; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019). However, future research should continue
to investigate larger cohorts to improve the generalizability of these preliminary findings. Given
that the present cognition-MSK biomechanics literature is limited to recreational athletes
(Almonroeder, 2017; Giesche et al., 2020; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019), future
studies should consider the analysis of adolescent and competitive collegiate athletes, as both
populations are at relatively high risks for lower extremity MSK injuries (Patel et al., 2017; Rosa
et al., 2014).
While there appears to be clinical utility in examining baseline measures of cognition for
identifying subsequent MSK injury occurrence, the included cognition-MSK injury studies are
not without limitations. Future research should consider examining sex differences as it relates
to the relationship between cognitive performance and future risk of MSK injury. Aside from
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Faltus et al. (2016) none of the remaining cognition-MSK injury studies explicitly explored
whether baseline cognition influences future MSK injury in female athletes, even though sex
differences have been noted in previous cognitive performance literature (Covassin et al., 2006).
Furthermore, more attention should be focused towards the adolescent sporting population to
examine the relative contributions of cognition to MSK injury risk. These findings may assist in
the future development of MSK injury prevention programs that incorporate cognitive
assessments and intervention strategies. Lastly, the varied statistical analyses conducted in the
included cognition-MSK injury studies limited our ability to perform a meta-analysis and obtain
a summary estimate of the effect of cognitive performance on subsequent MSK injury risk.

3.5 CONCLUSION
The results of this systematic review suggest that cognitive performance adversely influences
MSK biomechanics and future MSK injury risk. Sports medicine personnel should consider
implementing baseline cognitive screenings specific to measures of reaction time and working
memory for identifying athletes at greater risk for MSK injury occurrence.
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Significance of the Chapter
The previous chapters have provided substantial evidence to suggest that previously concussed
athletes are a greater risk for LE injury compared to athletes without a prior SRC. However, the
mechanistic relationship between SRC and LE injury have yet to be elucidated by the present
sports medicine literature. While it has been noted that adolescent athletes with an SRC history
demonstrate gait alterations that linger beyond medical clearance to resume sport, it is unknown
if LE biomechanical differences exist between previously concussed and non-concussed
adolescent athletes during high impact activities such as jump-landings. The current chapter,
published in the Journal of Applied Biomechanics, represents a preliminary investigation to
determine LE biomechanical patterns in adolescent athletes with and without an SRC history. In
this study, a cohort of previously concussed adolescent athletes and controls completed droplandings from a 30 and 60 cm drop height. We measured LE biomechanical patterns often
associated with LE injury risk to determine if adolescent with a prior SRC demonstrate landing
patterns suggestive of greater LE injury risk compared to controls. The results of our
investigation suggest that sagittal plane landing mechanics in previously concussed adolescent
athletes differ from controls and may lead to heightened LE injury risk during landing
maneuverers. While this study was cross-sectional in design, our results offer preliminary
support for a mechanistic underpinning for greater LE injury risk following a sport-concussive
event. Our study population represents a relatively understudied cohort within the SRC medical
literature; therefore, our findings may be pertinent to those who are responsible for SRC
management in adolescent athletes.
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Abstract
Recent evidence suggests previously concussed athletes are at greater risk for lower extremity
(LE) injuries than controls. However, little is known regarding the influence of sports-related
concussion (SRC) on landing biomechanics that may provide a mechanistic rationale for LE
injury risk. The purpose of this investigation was to examine LE drop-landing biomechanics in
adolescent athletes with and without a previous SRC history. Participants included ten
adolescent athletes with an SRC history and eleven controls from multiple sports. Threedimensional kinematic and kinetic data associated with LE injury risk were analyzed across five
trials for 30 and 60 cm landing heights. Multivariate analyses indicated group differences in
landing patterns from the 30 cm (p = .041) and 60 cm (p = .015) landing heights. Follow-up
analyses indicated that concussed adolescent athletes demonstrated significantly less ankle
dorsiflexion versus controls when performing drop-landings. Our findings suggest that
previously concussed adolescent athletes complete drop-landing maneuvers with ankle joint
kinematic patterns that suggest greater risk for LE injury. While limitations such as sport variety
and explicit LE injury history are present, the results of this study provide a possible
biomechanical rationale for the association between SRC and LE injury risk.
Keywords: ACL, concussion, musculoskeletal injury, drop-landing
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Sports-related concussion (SRC) is a major epidemiological concern within the adolescent sport
population, as it is estimated that 1.1–1.9 million cases occur annually in the United States
(Bryan et al., 2016). Sports such as football, lacrosse, and soccer account for the highest SRC
rates in youth athletics and it appears the overall incidence of SRC is increasing at comparable
rates to older athletes (O’Connor et al., 2017). Over an 11 year study period, Lincoln and
colleagues (2011) reported a 15.5% increase in reported SRCs, a trend similar to collegiate sport
participants (Westermann et al., 2016). Following a concussive event, sports medicine personal
administer a variety of assessment batteries (symptom reporting, neuropsychological measures,
and static postural control testing) to determine cognitive and physical readiness for an
appropriate return-to-sport timeline (McCrory et al., 2017). Although postural control typically
recovers more rapidly, the majority of adolescent athletes report symptom resolution and
demonstrate recovery of neuropsychological performance approximately 2–4 weeks after a
concussive event (Covassin et al., 2012; Kerr et al., 2016; Lax et al., 2015). However, more
contemporary methods of assessing adolescent SRC recovery has determined deficits in
executive function (Howell et al., 2013) and locomotor control (Howell et al., 2013) persisting
beyond sport resumption that suggests greater risk for concussive and/or musculoskeletal injury
(Howell et al., 2018).
It is well established that prior concussive injuries are the greatest risk factor for
subsequent SRCs (Harmon et al., 2013). Interestingly, recent evidence has determined an
association between SRC and increased lower extremity (LE) injury risk in the high school
(Lynall et al., 2017), collegiate (Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et al., 2017; Herman et al., 2017), and
professional (Pietrosimone et al., 2015) ranks. In a study of 18,216 male and female high school
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athletes, LE injury risk resulting in time-loss from sport (defined as greater than the day of
injury) increased by 34% for every previous SRC (Lynall et al., 2017). Similar findings have
extended to military personnel, as researchers have recently concluded that concussed soldiers
were 38% more likely to sustain a LE injury versus non-concussed controls across a two year
study period (Kardouni et al., 2018).
Presently, LE injury mechanisms (e.g., non-contact anterior cruciate ligament [ACL]
injury during landing maneuvers) in post-concussive athletes have not been described by injury
surveillance datasets (Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et al., 2017; Herman et al., 2017; Lynall et al.,
2017). To provide a potential objective rationale for LE injury risk post-SRC, researchers have
initiated biomechanical examinations during landing tasks. Compared to baseline, collegiate
football athletes who sustained an in-season SRC demonstrated LE stiffness patterns during postseason drop-landing trials (DuBose et al., 2017) that have been associated with Achilles
tendinopathy (Maquirriain, 2012) and hamstring injury (Watsford et al., 2010). Decreased knee
stiffness in the SRC group was attributed to less knee angular excursion during landing,
representing a possible alteration in neuromuscular control post-SRC that places greater stress on
structures responsible for maintaining knee joint stability (DuBose et al., 2017). During jumpcutting maneuvers, Lapointe et al. (2017) determined that concussed individuals were at greater
risk for knee injury relative to controls, displaying multi-planar knee mechanics often associated
with a non-contact ACL injury (Quatman & Hewett, 2009). The extent of athletes’ landing
biomechanics as influenced by an SRC history is limited to two investigations (DuBose et al.,
2017; Lapointe et al., 2017). However, these studies carry significant limitations, highlighting
the need for further LE biomechanical exploration in concussed athletes. In DuBose et al. (2017)
altered LE stiffness measures were based upon one testing trial per limb, even though it is
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recommended that a minimum of four landing trials be necessary for landing performance
stability (James et al., 2007). Lapointe et al. (2018) did not analyze hip kinematics, which are
suggested to play an influential role in ACL injury mechanisms (Powers, 2010), nor kinetic
variables during the jump-cutting tasks (Lapointe et al., 2017). To the authors’ knowledge, no
prior study in this domain has been conducted with an adolescent participant base, even though
SRC injury rates in youth are comparable to collegiate counterparts (Dompier et al., 2015).
Biomechanical LE analysis during common injury risk assessments such as drop-landings is
warranted to provide a possible mechanistic rationale for the relationship between SRC and LE
injury risk. These preliminary findings may help facilitate more targeted intervention strategies
to reduce LE injury risk in adolescent athletes with a concussive history. Therefore, the purpose
of the present investigation was to examine LE drop-landing biomechanics in previously
concussed adolescent athletes versus healthy controls. We hypothesized that previously
concussed adolescents would demonstrate kinetic and kinematic landing patterns at the ankle,
knee, and hip joints that are associated with greater risk for LE injury.
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4.2 METHODS
A total of 21 participants (10 SRC, 11 controls) in the present investigation were recruited via
convenience sampling from athletic clubs within the local community. Prior to data collection,
the institutional review board at the affiliated institution approved the study protocol. Since all
participants were younger than 18 years, written parental consent and adolescent assent were
required and provided for study participation. Athletes in the SRC group self-reported at least
one concussive injury due to sport participation within the previous five years (and verified by a
parent or guardian), were asymptomatic at the time of study participation, and currently active in
competitive sport. Four athletes in the SRC group reported a history of 2 SRCs, while the
remaining six athletes reported a single prior concussive event. Participants were excluded if
they reported any previous severe LE injuries (e.g., ACL tear) and physiological or neurological
conditions that would limit one from performing the drop-landing tasks. In the SRC group (n =
10), athletes competed in the following sports: soccer (3), ice skating (2), gymnastics (2),
baseball (2), and football (1). Sport representation for the control group (n = 11) are as follows:
ice skating (4) soccer (3), gymnastics (3), and lacrosse (1). Participant demographics are
presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Adolescent athlete participant characteristics
Characteristic

SRC (n = 10)

Control (n = 11)

Age (y)

13.0 ± 3.0

11.9 ± 3.0

Height (m)

1.60 ± 0.12

1.50 ± 0.15

Mass (kg)

51.0 ± 13.9

46.3 ± 24.4

Previous SRCs

1.4 ± 0.5

Time since last SRC (y)

1.3 ± 0.9

Female sex

3

10

Sport Participation (y)

7.8 ± 3.7

5.7 ± 3.3

Following the completion of appropriate approval forms, participants were outfitted with
standardized compression clothing and 41 retro-reflective markers were placed on bony
landmarks of the hip (sacrum, posterior superior iliac spines, anterior superior iliac spines, iliac
crests), thigh / shank (4 marker clusters), knee (medial and lateral femoral condyles), and ankle /
foot complex (medial and lateral malleoli, first metatarsal, fifth metatarsal, and three marker
clusters on the heel). After marker placement, participants performed a dynamic warm-up
consisting of whole body exercises (e.g., high knees-to-chest, walking lunges with twist, high
kicks) for approximately 6–8 minutes to adequately prepare for the drop-landing tasks.
Participants completed drop-landings in a standardized order (60 cm landings first) as per
procedures from a previous study (Nordin et al., 2017). At each drop-landing height, three
practice trials were allowed. Five landing trials were completed while data were collected to
ensure landing performance stability (James et al., 2007). Participants were asked to step off of
the landing apparatus and perform a bilateral landing maneuver, simultaneously landing each
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limb on a separate force platform. The preferred limb to initiate the step-off maneuver was used
for subsequent data analysis to compare landing biomechanics between groups.
Three-dimensional kinematic data were sampled via a 10-camera Vicon motion analysis
system at 100 Hz (Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd., Oxford, UK), while kinetic data were sampled at
1000 Hz with two adjacent force platforms (Kistler Instruments, Corp., Amherst, NY, USA).
Kinematic and kinetic data were processed in Visual 3D (Version 6, C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD, USA) to quantify LE landing biomechanical variables of interest. Raw
marker trajectory data were smoothed with a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter at 10 Hz,
while force plate data were smoothed at 50 Hz. Prior study during landing tasks determined
greater knee joint moments with a 10–50 Hz cut-off frequency, suggesting this may be an
appropriate technique for determining athletes at risk for LE injury (Roewer et al., 2014).
Analysis of kinetic measurements included vertical ground reaction force, peak ankle
plantarflexion, peak hip extension, peak knee extension, and peak knee abduction moment. The
vertical ground reaction force was normalized for each participant and expressed in multiples of
body weight. Joint moments, normalized to each participant’s body height (m) and mass (kg),
were computed using inverse dynamics. Kinematic parameters of interest (reported in degrees)
were peak ankle dorsiflexion, peak hip and knee flexion, peak knee internal and external
rotation, and peak knee abduction angle. Maximum values for each kinematic and kinetic
variable were measured during the landing phase (defined as initial limb contact [vertical ground
reaction force > 20 N] until vertical center-of-mass velocity reached zero) from each drop height.
Descriptive data (mean ± SD) were first computed across all dependent variables by
group and height. To statistically evaluate group differences across LE biomechanical kinematic
and kinetic landing variables, we conducted separate multivariate analysis of variance tests for
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each landing height (30 and 60 cm). Follow-up pairwise comparisons were performed where
appropriate to determine the location of specific differences within the multivariate linear
combination. An alpha level of .05 was set for the multivariate tests, whereas Bonferroni
adjustments were applied to the univariate follow-up tests. Cohen’s d effect sizes (.2 = small, .6
= moderate, and 1.2 = large) were reported for all variables of interest (Hopkins et al., 2009).
Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (v 26.0; IBM).
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4.3 RESULTS
Descriptive statistics for each kinematic and kinetic variable are presented in Tables 4 and 5.
The multivariate analyses indicated significant multivariate differences on the linear combination
of the 11 biomechanical dependent measures for the 30 cm [Λ = .198, F(9, 11) = 3.314, p = .041]
and 60 cm [Λ = .152, F(9, 11) = 4.564, p = .015] drop-landing heights. Follow-up univariate
pairwise comparisons determined that adolescent athletes with a prior SRC history performed
drop-landings from 30 cm with significantly less ankle dorsiflexion during the 30 cm [F(1, 19) =
11.033, p = .004, d = 1.43] and 60 cm [F(1, 19) = 13.216, p = .003, d = 1.44] drop-landings
compared to the control cohort. We observed multiple moderate-to-large effect sizes for hip and
knee kinematics at each drop-landing height. Specifically, hip flexion (SRC: 61.8 deg, Control:
77.1 deg; d = .82) and knee flexion (SRC: 77.7 deg, Control: 101.6 deg; d = 1.27) during 30 cm
landings, as well as knee flexion (SRC: 87.9 deg, Control: 104.0 deg; d = 1.01) during 60 cm
landings, suggest clinically meaningful differences in LE kinematic landing patterns in
adolescent athletes with a prior concussive history versus non-concussed controls. No
significant univariate group differences were reported for any kinetic parameters.
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Table 4. 30 cm drop-landing biomechanics in adolescent athletes with and without an SRC history
P
Mean Difference
Variable
SRC
Control
Value*
(95% CI)
vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Hip flexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee internal rotation (deg)
Knee external rotation (deg)
Ankle plantarflexion moment
(N•m•kg-1)
Hip extension moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee extension moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

Effect Size

2.7 ± 1.0
23.0 ± 8.6
61.8 ± 22.9
77.7 ± 20.3
5.6 ± 4.2
3.4 ± 6.2
7.2 ± 4.6

2.8 ± 0.5
33.1 ± 5.2
77.1 ± 12.7
101.6 ± 17.0
3.7 ± 6.4
6.2 ± 4.2
6.2 ± 4.8

0.1 (-0.7, 0.7)
10.1 (3.8, 16.6)
15.3 (-1.4, 31.9)
23.9 (6.8, 41.0)
-1.9 (-3.1, 6.9)
-2.8 (-2.1, 7.5)
-1.0 (-3.3, 5.3)

.902
.004
.071
.009
.429
.250
.632

.04
1.43
.82
1.27
.36
.51
.21

1.3 ± 0.5

1.1 ± 0.3

-0.2 (-0.6, 0.1)

.207

.58

2.6 ± 1.1
1.9 ± 0.5
0.3 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.9
1.8 ± 0.3
0.4 ± 0.3

-0.5 (-1.3, 0.5)
-0.1 (-0.5, 0.2)
0.1 (-0.2, 0.2)

.329
.384
.885

.44
.39
.06

*Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni
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Table 5. 60 cm drop-landing biomechanics in adolescent athletes with and without an SRC history
P
Mean Difference (95%
Variable
SRC
Control
Value*
CI)
vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Hip flexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee internal rotation (deg)
Knee external rotation (deg)
Ankle plantarflexion moment
(N•m•kg-1)
Hip extension moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee extension moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

Effect Size

3.7 ± 1.1
24.8 ± 6.8
71.8 ± 23.7
87.9 ± 18.6
6.8 ± 5.2
4.7 ± 5.4
6.8 ± 6.0

3.8 ± 0.7
32.3 ± 3.0
82.4 ± 8.4
104.0 ± 12.4
3.3 ± 6.8
5.9 ± 6.3
5.0 ± 5.2

0.1 (-0.7, 0.9)
7.5 (2.8, 12.3)
10.6 (-5.3, 26.5)
16.1 (1.7, 30.3)
-3.5 (-2.0, 9.1)
1.2 (-4.2, 6.6)
-1.8 (-3.1, 6.9)

.798
.003
.180
.030
.198
.642
.446

.11
1.44
.60
1.01
.59
.21
.34

1.5 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.4

-0.2 (-0.5, 0.1)

.227

.55

4.2 ± 1.4
2.6 ± 0.5
0.5 ± 0.2

3.4 ± 1.2
2.4 ± 0.5
0.6 ± 0.5

-0.8 (-2.0, 0.4)
-0.2 (-0.6, 0.3)
0.1 (-0.3, 0.4)

.182
.413
.802

.60
.37
.11

*Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni
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4.4 DISCUSSION
The present study sought to determine whether previously concussed adolescent athletes would
demonstrate biomechanical landing patterns suggestive of an elevated LE injury risk compared
to a healthy control cohort. We hypothesized that the previously concussed cohort would display
biomechanical landing patterns of the LE that are associated with greater risk for LE injury.
Prior injury surveillance data has determined that concussed athletes across all sporting levels
(adolescent, collegiate, and professional) are at greater risk for sustaining a LE injury well
beyond clinical clearance to resume sport (Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et al., 2017; Herman et al.,
2017; Lynall et al., 2017; Pietrosimone et al., 2015). However, the mechanisms for LE injury
following a concussive event have yet to be firmly elucidated in the current literature. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to examine landing biomechanics as a function of concussive
injury in adolescent athletes, an underrepresented population in the present literature. Our study
offers novel findings that suggest adolescent athletes with a prior SRC history perform droplandings with kinematic movement patterns at the ankle, knee, and hip joints that suggest greater
risk for injury. We found statistically significant reductions in ankle dorsiflexion angle, as well
as large reductions in knee and hip flexion angles, across both drop-landing heights in our
previously concussed adolescent cohort versus non-concussed controls. Overall, we determined
that four (hip flexion angle, knee flexion angle, knee abduction angle, and ankle dorsiflexion
angle) of the 11 variables represent statistically significant and/or clinically meaningful findings
from our preliminary analysis. We did not determine statistically significant differences in
frontal or transverse plane kinematic variables nor kinetic variables between adolescent athletes
with and without a prior SRC history. While the majority of landing variables were not
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significant in our preliminary investigation, our study offers novel findings that suggest
adolescent athletes with an SRC history perform landing maneuvers that place them at greater
risk for injury than non-concussed counterparts.
Limitations must be considered when interpreting the results of the present study. Our
cross-sectional study design limits understanding as to whether the demonstrated biomechanical
patterns of the concussed group were still present prior to the reported SRC(s). We suspect that
SRC influences movement mechanics that lead to greater risk for LE injury even in the presence
of symptom resolution and return to baseline performance on measures of static postural control;
we are unable to substantiate this statement based on the present study. Additionally, we
recognize the discrepancy in the number of female athletes between both groups. While it has
been noted that female athletes are at increased risk for non-contact ACL injuries compared to
males (Ireland, 2002), our study determined that the control cohort, consisting mainly of female
athletes, performed landing maneuvers that suggest a decreased risk for LE injury. Our sample
size was relatively small compared to other biomechanical studies, however, adolescent athletes
with a concussive history represent an under-studied population in the present literature. Hence,
our findings offer researchers and clinicians with initial information regarding the relationship
between SRC and LE injury risk during landing tasks in this population. Lastly, while
participants who reported any severe LE injuries (e.g., previous ACL tear) were excluded from
the present study, we did not screen for non-traumatic injuries that may affect LE landing
biomechanics.
Our findings of differences in LE biomechanical patterns in concussed adolescents verus
controls aligns with previous investigations in collegiate-aged individuals (DuBose et al., 2017;
Lapointe et al., 2018). However, it is difficult to make direct comparisons to these studies due to
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differences in the landing task being evaluated. While our study examined bilateral droplandings, Lapointe et al. (2018) tasked individuals with and without a concussive history to
perform multidirectional jump-cutting maneuvers in accordance with a concurrent cognitive task.
The previously concussed cohort performed the jump-cutting tasks with significantly less knee
varus (adduction) and knee external rotation versus healthy controls (Lapointe et al., 2017).
Although not statistically significant, the researchers also noted approximately 2–3 degrees less
knee flexion in the concussed group (Lapointe et al., 2017). In our investigation, we determined
that adolescent athletes with a prior SRC history performed drop-landings with approximately 24
degrees and 16 degrees less knee flexion from the 30 and 60 cm heights, respectively.
Differences in sagittal plane knee mechanics between the present study and Lapointe et al.
(2018) may be attributed to the performed landing maneuver; participants in our investigation
were instructed to land bilaterally on each force platform while Lapointe et al. (2018) instructed
individuals to make an additional frontal plane jump-cut based upon a secondary cognitive task.
LE stiffness was altered as a function of an in-season SRC in collegiate football athletes
performing unilateral drop-landings by Dubose et al. (2017). Although statistical analysis was
not conducted, post-season ankle and hip joint flexion increased relative to pre-season values in
the concussed cohort (DuBose et al., 2017). While the present investigation was cross-sectional,
we observed significantly less ankle dorsiflexion in our previously concussed adolescent athlete
group. The aforementioned findings may not represent true neuromuscular change; we suspect
that discrepant findings may, in part, be due to the number of landings trials implemented in each
study and inherent test variability; Dubose et al. (2017) analyzed a single landing trial on each
limb (subsequently averaging the limb values) while our investigation reported the average of
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five landing trials from each drop height in accordance with previous drop-landing
recommendations (James et al., 2007).
We determined that adolescent athletes with an SRC history perform drop-landings with
(on average)10–15 deg less hip flexion, 16–24 deg less knee flexion, and 7–10 deg less ankle
dorsiflexion from landings heights of 30 and 60 cm when compared to healthy controls.
Previous studies suggest that decreased sagittal plane kinematics during landing maneuvers may
heighten the risk for ACL injury. Devita & Skelly (1992) defined “stiff” landing strategies as
knee flexion less than 90 degrees, determining a 19% reduction in musculature energy absorption
compared to “soft” landing strategies (> 90 degrees of knee flexion). Interestingly, previously
concussed adolescents naturally adopted a “stiff” landing strategy across both drop heights while
the control cohort performed 30 and 60 cm drop-landings with knee flexion angles greater than
100 degrees (Table 2). When performing a landing task, greater flexion of the LE joints
increases the time over which energy may be absorbed by the musculature. Energy not absorbed
by the musculature places greater mechanical loading on other body tissues such as ligaments
and tendons, increasing injury risk to these areas. A recent investigation prospectively
determined that every 10-degree reduction in knee flexion was significantly associated with noncontact ACL injury in female athletes (Leppänen et al., 2017). Altered knee mechanics in our
previously concussed adolescent athlete cohort may, in part, be attributed to decreased sagittal
plane ankle dorsiflexion during landing. While ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion angles in the
present investigation suggests strong statistical and clinical significance, we additionally
determined a small-to-moderate effect size for knee abduction between our concussed and
control cohorts. Correlational analyses suggested that decreased ankle dorsiflexion significantly
associates with less knee flexion (Malloy et al., 2015), greater frontal plane knee motion
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(Sigward et al., 2008), and dynamic knee valgus (Lima et al., 2018). We speculate that high risk
biomechanical landing patterns demonstrated by the concussed cohort may initiate from sagittal
plane reductions at the ankle joint, thus provoking compensatory mechanisms at the more
proximal knee and hip joints. In sum, we determined aberrant sagittal plane kinematic patterns
across all three LE joints in adolescent athletes with a prior concussive history versus nonconcussed controls. Our results lend a potential mechanistic rationale to support prior injury
surveillance data that has determined concussed athletes are at greater risk for LE injury,
particularly at the ankle and knee joints (Gilbert et al., 2016; Houston et al., 2018). Sports such
as football and soccer are responsible for the majority of SRCs in high school athletics
(O’Connor et al., 2017) and require participants to perform repetitive landing tasks in practice
and competition. It is plausible that alterations in landing kinematics, such as those displayed in
our SRC group, represent an underlying change in neuromotor control during high impact
loading events that may acutely and / or chronically place greater stress on LE structures that
lead to injury.
Presently, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the association between SRC and
LE injury are unclear. While the majority of LE biomechanical injury research explicitly focuses
on the movement mechanics during various tasks, it has recently been suggested that cognitive
function is an integral factor for injury risk in sport. A previously concussed athlete with
residual deficiencies in processing environmental stimuli and task constraints, along with the
inability to preplan correct motor sequences, may not be able to produce protective muscular
forces, thus leading to high impact loads on musculoskeletal components that result in injury
(Swanik, 2015). A recent theoretical construct suggests that common SRC symptoms (e.g.,
headache, dizziness, anxiety) alter perception-action coupling loops that do not allow a
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concussed athlete to properly perceive their movement affordances (opportunities for action;
Eagle, Kontos, et al., 2019). Theoretically, a post-SRC athlete unable to determine proper
movement affordances (i.e., performing landings from various drop heights with appropriate
joint flexion) within the constraints of a sporting environment may subsequently misjudge
affordance selection, leading to increased behavior risk and injury (Eagle, Nindl, et al., 2019).
Additional cognitive flexibility tasks have demonstrated that perceptual-based reaction time is
slower up to one month following sport resumption in previously concussed collegiate athletes,
suggesting persistent impairments in visuospatial attentional capacity in light of clinical
clearance (McGowan et al., 2018). It is recognized by researchers that additional investigations
are necessary to properly determine the direct influence of perception-action coupling and
affordances on LE injury risk following a SRC (Eagle, Nindl, et al., 2019).
We determined that previously concussed adolescent athletes perform drop-landings with
decreased sagittal plane joint motion compared to healthy controls. Our evidence adds to the
growing body of literature that suggests differences in LE biomechanical movement patterns
between concussed and non-concussed athletes (DuBose et al., 2017; Lapointe et al., 2017).
Taken together, our findings suggest that post-concussive athletes perform drop-landing tasks
that elevate the risk for ankle and knee injuries. It has been determined that LE injury risk is
elevated beyond clinical clearance to resume full sport participation, in some instances up to 180
days (Lynall et al., 2015) and 365 days (Fino et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015) following the
concussive event. As athletes are presented with concurrent cognitive and motor decisions
during sport, future work should task concussed athletes with challenging dual-tasks conditions
that may further illustrate the relationship between SRC and LE injury risk. Lastly, it has been
previously determined that deficits in cognitive measures relating to reaction time and working
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memory are associated with ACL injury in non-concussed athletes (Swanik et al., 2007); Thus,
future research should explore the relationship between cognitive performance and LE
biomechanical patterns to provide a better understanding of how altered cognition may affect
neuromuscular control in concussed athletes.

4.5 CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate that previously concussed adolescent athletes performed drop-landing
tasks with LE sagittal plane kinematic patterns that suggest greater risk for LE injury versus nonconcussed controls. Biomechanical alterations at the ankle and knee joints following a
concussive event may provide a mechanistic rationale for the relationship between SRC and LE
injury. The effect of SRC on longitudinal LE biomechanics should be further studied to possibly
mitigate the risk of LE injury beyond clinical clearance to resume sport.
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Significance of the Chapter
In previous chapters, we determined that SRC and cognition appear to be relatively unexplored
risk factors for subsequent LE injury in athletes. While our first investigation demonstrated that
previously concussed adolescent athletes demonstrate LE biomechanical landing patterns
associated with greater LE injury risk, we next sought to assess similar landing parameters in
collegiate athletes as a function of SRC history. As previously described (Chapters 1–3),
cognitive testing is integral to SRC management in athletes at risk for concussive injuries.
Through our extensive reviews of the literature, we found additional evidence to suggest that
these same cognitive measures may identify athletes at risk for LE injury regardless of SRC
history. While there appears to be a complex relationship between cognition, SRC, and LE
injury risk, there is further need for multifaceted clinical assessments of SRC recovery that
emphasize dynamic motor performance. The present chapter sought to assess the associations
between LE injury risk and cognitive performance in collegiate athletes with and without an SRC
history. LE injury risk was assessed via an unanticipated land-and-cut maneuver, while
cognition was measured during the biomechanical testing and with computerized assessments
commonly utilized in the collegiate athlete setting. The results of this study indicate a unique
relationship between worsening cognitive performance (functional visuomotor reaction time,
working memory, and attention) and higher risk LE biomechanical patterns in collegiate athletes
with a previous history of SRC. Additionally, measures of functional cognition did not associate
with the majority of computerized assessments. These findings may be pertinent to clinicians
who utilize motor and cognitive assessments batteries for SRC management in collegiate
athletes.
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Abstract
Sports-related concussion (SRC) has recently been associated with subtle cognitive and motor
performance impairments that may linger beyond other clinical trajectories of the injury.
Relatedly, evidence indicates that deficits in cognitive performance measures of reaction time
and working memory, typically found after SRC, are associated with higher risk of lower
extremity musculoskeletal (LEMSK) injury in collegiate athletes. The primary purpose of this
study was to assess the relationships between cognitive performance, as measured via functional
and clinical assessments, and LEMSK biomechanical land-and-cut patterns in collegiate athletes
with and without a history of SRC. Secondarily, we sought to determine the associations
between functional and clinical measures of cognition in a collegiate athlete population. A
cohort of 40 athletes (20 SRC, 20 matched controls) completed unanticipated land-and-cut tasks
using the dominant (DOM) and non-dominant (NDOM) limbs, as well as the ImPACT and
Senaptec Sensory Station cognitive assessments. Pearson correlation coefficients indicated
significant relationships, unique to the SRC group, between functional visuomotor reaction time
(FVMRT) and DOM knee flexion (r = -.512, p = .024) and NDOM knee flexion (r = -.500, p =
.035), as well as significant relationships between DOM limb knee abduction moment and Visual
Memory (r = -.539, p = .017) and Reaction Time (r = .515, p = .024). Furthermore, functional
measures of cognition (FVMRT) were not significantly associated with clinical assessments
(ImPACT, Senaptec). From these findings, it appears that worsening cognitive performance on
both functional and clinical measures are associated with higher risk LEMSK biomechanical
patterns in athletes with a prior SRC history. We conclude that altered cognition may be a key
mechanistic contributor to future LEMSK injury in athletes post-SRC and that computerized
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measures of cognition often utilized for SRC management are dissimilar to sport-specific
cognitive processes.
Keywords: anterior cruciate ligament, reaction time, visual memory, musculoskeletal injury
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Sports-related concussion (SRC) represents a serious public health concern for competitive
athletes, as evidence suggests that upwards of four million sport- and recreational-based
concussive events occur annually in the United States (Langlois et al., 2006). Specific to the
active collegiate competitor, SRCs account for approximately 6.2% of all injuries, signifying an
overall incidence of around 11,000 reported concussive injuries each year (Zuckerman et al.,
2015). Following the occurrence of a single SRC, it appears that collegiate athletes are at greater
future risk for both concussive and lower extremity musculoskeletal (LEMSK) injuries (Harmon
et al., 2019; McPherson et al., 2019). Recent systematic reviews suggest that previously
concussed athletes had approximately two times greater odds for LEMSK injury compared to
non-concussed competitors (McPherson et al., 2019; Reneker et al., 2019). Furthermore, some
investigators have demonstrated that the elevated risk for LEMSK injury post-SRC extends
many months beyond medical clearance to resume sport (Brooks et al., 2016; Buckley et al.,
2020; Fino et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015). Compared to previous decades, it appears that SRCs
are increasing within the collegiate athlete population (Covassin et al., 2016), which may
predispose more competitors to subsequent LEMSK injuries.
A hallmark of SRC is a temporarily altered cognitive state that may last days or weeks
following a concussive event (Covassin et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2016) in spite of athletes
reporting no symptoms (Broglio et al., 2007). Interestingly, lower baseline cognitive
performance in collegiate athletes has been prospectively (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson,
2012; Wilkerson et al., 2017) and retrospectively (Swanik et al., 2007) associated with higher
risk for LEMSK injury. However, post-SRC measures of cognition were unable to predict
LEMSK injury occurrence in recently concussed male and female collegiate competitors
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(Buckley et al., 2020). Nonetheless, there does appear to be clinical utility in assessing cognition
for the dual purposes of SRC management and LEMSK injury risk in collegiate athletes with and
without a recent SRC history. To provide a potential mechanistic relationship between cognition
and LEMSK injury risk, recent biomechanical studies have determined that slower reaction time
and reduced working memory scores are associated with high-risk lower extremity loading
patterns, including increased vertical ground reaction force (Herman & Barth, 2016), greater
knee valgus angle (Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019), and decreased landing stability
(Giesche et al., 2020).
The majority of traditional SRC management strategies, including symptom reporting,
cognitive assessment, and postural control analysis, fail to provide quantitative and objective
measures of motor performance when returning to sports activity (Avedesian et al., 2020b).
Recently, biomechanical research suggests that athletes with an SRC history adopt a more
conservative gait strategy (Howell, Lynall, et al., 2018) or display altered neuromuscular control
during high impact loading tasks (Avedesian et al., 2020a; Dubose et al., 2017) compared to nonconcussed athletes that, in turn, may heighten the risk for LEMSK injury. While these recent
investigations provide novel information related to motor patterns in previously concussed
athletes, it is unknown if LEMSK biomechanical performance during sport-specific tasks
associates with clinical and functional measures of SRC such as cognitive performance.
There appears to be a complex relationship between cognition, SRC, and LEMSK injury risk in
collegiate athletes that may alter future concussive management strategies as more evidence is
provided in this sporting population. As an increasing number of research studies suggest that
previously concussed collegiate athletes are at greater risk for LEMSK injury (Brooks et al.,
2016; Buckley et al., 2020; Fino et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015), there is a need for more
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multifaceted clinical assessments of recovery that emphasize dynamic motor performance to
ensure athlete safety upon resuming sport (Lynall et al., 2015; McPherson et al., 2019; Parker et
al., 2008). However, the mechanistic relationship between cognition and LEMSK injury risk in
collegiate athletes with previous SRC is presently unknown. Provided information related to
measures of cognition and LEMSK biomechanical performance, a clinician may be able to make
a more accurate assessment of injury risk regardless of an SRC history. Therefore, the primary
aim of this investigation was to examine the association between cognitive performance and
LEMSK landing biomechanics during a sport-specific task among collegiate athletes with and
without a history of SRC. A secondary aim was to determine the association between multiple
cognitive testing batteries in the same athlete cohort. It was hypothesized that assessments of
reaction time and working memory would significantly correlate with higher risk biomechanical
landing patterns in both athlete cohorts, however, the associations would be stronger in
previously concussed athletes. We also hypothesized that functional measures of cognition
would not significantly correlate with computerized measures of cognition.
5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 Design and Setting
A sample of 40 collegiate athletes (20 SRC history, 20 matched controls) were enrolled in this
study and completed all cognitive and biomechanical assessments during a single testing session.
Based upon previous literature (Monfort et al., 2019), we determined that a sample size of ≥15
athletes for each group was sufficient to detect significant associations between cognitive and
biomechanical performance. To control for potential confounding factors, each participant in the
SRC group was matched to a participant in the control group by sport, position, sex, and age (± 1
year) (Dubose et al., 2017). Participant demographics are shown in Table 1. Participants were
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excluded if they reported a current LEMSK injury or any visual, physiological, or neurological
conditions that would limit one from completing all assessment batteries. Prior to data
collection, the study was approved by the institutional review board at the university site location
and all participants provided written consent for study participation.

5.2.2 Instrumentation and Procedures
Each participant reported to the laboratory for a single testing session and was instructed to
complete a questionnaire pertaining to their SRC history (number of SRCs sustained during
collegiate career and time since the latest SRC) and verified by a sports medicine personnel (e.g.
athletic trainer). All participants in the control group did not report a previous SRC during their
collegiate athletic career. Following the completion of the informed consent form and health
history questionnaire, the research team provided a verbal overview of all biomechanical and
cognitive testing procedures.

Biomechanical Assessment
All participants completed the biomechanical assessment in compression clothing and athletic
footwear worn during sports training. Anthropometric measurements (height and weight) as well
as each participant’s self-defined dominant limb for their respective sport were recorded prior to
testing. Each participant was outfitted with clusters of four passive retro-reflective markers on
the upper thoracic and lumbar spine, lateral thighs and shanks, and dorsal surfaces of each foot
(Lisee et al., 2019). Joint locations were identified during the static calibration trial with a stylus
to digitize anatomical landmarks at the C7 spinous process, L5 spinous process, medial and
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lateral femoral condyles, medial and lateral malleoli, and bases of the second and fifth
metatarsals (Lisee et al., 2019).
Following the static calibration trial, participants performed the landing assessment.
Participants started each trial on a 60 cm box and faced a visual stimulus (FITLIGHT Corp.,
Miami, FL, USA) that was placed three meters in front of the landing apparatus. Participants
were told that various colors (green, red, pink, blue) would flash on the visual stimulus, however,
they were instructed to respond to only a final green or red light. If a green or red light was
presented, participants stepped off the box and performed an approximately 45 degree cutting
maneuver to the left or right as quickly as possible. The order of trials was randomized as well
as the temporal latencies for when the green or red light was presented in each trial. An
additional light, placed adjacent to each participant’s starting position, was triggered once the
participant initiated the land-and-cut maneuver to assess a whole-body, functional visuo-motor
reaction time (FVMRT) during each trial. This land-and-cut task was developed in order to
challenge participants from both a motor and cognitive perspective by imposing temporal,
decision-making, and space constraints on task performance. All participants were allowed up to
four practice trials prior to data collection. Four trials for each directional condition were
collected for subsequent data analysis and the average of these four trials was used for each
biomechanical parameter of interest.
Biomechanical data were collected with a ten-camera motion capture system (Vicon
Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK) sampled at 240 Hz and an embedded force platform
(Advanced Medical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) sampled at 1200 Hz. For the landand-cut maneuvers using dominant (DOM) and non-dominant (NDOM) limbs, biomechanical
variables of interest included select peak kinetic (vertical ground reaction force [vGRF], knee
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extensor moment, knee abduction moment) and peak kinematic (ankle dorsiflexion, knee flexion,
knee abduction angle) parameters often associated with LEMSK risk during high impact loading
tasks. Each kinetic and kinematic variable was assessed during the first 100 milliseconds of
ground contact with the force platform, as it is previously demonstrated that LEMSK injuries,
such as anterior cruciate ligament rupture, occur within that time period when performing
landing-type sports maneuvers (Koga et al., 2010). Biomechanical computations were
performed using the Motion Monitor software (Innovative Sports Training Inc., Chicago, USA),
in which marker trajectory and force plate data were smoothed with a fourth-order, low-pass
Butterworth filter at 10 Hz, respectively. Kinetic moment parameters were computed with
inverse dynamics and normalized to each participant’s height (m) and mass (kg).

Cognitive Assessments
Computerized cognitive performance was assessed with two instruments: Immediate PostConcussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT; ImPACT Applications, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and the Senaptec Sensory Station (Senaptec LLC., Beaverton, OR, USA).
Participants performed both assessments in a quiet room to minimize any external distractions
and a member of the research team was present to ensure that participants understood all testing
instructions. Briefly, the ImPACT is a computerized assessment that requires approximately 20–
30 minutes to complete and consists of a symptom inventory (Post-Concussion Symptom Scale)
and six cognitive modules designed to provide measures of attention, working memory,
processing speed, and reaction time. From these modules, ImPACT provides the following four
cognitive performance scores: Verbal Memory, Visual Memory, Visual Motor Speed, and
Reaction Time. The procedures for each module and the methods of calculating performance
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scores can be viewed in the manufacture manual (Lovell, 2007). The ImPACT assessment has
previously demonstrated adequate reliability for individuals with and without a concussive
history (Elbin et al., 2011; Nakayama et al., 2014) and is one of the most commonly utilized
neurocognitive tools SRC management in the collegiate athlete setting (Covassin et al., 2009).
In addition to the ImPACT, participants also completed tasks within the Senaptec
Sensory Station. This neurocognitive assessment tool utilizes a smartboard-based interface
system that measures various sensorimotor and visual skills. For the present investigation,
participants performed the following three tasks: Eye Hand Coordination, Go / No Go, and
Multiple Object Tracking, which provide measures of visual-motor speed, response execution /
inhibition, and working memory (Burris et al., 2018). The detailed descriptions of the Eye Hand
Coordination and Go / No Go tasks are provided in previous, open-access literature (Burris et al.,
2018). The outcomes of interest for the Eye Hand Coordination, Go/No Go, and Multiple Object
Tracking tasks were total time, total score, and composite score, respectively (Burris et al.,
2018).

5.2.3 Statistical Analysis
To ensure matching criteria, group characteristics were first compared using independent
samples t tests. Multiple partial correlational analyses (controlling for sex) were performed to
determine the associations between landing biomechanics and cognitive performance for the
complete athlete dataset, as well as for each subgroup (SRC and control). Specifically, we
assessed the associations between DOM / NDOM landing biomechanics and FVMRT, ImPACT,
and Senaptec Sensory Station performance. Additionally, we performed correlational analysis
between FVMRT, ImPACT and Senaptec Sensory Station to determine the associations between
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each cognitive testing battery. Correlational analyses were computed via Pearson correlation
coefficients and interpreted as negligible (<.30), low (.31–.50), moderate (.51–.70), high (.71–
.90), and strong (>.90) correlation based upon previously established heuristics (Hinkle et al.,
2003). All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (v 27.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA). An a priori α = .05 was set to determine statistical significance.

5.3 RESULTS
Seven collegiate sports represented the sample of 40 participating athletes (Table 6). In addition
to sport, there were no significant group differences in age, height, and weight (Table 6).
Pearson correlations between landing biomechanics and cognitive performance for the complete
athlete dataset and each subgroup are presented in Tables 7–9, while the correlation matrix
between each measure of cognition are presented in Tables 10–12.
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Table 6. Participant demographics for each collegiate athlete group
Characteristic

SRC Group (n = 20)

Age, y
Height, m
Mass, kg
Time since last SRC, days
Sport, n
Football
Women's Volleyball
Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Women's Rowing
Women's Field Hockey
Women's Diving

20.5 (1.28)
1.81 (0.10)
85.96 (25.42)
461 (263)
6
4
3
3
2
1
1

Control Group (n =
20)
19.75 (1.29)
1.82 (0.09)
82.08 (23.40)

P Value
.073
.746
.618

6
4
3
3
2
1
1

Cognitive-Biomechanics Correlations – All Athletes
All Pearson correlation coefficients between cognitive and biomechanics performance for all
athletes in the dataset are presented in Table 7. For ImPACT, Visual Memory was lowly
correlated with DOM knee abduction moment (r = -.371, p = .020) and Visual Motor Speed was
lowly correlated with DOM ankle dorsiflexion (r = -.421, p = .008). For the Senaptec Sensory
Station, Multiple Object Tracking was lowly correlated with DOM ankle dorsiflexion (r = -.457,
p = .004), NDOM ankle dorsiflexion (r = -.359, p = .029) and NDOM knee abduction moment (r
= -.410, p = .015). Additionally, several significant correlations were identified between
FVMRT and biomechanical variables. DOM FVMRT lowly correlated with NDOM knee
flexion (r = -.380, p = .020), DOM knee extension moment (r = .462, p = .003), and NDOM knee
extension moment (r = -.467, p = .004), while NDOM FVMRT was lowly correlated with
NDOM knee flexion (r = -.408, p = .012) and NDOM knee extension moment (r = -.369, p =
.025). No other significant cognitive-biomechanics performance associations were present for
the entire athlete cohort (Table 7).
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Table 7. Cognitive-biomechanics performance correlation matrix for all athletes
All Athletes (n = 40)

vGRF

Ankle
Dorsiflexion

Knee Flexion

Knee Extension
Moment

Knee Abduction

Knee Abduction
Moment

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

Verbal Memory

.123

-.065

-.099

.037

.225

.186

-.020

-.084

.085

.032

-.139

-.226

Visual Memory

-.040

-.163

-.214

-.099

.227

-.018

.055

-.182

-.063

-.088

-.371

-.190

Visual Motor Speed

-.130

-.087

-.421

-.221

.253

-.085

.075

.071

-.054

-.167

-.292

-.062

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

.167

.033

.032

-.070

-.137

-.121

-.234

-.238

.088

.238

.273

.311

.048

.078

.005

-.150

.177

.066

-.167

-.217

-.195

-.021

-.075

-.306

Go / No Go Score

.108

-.216

-.035

-.039

-.278

-.057

-.020

-.120

.216

.266

.203

.326

MOT Score

-.114

-.237

-.457

-.359

-.032

-.028

-.313

-.330

.023

-.168

-.074

-.410

DOM FVMRT

-.035

-.178

-.229

-.156

-.109

-.380

-.462

-.467

.200

-.117

.025

-.227

NDOM FVMRT
-.014
-.154
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

-.113

-.164

-.152

-.408

-.187

-.369

.089

.100

-.040

-.076

Cognitive Assessment

IMPACT

SENAPTEC

WHOLE-BODY
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Cognitive-Biomechanics Correlations – SRC Group
All Pearson correlation coefficients between cognitive measures and biomechanics performance
in the SRC group are presented in Table 8. Several significant correlations were identified with
the ImPACT battery. Specifically, Verbal Memory lowly correlated with NDOM limb knee
extension moment (r = .489, p = .039), Visual Memory moderately correlated with DOM limb
knee abduction moment (r = -.539, p = .017), Visual Motor Speed lowly correlated with DOM
limb ankle dorsiflexion (r = -.473, p = .041), and Reaction Time moderately correlated with
DOM limb knee abduction moment (r = .515, p = .024). Several low and moderate correlations
were identified with the Senaptec Sensory Station. Specifically, Eye Hand Coordination total
time moderately correlated with DOM limb knee abduction (r = -.554, p = .017), Go / No Go
score moderately correlated with NDOM limb vGRF (r = -.700, p = .001), and Multiple object
tracking lowly correlated with NDOM vGRF (r = -.471, p = .048) and DOM limb knee extension
moment (r = -.475, p = .046), and moderately correlated with NDOM knee extension moment (r
= -.619, p = .008). Additionally, several significant correlations were identified between
FVMRT and biomechanical variables. DOM FVMRT lowly correlated with NDOM knee
extension moment (r = -.469, p = .050), moderately correlated with DOM knee extension
moment (r = .514, p = .025), moderately correlated with DOM knee flexion (r = -.512, p = .024),
and highly correlated with NDOM knee flexion (r = -.847, p < .001). NDOM FVMRT lowly
correlated with NDOM knee flexion (r = -.500, p = .035) and moderately correlated with NDOM
knee extension moment (r = -.548, p = .019). No other significant cognitive-biomechanics
performance associations were present for the SRC group (Table 8).
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Table 8. Cognitive-biomechanics performance correlation matrix for the SRC group
SRC Group (n = 20)

vGRF

Ankle
Dorsiflexion

Knee Flexion

Knee Extension
Moment

Knee Abduction

Knee Abduction
Moment

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

Verbal Memory

.163

-.148

-.201

.094

-.014

-.269

-.369

-.489

-.009

.037

-.291

-.138

Visual Memory

-.004

.072

-.173

.039

-.068

-.235

.049

-.081

-.154

-.131

-.539

-.281

Visual Motor Speed

.042

-.090

-.473

-.057

.203

-.231

.163

-.077

-.212

-.115

-.332

-.096

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

-.028

-.201

.142

-.102

-.046

.085

-.348

-.251

.366

.263

.515

.347

.261

.369

-.035

-.312

.273

-.027

.015

-.042

-.554

-.144

-.240

-.450

Go / No Go Score

-.359

-.700

-.052

.147

-.329

.015

-.319

-.353

.123

.250

.373

.134

MOT Score

-.208

-.471

-.310

-.190

-.076

-.133

-.475

-.619

.086

.053

-.032

-.395

DOM FVMRT

.149

-.050

-.350

-.102

-.514

-.847

-.512

-.469

.230

.212

-.132

-.193

NDOM FVMRT
.069
-.299
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

-.241

-.201

-.343

-.500

-.304

-.548

.046

.158

-.301

-.361

Cognitive Assessment

IMPACT

SENAPTEC

WHOLE-BODY
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Cognitive-Biomechanics Correlations – Control Group
All Pearson correlation coefficients between cognitive and biomechanics performance for all
athletes in the dataset are presented in Table 9. For ImPACT, Verbal Memory was lowly
correlated with NDOM knee flexion (r = .508, p = .031) and Visual Motor Speed was
moderately correlated with DOM knee flexion (r = .525, p = .021). For the Senaptec Sensory
Station, Eye Hand Coordination lowly correlated with NDOM knee extension moment (r = .489,
p = .046), while Multiple Object Tracking moderately correlated with DOM ankle dorsiflexion (r
= -.648, p = .004), NDOM ankle dorsiflexion (r = -.618, p = .006), NDOM knee abduction (r = .513, p = .035) and NDOM knee abduction moment (r = -.673, p = .003). Significant
associations were also present for FVMRT, with DOM FVMRT lowly correlated with DOM
knee extension moment (r = -.477, p = .039) and NDOM knee extension moment (r = -.508, p =
.032). No other significant cognitive-biomechanics performance associations were present for
the control group (Table 9).
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Table 9. Cognitive-biomechanics performance correlation matrix for the control group
Control Group (n = 20)
Cognitive Assessment

vGRF
DOM

Ankle
Dorsiflexion

Knee Flexion

Knee Extension
Moment

Knee Abduction

Knee Abduction
Moment

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

NDOM

DOM

Verbal Memory

.200

.125

-.064

-.025

.311

.508

.133

.125

.211

.132

.074

-.182

Visual Memory

-.055

-.294

-.239

-.171

.405

.052

.077

-.252

.053

.014

-.244

-.054

Visual Motor Speed

-.428

-.111

-.362

-.315

.525

.229

.130

.256

.086

-.236

-.301

-.145

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

.378

.283

-.058

-.019

-.058

-.217

-.118

-.205

-.346

.071

-.262

.031

-.088

-.250

.014

.006

-.082

-.048

-.424

-.489

.137

.207

.159

-.033

Go / No Go Score

.392

.085

.026

-.182

.013

.305

.289

.175

.231

.161

-.013

.283

MOT Score

.019

-.011

-.648

-.618

.002

.109

-.284

-.125

-.142

-.513

-.225

-.673

-.238
-.290
NDOM FVMRT
-.303
.042
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

-.138

-.204

.224

.007

-.477

-.508

.270

-.372

.299

-.213

.072

-.072

.297

-.191

-.006

-.148

.153

-.033

.384

.196

IMPACT

SENAPTEC

WHOLE-BODY

DOM FVMRT
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Cognitive Correlations – All Athletes
The cognitive performance correlation matrix for all athletes in the dataset are presented in Table
10. Verbal Memory was lowly correlated with Visual Memory (r = .412, p = .009) and Multiple
Object Tracking (r = .343, p = .038). Visual Motor Speed was lowly correlated with Visual
Memory (r = .507, p = .001), Reaction Time (r = -.382, p = .016), and Multiple Object Tracking
(r = .344, p = .037). Within the Senaptec Sensory Station, Eye Hand Coordination was lowly
correlated with Go / No Go score (r = -.457, p = .004). Additionally, there was a moderate
correlation between DOM FVMRT and NDOM FVMRT (r = .613, p < .001). No other
significant cognitive performance correlations were present for the entire athlete cohort (Table
10).
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Table 10. Cognitive performance correlation matrix for all athletes
All Athletes (n = 40)

Verbal
Memory

Verbal Memory

1.000

Visual Memory
Visual Motor Speed

Visual
Memory

Visual
Motor
Speed

Reaction
Time

EHC Total
Time

Go / No Go
Score

MOT
Score

DOM
FVMRT

NDOM
FVMRT

.412

.297

-.009

-.135

.245

.343

.204

.072

1.000

.507

-.209

-.109

.007

.082

.231

.120

1.000

-.382

-.257

.118

.344

.101

.056

1.000

.232

.082

.074

.066

.243

-.457

-.029

.144

.181

1.000

.294

.047

.070

1.000

.278

.256

1.000

.613

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

1.000

Go / No Go Score
MOT Score
DOM FVMRT
NDOM FVMRT
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

1.000
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Cognitive Correlations – SRC Group
The cognitive performance correlation matrix for the SRC group is presented in Table 11. There
was a low correlation between Visual Memory and Visual Motor Speed (r = .500, p = .029), a
low correlation between Multiple object tracking and DOM FVMRT (r = .484, p = .042), a
moderate correlation between Multiple object tracking and NDOM FVMRT (r = .597, p = .009),
and a high correlation between DOM FVMRT and NDOM FVMRT (r = .742, p < .001). No
other significant cognitive performance correlations were present for the SRC group (Table 11).
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Table 11. Cognitive performance correlation matrix for the SRC group
Visual
Memory

Visual
Motor
Speed

Reaction
Time

EHC Total
Time

1.000

.416

.301

-.015

-.188

0.445

1.000

.500

-.348

-.140

Visual Motor Speed

0.096

0.398

1.000

-.433

-.160

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

0.021

-0.328

-0.434

1.000

.203

-0.147

-0.132

-0.169

0.219

Go / No Go Score

-0.082

-0.166

0.259

-0.120

MOT Score

0.212

-0.166

0.222

0.296

SRC Group (n = 20)

Verbal
Memory

Verbal Memory
Visual Memory

DOM FVMRT
0.407
0.325
0.134
NDOM FVMRT
0.243
0.372
0.192
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

MOT
Score

DOM
FVMRT

NDOM
FVMRT

.093

.367

.398

.253

-.122

-.144

.309

.370

.138

.224

.187

.215

-.035

.302

.188

.219

1.000

-.420

.139

.147

.193

-0.404

1.000

.412

.006

.057

0.152

0.416

1.000

.484

.597

0.175

0.140

-0.037

0.358

1.000

.742

0.204

0.185

0.040

0.485

0.743

1.000
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Go / No Go
Score

Cognitive Correlations – Control Group
The cognitive performance correlation matrix for the control group is presented in Table 12.
Verbal Memory lowly correlated with Go / No Go score (r = .479, p = .044) and Visual Motor
Speed moderately correlated with Multiple object tracking (r = .566, p = .017). There was a low
correlation between DOM FVMRT and NDOM FVMRT (r = .473, p = .041). No other
significant cognitive performance correlations were present for the control group (Table 12).
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Table 12. Cognitive performance correlation matrix for the control group
Control Group (n = 20)

Verbal
Memory

Verbal Memory

1.000

Visual Memory
Visual Motor Speed

Visual
Memory

Visual
Motor
Speed

Reaction
Time

EHC
Total
Time

Go/No Go
Score

MOT
Score

DOM
FVMRT

NDOM
FVMRT

.395
1.000

.344

.117

-.156

.479

.390

.001

-.087

.533

-.050

-.143

.142

.296

.154

-.072

1.000

-.433

-.327

.043

.566

.010

-.227

1.000

.337

.101

-.244

-.029

.235

-.437

-.242

.110

.261

1.000

.169

.187

-.026

1.000

.099

-.373

1.000

.473

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

1.000

Go/No Go Score
MOT Score
DOM FVMRT
NDOM FVMRT
EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
BOLD = p < .05

1.000
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5.4 DISCUSSION
The purpose of present study was to determine the associations between cognitive performance
and LEMSK landing biomechanics during a sport-specific cutting land-and-cut maneuver in
collegiate athletes with and without previous SRC. Additionally, we sought to determine the
associations between multiple cognitive testing batteries in the same athlete cohort. We
hypothesized that cognitive performance markers specific to reaction time and working memory
would significantly correlate with higher risk biomechanical landing patterns in both athlete
cohorts, however, these associations would be stronger in the SRC cohort. We also hypothesized
that functional measures of cognition (defined as FVMRT in the present study) would not
significantly correlate with computerized measures of cognition (i.e., ImPACT and Senaptec).
Our primary hypothesis was moderately supported by the present findings in that worse Multiple
Object Tracking and FVMRT performance significantly correlated with increased knee
abduction moment and decreased knee flexion across the entire athlete cohort. Several
moderate-to-high correlations between cognitive performance and peak knee flexion and peak
knee extension moment were observed within the SRC athlete group but absent in the control
group. However, we determined significant cognitive-biomechanics performance associations
that run counter to our primary hypotheses. In the all athlete cohort, better Multiple Object
Tracking and FVMRT performance significantly correlated with decreased ankle dorsiflexion
and increased knee extension moment, respectively. Our secondary hypothesis was largely
supported from the present results. Aside from the relationship between Multiple Object
Tracking performance and DOM FVMRT and NDOM FVMRT in the SRC cohort, no other
significant associations were found between functional and computerized cognitive performance
in any cohort analyses (all athlete, SRC, and control).
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Athletes in the present study completed a biomechanical task that imposed constraints on
the motor and cognitive systems. Athletes were instructed to rapidly perform sport-specific landand-cut tasks under unanticipated conditions based upon directional light stimulus (green light =
land-and-cut to the left, red light = land-and-cut to the right) while ignoring distractor colors.
From a cognition standpoint, athletes were required to make decisions based on attentional
capacity, working memory, and response inhibition, all while performing a whole-body task. In
a sporting environment, athletes must complete complex motor tasks while simultaneously
engaging with a variety of visual stimuli that stress the aforementioned cognitive resources. We
believe our study design represented a whole-body, dual-task scenario that conflicts competing
motor and cognitive demands for successful task completion, similar to sporting scenarios
presented to athletes in training or competition. Previous findings from dual-task gait literature
have demonstrated both cognitive and motor performance deficits in athletes up to two months
post-SRC that is not present in control athletes (Howell et al., 2013; Howell, Kirkwood, et al.,
2018). All athletes in the present study were clinically cleared for sport and were well beyond
two months post-SRC, however, we determined multiple cognitive-biomechanics performance
relationships specific to the SRC cohort that suggests worse cognitive performance is associated
with higher risk LEMSK loading patterns. These findings align with previous investigations of
various athletic populations that largely did not account for SRC injury history (Giesche et al.,
2020; Herman & Barth, 2016; Monfort et al., 2019). In the present study, worse FVMRT was
associated with decreased knee flexion (both limbs), worse Go / No Go score was associated
with greater NDOM vGRF, and worse Multiple Object Tracking was associated with greater
NDOM vGRF and knee extension moment (both limbs). These specific relationships were either
not present or weaker when compared to the control cohort. While direct comparisons to the
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present study are difficult due to differences in statistical analyses and studied task, Herman and
Barth (2016) determined that recreational athletes with slower reaction time and processing
speed performed drop-landing maneuvers with greater vGRF and frontal plane knee motion
compared to a cohort with better cognitive performance. Additionally, Monfort et al. (2019)
found worse Visual Memory moderately correlated with increased knee abduction (r = .693) and
lowly correlated with knee abduction moment (r = .458) in collegiate club male soccer athletes.
Our results add further support to these findings, as improved Visual Memory (r = -.539) and
Reaction Time (r = .515) performance were moderately associated with decreased DOM knee
abduction moment in the SRC cohort (Table 3). Interestingly, 40% of the athletes reported a
prior SRC history but were clinically cleared to participate in sport (Monfort et al., 2019), further
implicating SRC injury as a possible contributor to higher risk biomechanical loading patterns at
the knee.
It appears that kinetic LEMSK loading patterns and sagittal plane movement at the knee
are uniquely associated to cognitive performance in athletes with a previous SRC injury history.
In the SRC cohort, worsening FVMRT significantly correlated with decreased knee flexion on
both limbs, while no such relationship was present in the control cohort. As decreased knee
flexion has been extensively demonstrated to be a primary mechanism for LEMSK injury such as
anterior cruciate ligament rupture during land-and-cut maneuvers (Leppänen, Pasanen, Kujala, et
al., 2017; Markolf et al., 2004; Renström et al., 1986), we speculate that worse cognitive
performance and associated reductions in knee flexion is unique to athletes with prior SRC and
represent a compensatory movement strategy to complete the task rapidly after a relative delay in
FVMRT. Additionally, we determined that worse Go / No Go and Multiple Object Tracking
performance in the SRC group were associated with increased NDOM vGRF, while worse
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Multiple Object Tracking Performance was associated with increased knee extension moment on
both limbs. These cognitive-biomechanics associations were not present in the control cohort.
During landing maneuvers, increased vGRF and sagittal plane extension moments about the knee
joint are both thought to create a higher tensile load on the anterior cruciate ligament (Padua &
DiStefano, 2009; Shimokochi et al., 2009) and have been prospectively identified as kinetic
variables associated with future LEMSK injury risk (Hewett et al., 2005; Leppänen, Pasanen,
Krosshaug, et al., 2017). Similarly to FVMRT, both Go / No Go and Multiple Object Tracking
stress cognitive resources such as working memory and attentional capacity (Lysenko-Martin et
al., 2020). Overall, athletes with prior SRC who performed worse on Go / No Go, Multiple
Object Tracking and FVMRT tended to display biomechanical loading patterns during the jumpand-cut maneuvers that suggest greater risk for LEMSK injury compared to athletes in the same
cohort with better performance on these cognitive markers. The present findings add evidence to
suggest the relationship between cognition and neuromuscular control in the LE are modulated
by an athlete’s prior SRC injury history. Prior prospective studies have determined the worse
cognitive performance is predictive of LEMSK injury (McDonald et al., 2019; Wilkerson, 2012;
Wilkerson et al., 2017), therefore, subsequent management of SRC may consider the use of
functional cognitive measures such as FVMRT and Multiple Object Tracking to identify postSRC athletes at-risk for future LEMSK injury.
In support of our secondary hypothesis, we determined that the majority of computerized
measures were not associated with FVMRT in either athlete cohort. The only significant
associations found were between Multiple Object Tracking score and FVMRT on each limb in
the SRC cohort. However, we determined that better Multiple Object Tracking score associated
with worsening FVMRT, a finding that runs seemingly counter to our expectations. The overall
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lack of associations and conflicting results may stem from differences between computerized
cognitive testing and the functional task in the present study. Although computer-based tests
such as ImPACT are popular for SRC management (Covassin et al., 2009), they may not truly
measure sport-based cognition (Lempke et al., 2020). Utilizing a series of clinical-based and
functional-based reaction time assessments, Lempke et al. (2020) determined no significant
correlations between a computerized Stroop reaction time task and functional reaction time
measures that included jump-landings and unanticipated cutting maneuvers in reactional athletes.
Taken together, these findings indicate that current clinical tests measure different constructs of
cognition that may not be related to the cognitive demands of a sport-specific scenario. It is
possible that an athlete who sustains an SRC may return to pre-injury performance on
computerized cognitive measures but have lingering deficits in functional-based outcomes.
During sporting maneuvers, slowed reaction time and processing speed, along with attentional
deficiencies, are theorized to be key cognitive contributors to LEMSK injury (Swanik, 2015)
which may not be measured with computer-based modules. Future research should continue to
delineate functional-based cognitive measures to determine their utility for SRC management
and implications for LEMSK injury risk.
Limitations must be considered when interpreting the results of the present study. This
study design represents cross-sectional research on motor and cognitive behavior in collegiate
athletes with and without an SRC history. Future research would strengthen the current findings
by determining pre- versus post-SRC biomechanical land-and-cut patterns, in conjunction with
measures of cognition, to determine the specific effects of SRC on LEMSK injury risk.
Furthermore, the athlete cohort studied may not be generalizable to other sporting populations
such as adolescent and professional athletes. Lastly, the reliability of FVMRT and Senaptec
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Sensory Station have yet to be elucidated in the present literature and future research should
confirm the reliability of these assessments in comparison to computerized measures such as
ImPACT.

5.5 CONCLUSION
In the present study, collegiate athletes with a previous SRC history demonstrated significant
relationships between worsening cognitive performance and higher risk LEMSK loading patterns
not found in the matched control cohort. In the SRC cohort, decreased performance on cognitive
measures that stress reaction time, working memory, and attentional resources (Visual Memory,
Reaction Time, Multiple Object Tracking, and FVMRT) were associated with increased vGRF,
increased knee extension moment, and decreased knee flexion, suggesting that SRC modulates
the relationship between cognition and LEMSK motor behavior. Additionally, we determined
that clinical-based, computerized measures of cognition are largely unrelated to functional,
whole-body cognitive performance during a sport-specific land-and-cut task across both athlete
cohorts. Our overall findings suggest that worsening cognitive performance may be a key
mechanistic contributor to future LEMSK injury in athletes with an SRC history and that
computerized measures of cognition utilized for SRC management are dissimilar to sportspecific cognitive processes.
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Significance of the Chapter
The previous chapters have identified potential biomechanical mechanisms for the relationships
between SRC and LE injury risk. We have also identified that worse cognitive performance is
associated with high risk LE landing patterns specific to athletes with an SRC history. Our
previous findings suggest that dynamic motor assessments offer clinical utility for identifying
athletes at risk for LE injury post-SRC and may supplement currently established SRC
management protocols. Given our previous findings, we next sought to identify group-based
differences LE landing biomechanics and various measures of cognitive performance in
collegiate athletes with an SRC history compared to tightly matched controls. An additional aim
of the present investigation was to develop predictive models of SRC history based upon
measures of motor and cognitive performance. On a group-based analysis, collegiate athletes
with a previous SRC demonstrated significantly less peak knee flexion on both limbs when
performing an unanticipated land-and-cut maneuvers versus matched controls. The predictive
models identified knee flexion, Verbal Memory, and Multiple Object Tracking as significant
indicators of previous SRC in collegiate athletes. Taken together, reductions in sagittal plane
knee motion and worsening cognitive performance on working memory and attentional tasks
may mechanistically contribute to LEMSK injury after an SRC and be predictive of a prior
concussive injury history. This chapter provides further evidence to support a multifactorial
SRC management strategy that includes motor and cognitive assessments to reduce LE injury
risk in the collegiate athlete population.
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Abstract
Injury surveillance data has indicated collegiate athletes are at greater risk for lower extremity
(LE) injuries following sports-related concussion (SRC). While the association between SRC
and LE injury appears to be sustained up to one year after a concussive event, little evidence has
been provided to determine possible mechanistic rationales for this relationship. In the present
investigation, collegiate athletes with a history of SRC (n = 20) and sport-, position-, sex-, and
age-matched controls (n = 20) performed unanticipated land-and-cut maneuvers and various
cognitive assessments to determine if any biomechanical and / or cognitive differences existed
between groups. In addition to group-based statistical analyses (ANOVA), we employed
multiple predictive models (binary logistic regression and C5.0 decision tree algorithm) to
determine group classification (SRC vs control) based upon various biomechanical and cognitive
variables of interest. Collegiate athletes with an SRC history demonstrated significantly less
knee flexion on both dominant (DOM) and non-dominant (NDOM) limbs during the land-andcut tasks when compared to the control cohort. Multiple Object Tracking score and NDOM knee
flexion (binary logistic regression) as well as Verbal Memory, NDOM knee flexion, and Go / No
Go total score (C5.0 decision tree algorithm) were identified as the strongest indicators of
previous SRC injury history. Reduced knee flexion during sport-specific land-and-cut tasks may
be a mechanism for increased LE injury risk in athletes with an SRC history. There appears to
be multiple motor and cognitive predictors for identifying previous SRC in collegiate athletes,
providing further evidence to support a multifactorial SRC management strategy to reduce the
risk of future LE injury in this athlete population.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Lower extremity (LE) injury risk reduction continues to be a difficult challenge for the sports
medicine field. For example, an estimated 250,000 anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries
occur annually in the United States, representing a total health care cost of approximately $2
billion for procedures and rehabilitation.(Bates et al., 2016) While prior studies have identified
anatomical, hormonal, and biomechanical risk factors for LE injury,(Griffin et al., 2000) recent
evidence suggests that cognition is a crucial contributor to LE injury risk.(Herman & Barth,
2016; Swanik, 2015) In a study of collegiate athletes who were administered a pre-season
cognitive assessment, those who sustained a subsequent non-contact ACL injury demonstrated
slower reaction times and processing speed, as well as worse visual and verbal working memory,
when compared to matched, injury-free athletes.(Swanik et al., 2007) Relatedly, collegiate
football athletes with slow reaction time and visuomotor response speed were more than twice as
likely to sustain an in-season sprain or strain compared to fast performers.(Wilkerson, 2012;
Wilkerson, Simpson, et al., 2017) Given that dynamic sporting environments require athletes to
perform complex maneuvers under high cognitive demands, an athlete’s ability to avoid LE
injury likely requires high levels of cognitive function.(Herman et al., 2015)
The potential influence of cognition on LE injury is further supplemented by recent
evidence indicating that individuals with a concussive history are at a 1.6 times greater odds for
ACL injury compared to non-concussed controls.(McPherson et al., 2020) Although an
individual may report symptom resolution and return to pre-concussive performance levels on
common clinical assessments, there appears to be prolonged cognitive and motor behavior
deficits that may heighten the risk for future concussive and musculoskeletal injuries.(Howell,
Lynall, et al., 2018) Furthermore, collegiate athletes with a history of sports-related concussion
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(SRC) are approximately two times more likely to sustain a LE injury versus healthy
athletes.(Harada et al., 2019; Houston et al., 2018; Reneker et al., 2019) Numerous injury
surveillance datasets suggest that LE injury risk extends well-beyond SRC clinical clearance to
resume sport, as collegiate athletes sustain more LE injuries at 90 days,(Brooks et al., 2016) 180
days,(Lynall et al., 2015) and 365 days(Fino et al., 2017; Lynall et al., 2015) post-SRC. It is
estimated that approximately 11,000 SRCs occur each year in collegiate athletics,(Zuckerman et
al., 2015) necessitating further study to determine the mechanistic relationship between SRC and
LE injury risk in this population.(Houston et al., 2018) While multiple rationales have been
postulated for this novel association, including impaired motor control(Swanik, 2015) and
altered perception-action capabilities,(Eagle, Kontos, Pepping, et al., 2019) research quantifying
LE biomechanical patterns in athletes with an SRC history may reveal neuromuscular alterations
(undetected by common clinical practices) that lead to LE injury.(Avedesian et al., 2020b)
While the mechanisms for LE injury after SRC in collegiate athletes have not been
described by surveillance literature,(Brooks et al., 2016; Fino et al., 2017; Houston et al., 2018;
Lynall et al., 2015) our research team recently determined that adolescent athletes with an SRC
history perform drop-landings with significantly less ankle dorsiflexion versus
controls.(Avedesian et al., 2020a) Additionally, previously concussed individuals demonstrated
altered LE stiffness(Dubose et al., 2017) and greater frontal / transverse plane knee motion
during landing tasks,(Lapointe et al., 2018) suggest underlying changes in neuromuscular control
during high impact loading events are modulated by concussive injuries. However, the present
literature has yet to fully elucidate whether currently competing collegiate athletes with a history
of SRC demonstrate LE landing patterns that elevate the risk for ACL / LE injury. With recent
epidemiological findings suggesting that SRC (34%) and LE injury (15%) are rapidly increasing
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in collegiate sports,(Westermann et al., 2016) more clinically relevant research is necessary to
provide sports medicine personnel with objective mechanisms for the novel SRC-LE injury
association.
Recent research suggests a multifaceted association between cognition, SRC, and LE
injury in collegiate athletes. It appears that a history of SRC and / or worse performance on
cognitive measures place athletes at greater risk for LE injury,(McPherson et al., 2019; Swanik et
al., 2007) however, this relationship has not been directly examined through a dual cognitivebiomechanical analysis in collegiate athletes. Given the present epidemic state of SRCs in
collegiate athletics, it is pertinent to determine how cognitive and biomechanical risk factors for
LE injury differ as a function of SRC history in competitive college athletes. Therefore, this
investigation primarily sought to determine differences in landing biomechanics and various
measures of cognition in collegiate athletes with an SRC history compared to sport-, position-,
sex- and age-matched controls. A secondary aim was to develop predictive models of group
membership (SRC versus control) based upon measures of land-and-cut biomechanics and
cognitive performance. It was hypothesized that collegiate athletes with an SRC history would
demonstrate LE land-and-cut biomechanics (e.g., larger landing forces, less sagittal plane knee
motion and greater frontal plane knee motion) and cognitive performance (e.g., increased
visuomotor reaction time) suggestive of greater risk for LE injury. We anticipated that
biomechanical measures including ground reaction force and sagittal / frontal plane knee motion,
along with cognitive measures of functional visuomotor reaction time (FVMRT), would be
indicative of a prior SRC history.
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6.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
6.2.1 Research Design
A cross-sectional cohort design was utilized to compare LE land-and-cut biomechanics and
cognitive performance in previously concussed collegiate athletes versus matched controls were
free from prior SRC. The independent variable was group (SRC, control). The dependent
variables of interest for LE landing biomechanics were select kinetic and kinematic variables
associated with LE injury during landing tasks. The independent and dependent measures were
switched for predictive modeling (See Statistical Analysis). For cognitive performance, all
athletes underwent a variety of assessments via two batteries: Immediate Post-Concussion
Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT; ImPACT Applications, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA)
and the Senaptec Sensory Station (Senaptec LLC., Beaverton, OR, USA).

6.2.2 Participants
A priori calculations were conducted based on effect sizes generated from previous literature on
LE landing biomechanical variables to confirm sample size and address study attrition (effect =
0.60; alpha = 0.05; power = 0.80; group sample size ≥ 12).(Avedesian et al., 2018) Prior to data
collection, the institutional review board approved all study protocols. All athletes provided
written consent for study participation. A total of 40 athletes (20 SRC, 20 matched controls) in
the present investigation were recruited through the athletic department at the host institution.
Sport participation for the 20 athletes in the SRC group (age: 20.5 ± 1.3 years; height: 1.81 ±
0.10 m; mass: 86.0 ± 25.4 kg; time mean time since last SRC: 461 ± 263 days) and the 20
athletes in the control group (age: 19.8 ± 1.3 years; height: 1.82 ± 0.09 m; mass: 82.1 ± 23.4 kg)
were as follows: football (n = 6), volleyball (n = 4), men’s soccer (n = 3), women’s soccer (n =
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3), rowing (n = 2), field hockey (n = 1), and women’s diving (n = 1). Each athlete in the SRC
group was matched to one control athlete, matching for sport, position, sex, and age (± 1
year).(Dubose et al., 2017) Athletes in the SRC group self-reported at least one concussive
injury during their collegiate career and was verified by a certified athletic trainer in accordance
with the latest SRC consensus statement.(McCrory et al., 2017) All athletes who participated in
this investigation were free from any visual, physiological, or neurological conditions that would
limit one from performing the biomechanical and / or cognitive assessments.

6.2.3 Procedures
Upon presentation to the laboratory, the research team provided a verbal overview of the
biomechanical and cognitive testing procedures. All athletes were instructed to complete a
questionnaire related to their SRC history, including the number of previous SRCs sustained
during their collegiate career and the time since the latest SRC.

Land-and-Cut Task
For biomechanical testing, athletes wore compression clothing and athletic shoes used during
sports training. Following anthropometric measurements (height and weight), each athlete was
outfitted with eight clusters of four passive reflective markers (14.0 mm) on the following
anatomical locations: upper thoracic and lumbar spine, lateral thighs and shanks, and dorsal
surfaces of each foot.(Lisee et al., 2019) To identify joint centers, a stylus with four affixed
reflective markers digitized joint locations at the C7 spinous process, L5 spinous process, medial
and lateral femoral condyles, medial and lateral malleoli, and bases of the second and fifth
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metatarsals.(Lisee et al., 2019) Hip joint centers of the right and left anterior superior iliac
spines were calculated with the Bell method.(Bell et al., 1990)
The landing task consisted of each athlete standing on a 60 cm box with a visual stimulus
placed three meters away from the athlete (Figure 2). The visual stimulus flashed various (green,
pink, blue, red) colors; however, athletes were instructed to respond only to a green or red light.
When a green / red light was presented, athletes stepped off the box and performed an
approximately 45 degree cutting movement to left / right, respectively. To assess FVMRT, a
light adjacent to the athletes’ starting position collected the time for athletes to initiate the wholebody motor response upon presentation of the green / red light. The trials were considered
‘unanticipated’ due to time latency changes for green / red light presentation, as well as a
randomized order of trial completion. Athletes were allowed up to four practice trials prior to
data collection. A trial was considered successful if the athlete was able to obtain full foot
contact on the force platform and perform the land-and-cut maneuver in the direction
corresponding to the light stimulus (green = left, red = right). For data analysis, four trials were
collected for each cutting condition.
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Figure 2. Biomechanical testing set-up.

Kinematic data were collected at 240 Hz utilizing a ten-camera motion capture system
(Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK), while kinetic data were sampled at 1200 Hz with an
embedded force platform (Advanced Medical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA).
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Biomechanical data were subsequently processed in the Motion Monitor software (Innovative
Sports Training Inc., Chicago, USA). Marker trajectory data and force plate data were smoothed
with a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter at 10 Hz. Kinetic joint moments were computed
with inverse dynamic and normalized to each athlete’s body height (m) and mass (kg).
Kinematic parameters were reported in degrees. Our biomechanical measures of interests
included kinetic (peak vertical ground reaction force [vGRF], peak knee extensor moment, and
peak knee abduction moment) and kinematic (peak ankle dorsiflexion, peak knee flexion, and
peak knee abduction angle) parameters previously associated with LE injury risk during landing
maneuvers.(Hewett et al., 2005) Each kinematic and kinetic variable was measured during the
land-and-cut phase, defined as initial limb contact (vGRF > 20 N) until limb removal from the
force platform (vGRF < 20 N). All biomechanical calculations were performed on the athletes’
dominant (DOM, defined subjectively as their preferred limb for their respective sport) and nondominant (NDOM) limbs for each cutting direction.

Cognitive Assessments
To assess cognitive function, athletes completed the ImPACT and Senaptec Sensory Station
evaluations. All cognitive assessments were completed in a quiet testing room free of any
external distractions such cell phones or other electronic devices. A member of the research
team was present in the testing room to ensure athletes understood all testing instructions for
both assessments. The ImPACT consists of six components (Word Memory, Design Memory,
X’s and O’s, Symbol Match, Color Match, and Three Letters) that provide the following four
cognitive functioning scores: Verbal Memory, Visual Memory, Visual Motor Speed, and
Reaction Time. The procedures for each ImPACT component are described extensively by the
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manufacture.(Lovell, 2007) The reliability and validity of ImPACT for assessing cognitive
function in athletes with and without an SRC history has been described in previous
literature.(Elbin et al., 2011; Iverson et al., 2003)
Within the Senaptec Sensory Station, athletes completed three components: Eye Hand
Coordination, Go / No Go, and Multiple Object Tracking.(Burris et al., 2018) Prior to data
collection, athletes were allowed a full practice trial for each component. The Eye Hand
Coordination and Go / No Go tests consisted of athletes standing within arms-length of a grid of
circles presented on a 42-inch touch-sensitive screen. The grid was made up of 48 equally
spaced circles in an eight by six display. For the Eye Hand Coordination task, athletes were
instructed to touch a green dot that appeared within one circle of the grid as fast as possible using
either hand. Once the dot was touched, a subsequent dot was presented in another location in a
pseudorandomized order. The outcome measure of interest was the total time taken to touch 96
presented dots during a single trial. For the Go / No Go task, athletes were provided instructions
similar to the Eye Hand Coordination task. However, a red dot also appeared intermittently
during the trial, in which athletes were instructed not to touch during the trial. If a red dot was
touched during the trial, a point was subtracted from the total score. A total of 96 dots (64 green,
32 red) were presented during the assessment trial. The outcome of interest was total score
(green dots touched – red dots touched). The Multiple Object Tracking task was completed on a
portable electronic device (at arms-length) attached above the larger monitor. Athletes were
instructed to track one circle in each pair of circles revolving around each other. The tracked
circled was highlighted for one second prior to the start of each trial. At any given trial, there
were anywhere from two to eight pairs of circles presented for five seconds at various rotation
speeds. At the end of each trial, athletes were instructed to touch the screen to identify the
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highlighted circles. Ten trials were completed for this assessment. The outcome of interest was
accuracy score [(total number of correct circles X total number of pairs) / highest possible score].

6.2.4 Statistical Analyses
Descriptive data (mean ± SD) were first computed across all LE biomechanical and cognitive
dependent measures as a function of group (SRC vs control). In line with recent statistical
strategies for classifying prior concussive history within a similar athletic cohort,(Eagle, Kontos,
Mi, et al., 2019) we utilized traditional ANOVA-based models as well as more sophisticated
machine learning approaches. Specifically, we evaluated group differences (SRC vs control)
across LE biomechanics and cognitive performance with separate univariate ANOVA tests. A
target alpha level of p < .05 was set for all ANOVA tests and Cohen’s d effect sizes (.2 = small,
.6 = moderate, 1.2 = large) were reported for all dependent measures of interest.(Hopkins et al.,
2009) Additionally, we performed a multivariable binary logistic regression analysis for the
combination of cognitive and biomechanical variables. The outcome variable was group (SRC
vs control), whereas the predictor variables were cognitive performance (Verbal Memory, Visual
Memory, Visual Motor Speed, Reaction Time, Eye Hand Coordination, Go / No Go, Multiple
Object Tracking, and FVMRT) and LE biomechanics (vGRF, peak knee extensor moment, peak
knee abduction moment, peak ankle dorsiflexion, peak knee flexion, and peak knee abduction
angle). Sex was included as a covariate to control for the potential confounding effect on
cognitive function and biomechanical performance.(Howell, Osternig, et al., 2018) To determine
statistical significant of each independent variable within the logistic regression model, we
calculated the odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals with Wald tests.(Bewick et al., 2005)
Following similar procedures to Howell et al. (2018)(Howell, Osternig, et al., 2018) for
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classifying SRC injury history based upon measured cognition and biomechanical performance,
we calculated the discriminative ability of the model via receiver operating characteristic curve
and area under the curve (AUCs) for the logistic regression model. Statistical analyses were
conducted using SPSS (v 27.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
To evaluate the possible interaction of the most relevant LE biomechanics and cognitive
performance data to SRC history, we utilized a C5.0 decision tree algorithm. In short, C5.0
selects the biomechanical and cognitive predictor variables that maximizes the discrepancy
between groups, then iterates to the next strongest predictor until additional branches no longer
contribute to group classification. Utilizing this approach, we are able to identify “cut-points”
for biomechanical and cognitive variables that best classify whether the athletes within our
cohort were previously concussed versus healthy controls. From this analysis, we can determine
a combination of biomechanical and cognitive variables that are the most sensitive to SRC
history in collegiate athletes. This statistical procedure has been recently performed to assess
SRC outcomes(Eagle et al., 2020) and to determine shared characteristics in military personnel
with a reported concussive history.(Eagle, Kontos, Mi, et al., 2019) Decision tree analysis was
performed in SPSS Modeler 18.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
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6.3 RESULTS
Descriptive values of cognitive and biomechanics performance are displayed in Tables 13–15.
The ANOVA models for cognitive performance did not reveal any statistically significant
difference between groups (Table 13). For biomechanics performance (Tables 14 and 15), the
ANOVA models revealed statistically significant group differences in peak knee flexion on both
DOM (p = .031) and NDOM (p = .021) limbs during the cutting maneuvers with moderate effect
sizes (DOM: d = .71, NDOM: d = .78). Although no other statistical differences existed between
the SRC and control cohorts, we observed multiple small-to-moderate effect sizes for Visual
Motor Speed (d = -.40) and DOM peak vGRF (d = .52), DOM peak knee extensor moment (d = .56), and NDOM peak knee extensor moment (d = -.40) that may indicate clinically meaningful
differences in cognitive and biomechanical performance markers in collegiate athletes with a
prior SRC history versus matched controls.
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Table 13. Cognitive performance differences between collegiate groups
SRC

Control

Mean Difference
(95% CI)

P Value

Effect Size

Verbal Memory

89.8 ± 8.3

90.7 ± 8.2

.9 (-4.4, 6.2)

.732

.11

Visual Memory

79.8 ± 11.3

78.0 ± 15.2

-1.8 (-10.4, 6.7)

.665

-.14

Visual Motor Speed

43.9 ± 5.5

41.5 ± 6.3

-2.4 (-6.2, 1.4)

.213

-.40

Reaction Time
EHC Total Time

.59 ± .12

.58 ± .07

-.01 (-.07, .05)

.816

.07

48.4 ± 3.2

49.0 ± 2.8

.6 (-1.4, 2.6)

.553

.20

Go / No Go Score

10.7 ± 4.6

9.4 ± 4.8

-1.3 (-4.4, 1.7)

.373

-.29

MOT Score

1519 ± 572

1656 ± 470

137 (-207, 482)

.424

.26

DOM FVMRT

.83 ± .13

.82 ± .13

-.01 (-.09, .07)

.757

.10

NDOM FVMRT

.83 ± .12

.80 ± .12

-.03 (-.10, .05)

.434

.25

EHC = Eye Hand Coordination
MOT = Multiple Object Tracking
DOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (DOM Limb)
NDOM FVMRT = Functional Visuo-Motor RT (NDOM Limb)
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Table 14. Biomechanics performance differences between groups (DOM limb)

vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee extensor moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

SRC

Control

2.56 ± .38
15.1 ± 7.2
54.1 ± 8.3
6.9 ± 4.5
1.85 ± .51
.50 ± .27

2.38 ± .33
17.2 ± 9.1
60.2 ± 8.9
8.1 ± 6.5
2.19 ± .69
.49 ± .23

Note: Positive effect size indicates reduced injury risk for control group
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Mean
Difference
(95% CI)
-.18 (-.41, .04)
2.1 (-3.2, 7.3)
6.1 (.6, 11.7)
1.1 (-2.4, 4.8)
.34 (-.73, .05)
-.01 (-.17, .15)

P Value

Effect Size

.110
.438
.031
.512
.082
.901

.52
.25
.71
-.21
-.56
.04

Table 15. Biomechanics performance differences between groups (NDOM limb)

vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee extensor moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

SRC

Control

2.47 ± .46
16.0 ± 8.0
54.0 ± 8.9
5.7 ± 5.1
2.05 ± .54
.39 ± .28

2.47 ± .32
18.5 ± 8.0
60.3 ± 6.9
5.8 ± 6.8
2.30 ± .67
.29 ± .29

Note: Positive effect size indicates reduced injury risk for control group
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Mean
Difference
(95% CI)
.00 (-.17, .15)
2.5 (-2.6, 7.6)
6.3 (1.0, 11.4)
.1 (-3.9, 4.0)
.25 (-.65, .16)
-.10 (-.28, .10)

P Value

Effect Size

.979
.321
.021
.977
.225
.330

-.01
.32
.78
-.01
-.40
.29

The multivariate binary logistic regression explained 64.2% (Nagelkerke R2) of the
variance in SRC history and correctly classified 77.5% (31/40) of athletes. Further analysis
indicated that increased Multiple Object Tracking score and NDOM knee flexion were
significantly associated with decreased likelihood for SRC group membership (Table 16). None
of the other cognitive and biomechanical variables were significantly associated with group
membership (Table 16). The AUC value from the logistic regression model indicated a high
level of discrimination between the SRC and control groups (AUC = .910).

Table 16. Binary logistic regression results with odds ratio for SRC group membership
Variable
Verbal Memory
Visual Memory
Visual Motor Speed
Reaction Time
EHC Total Time
Go / No Go Score
MOT Score
DOM FVMRT
NDOM FVMRT

DOM

vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee extensor moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

Odds Ratio
1.291
0.885
1.610
0.170
1.277
1.914
0.992
0.070
0.037
1651.360
1.380
0.720
-0.380
0.230
0.090

SE
0.150
0.083
0.256
12.119
0.288
0.353
0.004
7.480
5.604
5.186
0.255
0.193
0.270
7.600
5.800

95% CI
.962 - 1.732
.751 - 1.044
.974 - 2.663
0 - 3.66e4
.726 - 2.246
.959 - 3.824
.986 - .999
0 - 1.62e6
0 - 2.19e3
.604 - 4.28e7
.837 - 2.274
.495 - 1.055
.405 - 1.163
0 - 20.637
0 - 5.60

P Value
.088
.141
.063
.884
.396
.066
.032
.722
.557
.153
.207
.092
.162
.118
.096

NDOM

vGRF (BW)
Ankle dorsiflexion (deg)
Knee flexion (deg)
Knee abduction (deg)
Knee extensor moment (N•m•kg-1)
Knee abduction moment (N•m•kg-1)

3.337
1.045
0.694
0.910
0.794
0.110

2.605
0.114
0.172
0.133
1.570
6.458

.020 - 5.50e2
.835 - 1.307
.494 - .973
.702 - 1.181
.037 - 17.242
0 - 9.559

.644
.702
.034
.480
.883
.107
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The C5.0 decision tree algorithm identified Verbal Memory, NDOM knee flexion, and
Go / No Go total score as the strongest indicators of previous SRC injury history in the present
study (Figure 3). Specifically, the C5.0 algorithm revealed that athletes in the SRC group
demonstrated less NDOM knee flexion (Node 1: ≤ 50.4 deg; SRC: n = 6 vs Control: n = 0).
However, 70% of the SRC group demonstrated greater than 50.4 degrees of NDOM knee flexion
(Node 2: n = 14). Of the total athlete cohort who demonstrated greater than 50.4 degrees of
NDOM knee flexion, the next strongest predictor was Go / No Go total score ≤ 6.5 (Node 3:
SRC: n = 0 vs Control: n = 6). However, over 80% of that cohort scored > 6.5 on Go / No Go
(Node 4: SRC: n = 14 vs Control: n = 14). Of those 28 athletes, Verbal Memory ≤ 85.5 was the
next strongest predictor of SRC injury history (Node 5: SRC: n = 6 vs Control: n = 0). However,
the remaining 22 athletes scored greater than 85.5 and of that cohort (Node 6: SRC: n = 8 vs
Control: n = 14), Verbal Memory ≤ 99.5 was the next strongest predictor of SRC injury history
(Node 7: SRC: n = 5 vs Control: n = 14). Model specificity was 74% and sensitivity was 100%.
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Figure 3. C5.0 decision tree for SRC injury history classification. The green arrows indicate the
nodes that were the strongest differentiators of previous SRC injury.
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6.4 DISCUSSION
Previous injury surveillance data has indicated that collegiate athletes with an SRC history are at
greater risk for LE injury compared to controls.(Harada et al., 2019; Houston et al., 2018;
Reneker et al., 2019) Furthermore, LE injury rates post-SRC remain elevated many months (up
to one year) after clinical clearance to resume sport in this athlete population.(Lynall et al., 2015)
However, the biomechanical and cognitive mechanisms that may contribute to the relationship
between SRC and LE injury have not been firmly established by previous research.(Houston et
al., 2018; Wilkerson, Grooms, et al., 2017) The present study primarily sought to determine
whether collegiate athletes with and without a history of SRC demonstrated differences on 1)
biomechanical movement patterns during an unanticipated jump-cutting maneuver and 2) various
cognitive performance assessments. Additionally, we sought to determine motor and cognitive
predictors of SRC injury history in the present athlete cohort. The results of this study indicate
that the SRC cohort perform land-and-cut tasks with significantly less knee flexion on both
DOM and NDOM limbs compared to sport-, position-, sex- and age-matched controls. These
biomechanical findings were noted even in the absence of any functional (i.e., FVMRT) or
computerized differences (i.e., ImPACT, Senaptec) in cognitive performance between groups. In
addition to group-based ANOVA modeling, we performed multiple predictive modeling
procedures to determine specific biomechanical and / or cognitive indicators of prior SRC injury
history in the total athlete cohort. The binary logistic regression model revealed increased
Multiple Object Tracking score and NDOM knee flexion were significantly associated with
decreased likelihood for SRC group membership. Similarly, the C5.0 decision tree model
identified Verbal Memory, NDOM knee flexion, and Go / No Go total score as the strongest
indicators of previous SRC injury history. Overall, our results suggest a complex interaction
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between motor behavior and cognition that may contribute to a greater risk for LE injury
following an SRC in active collegiate athletes.
Group-based ANOVA analyses indicated statistically significant reductions in peak knee
flexion on both DOM (6.1 degrees) and NDOM (6.3 degrees) limbs in collegiate athletes with an
SRC history compared to matched controls. These findings were supported with moderate effect
sizes (DOM: d = .71, NDOM: d = .78) that suggest a clinically meaningful difference in knee
flexion patterns between groups. The present results are consistent with recent investigations in
both adolescents(Avedesian et al., 2020a; Bonnette et al., 2020; Howell, Buckley, et al., 2018;
Howell, Lynall, et al., 2018) and collegiate(Dubose et al., 2017) sport competitors, which
demonstrated differences in both gait and jump-landing biomechanics as a function of SRC
injury history. Our research team recently determined that adolescent athletes with prior SRC
perform drop-landings with significantly less sagittal plane motion at the ankle and knee joints
versus controls,(Avedesian et al., 2020a) while others have noted significantly slower gait speeds
and greater frontal plane sway during gait tasks in similar adolescent athlete
populations.(Bonnette et al., 2020; Howell, Buckley, et al., 2018; Howell, Osternig, et al., 2018)
Specific to collegiate athletes, football athletes who sustained an in-season SRC displayed
decreased leg and knee stiffness, along with increased hip stiffness, during unilateral landing
tasks at a post-season time point.(Dubose et al., 2017) While Lapointe et al. (2017) investigated
recreationally active young adults, those with a prior concussive injury history demonstrated
greater frontal and transverse plane knee motion compared to controls.(Lapointe et al., 2018)
Taken together, it appears that a history of SRC influences biomechanical loading patterns
specific to the knee joint and may be a contributing factor to the elevated risk for LE injury in
both adolescent and collegiate athlete populations. Upon examining group-based performance
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(SRC vs control) on measures of cognition, we determined no statistical differences on any of the
functional (i.e., FVMRT) or computerized (i.e., ImPACT, Senaptec) assessments between athlete
cohorts. In the present study, all athletes in the SRC group were at minimum 180 days postSRC, reported no symptoms, and were actively participating in all activities for their sport.
Computerized cognitive measures have demonstrated little clinical utility for SRC diagnosis and
management beyond the first two weeks of injury,(Arrieux et al., 2017; Nelson et al., 2016)
attributed to possible practice effects and the absence of current symptom endorsement.(Arrieux
et al., 2017) Additionally, athletes with a previous SRC did not statistically differ on FVMRT, a
measure of whole-body reaction time in response to the unanticipated land-and-cut conditions.
At the univariate level, Wilkerson et al. (2020) found significant group differences (SRC vs
control) in lateral whole-body reaction time in Olympic-level athletes, but failed to control for
age, sex, and sport participation in the control group.(Wilkerson et al., 2020) In the present
study, a lack of significant group differences in FVMRT may be attributed to the tight matching
procedures that were based upon key training exposure metrics (sport, position, and age). While
not statistically significant, the control cohort demonstrated a faster NDOM FVMRT (30
milliseconds) than athletes in the SRC cohort, representing a small clinical difference (d = .25) in
functional cognition. As ACL injuries have been suggested to occur within the first 40
milliseconds of ground contact during an athletic maneuver,(Koga et al., 2010) our findings of
slower FVMRT in athletes with previous SRC signifies a potential direct cognitive contribution
to LE injury risk. While slower visuomotor reaction times on computerized measures have
demonstrated predictability for future LE injury in collegiate athletes,(Wilkerson, 2012;
Wilkerson, Simpson, et al., 2017) further research is required to determine if similar associations
occur with functional cognitive measures such as FVMRT utilized in the present study.
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In addition to traditional ANOVA-based group analyses, we implemented multiple
predictive models to determine whether biomechanical and / or cognitive performance markers
were associated with group membership (SRC vs control). Similar to recent investigations in
athletes and military personnel with a prior history of concussive injuries,(Eagle, Kontos, Mi, et
al., 2019; Howell, Osternig, et al., 2018; Wilkerson et al., 2018, 2020) we determined multiple
cognitive and motor behavior predictors of SRC group classification. When we employed all
dependent variables of interest, the binary logistic regression model indicated that increased
Multiple Object Tracking score and NDOM knee flexion were significantly associated with
decreased likelihood for SRC group membership. Additionally, the C5.0 algorithm identified
Verbal Memory, NDOM knee flexion, and Go / No Go total score as the strongest indicators of
previous SRC injury history. Utilizing a variety of assessment batteries, Eagle et al. (2019)
determined that quicker time to peak knee flexion and larger knee flexion at initial ground
contact were significant discriminators between previously concussed and non-concussed
military personnel.(Eagle, Kontos, Mi, et al., 2019) While these results run counter to the
present study, discrepant findings may in part be attributed to the studied populations and
implemented tasks. Specifically, military personnel completed a unilateral drop-landing while
athletes in this investigation performed an unanticipated bilateral land-and-cut task that is likely
more specific to actual sporting situations (e.g., evading a defender). Interestingly, NDOM knee
flexion was a significant indicator of group membership in both predictive models, suggesting
that sagittal plane knee motion is particularly sensitive to SRC injury history in collegiate
athletes. Motor behavior differences in athletes with prior SRC may be attributed to subtle
neurophysiological abnormalities still present after traditional clinical resolution of injury (i.e.,
symptom resolution and return to baseline performance on static postural control and cognitive
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testing).(Lapointe et al., 2018) It has been proposed that the white matter damage that may occur
from an SRC injury may result in interhemispheric connectivity disruptions between brain
regions responsible for goal-directed motor behavior (i.e., motor cortex, corpus callosum,
cerebellum), thus leading to a delayed neuromechanical response by the musculature involved
during high impact loading events.(Wilkerson, Grooms, et al., 2017) Future research is
necessary to confirm these hypotheses and address the neurophysiological underpinnings for
altered gross motor behavior after an SRC. In addition to reduced NDOM knee flexion, worse
cognitive performance on Verbal Memory (C5.0 algorithm) and Multiple Object Tracking
(binary logistic regression) were associated with SRC group membership classification.
Previous C5.0 decision tree models have determined that ImPACT Visual Memory, but not
Verbal Memory, was a significant predictor of SRC in adolescent athletes.(Eagle et al., 2020)
While computerized Multiple Object Tracking is a relatively newer cognitive assessment
compared to ImPACT, preliminary evidence indicates it to be a sensitive measure to the chronic
effects of brain injury.(Lysenko-Martin et al., 2020) Both Verbal Memory and Multiple Object
Tracking provides measures of visual attention, working memory, and information
processing,(Iverson et al., 2003; Lysenko-Martin et al., 2020) all of which have been suggested
to be affected by SRC even after return-to-sport.(Eagle, Nindl, Johnson, et al., 2019; Moore et
al., 2014)
Overall, there appears to be clinical utility in assessing both cognitive and motor
performance for SRC identification in collegiate athletes. While typical SRC management
strategies utilize symptom reporting, static postural control, cognitive testing, and gait analysis to
determine athlete readiness to resume sport,(Avedesian et al., 2020b) the risk for LE injury is
greater after a concussive event in collegiate sport competitors.(Brooks et al., 2016; Harada et
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al., 2019; Lynall et al., 2015) We determined that collegiate athletes with a prior SRC history
perform unanticipated land-and-cut maneuvers with significantly less knee flexion on both limbs
compared to matched controls. In addition to sagittal plane knee movement patterns, Verbal
Memory and Multiple Object Tracking appear to be sensitive cognitive indicators of SRC injury
classification in collegiate athletes.

6.5 CONCLUSION
Collegiate athletes with a history of SRC display biomechanical movement patterns at the knee
that may suggest a greater risk for LEMSK injury versus controls. Multiple predictive models of
various motor behavior and cognitive variables identified NDOM peak knee flexion, Verbal
Memory, and Multiple Object Tracking as indicators of a previous SRC in collegiate athletes.
Taken together, reductions in sagittal plane knee motion and worsening cognitive performance
on working memory and attentional tasks may mechanistically contribute to LEMSK injury after
an SRC.
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CHAPTER 7
Overall Conclusions
The purposes of this dissertation were to 1) to provide a comprehensive overview of the current
literature relating to SRC; 2) to examine current SRC management strategies and their utility in
identifying concussed athletes at-risk for LE injury; 3) to systematically investigate the influence
of cognitive performance on LE injury risk; 4) identify whether adolescent and collegiate
athletes with and without an SRC history demonstrated differences in LE biomechanics and
cognitive performance during sport-specific jump-landing maneuvers, and 5) identify
biomechanical and cognitive predictors of SRC injury history in collegiate athletes.
Following the occurrence of an SRC, adolescent and collegiate athletes are at greater risk
for sustaining LE injuries compared to matched controls and pre-concussive injury rates.
However, the biomechanical and / or cognitive mechanisms that contribute to the relationship
between SRC and LE injury have yet to elucidated by the present literature. In Chapter 2, it was
concluded that current SRC management strategies (i.e., symptom reporting, static postural
control) are limited in their ability to determine future LE injury risk. Future clinical practices
should consider incorporating sport-specific movement scenarios within an SRC management
strategy to determine whether an athlete post-SRC demonstrates residual motor impairments that
may heighten the risk for future LE injury. However, the findings from Chapter 2 indicated that
commonly utilized NP testing may be a sensitive measure for future LE injury regardless of SRC
history.
A systematic review pertaining to the effects of NP performance on LE injury risk
(Chapter 3) was conducted to determine the cognitive contributions to common LE injuries (e.g.,
ankle sprain, ACL tear). In examining the literature to date in a variety of athlete populations,
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the present research indicates that worsening performance on cognitive measures related to
reaction time and working memory are associated with higher risk LE movement patterns and
occurrence of LE injury. From these findings, it is suggested that clinicians utilize NP testing for
the dual purposes of SRC management and as an indicator for future LE injury risk.
Based upon the extensive reviews of the literature pertaining to SRC and LE injury, it
was hypothesized that adolescent and collegiate athletes with a prior SRC history would
demonstrate biomechanical landing patterns that suggest greater LE injury risk when compared
to controls. It was additionally hypothesized that worsening cognitive performance would
associate with LE movement patterns that suggest greater LE injury risk in athletes who
sustained a previous SRC. The study described in Chapter 4 was conducted to determine
whether adolescent athletes demonstrated LE biomechanical differences on drop-landing tasks as
a function of a previous SRC history. In support of the hypothesis, adolescent athletes with a
prior SRC performed drop-landings with less sagittal plane motion across the ankle, knee, and
hip joints compared to controls. These findings may indicate neuromuscular control deficits
during high impact loading events that are influenced by a previous concussive injury in
adolescents. However, the Chapter 4 study was limited by a small sample size, limited athlete
matching procedures, and the absence of any cognitive performance markers.
To address the limitations of Chapter 4, two subsequent studies were conducted in
collegiate athletes with and without an SRC history (Chapters 5 and 6). In Chapter 5, the
associations between cognitive performance and LE land-and-cut biomechanics were measured
in both collegiate athlete cohorts. The findings from Chapter 5 supported the working
hypothesis as worsening cognitive performance was significantly associated with LE
biomechanical patterns that may heighten the risk for injury. Specifically, both functional and
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clinical measures of reaction time and working memory were associated with decreased knee
flexion, increased knee abduction moment, and increased vGRF in the collegiate athletes with a
previous SRC. These findings were unique to the SRC group, suggesting that concussive
injuries modulate the relationship between cognitive and motor behavior. Additionally,
functional measures of cognition were largely unrelated to computerized assessments, indicating
that current SRC management strategies may not be measuring the same cognitive demands that
are placed upon an athlete during sport. From these findings, it is recommended that SRC
clinicians assess both computerized and functional measures of cognition to provide a better
indicator of overall recovery and increase generalizability to the sporting environment.
In the culminating study (Chapter 6), unanticipated land-and-cut LE biomechanics and
multiple cognitive performance measures were analyzed with traditional group-based ANOVA
models and two predictive models to identify whether any biomechanical and / or cognitive
variables predict an SRC injury history in collegiate athletes. The SRC cohort performed the
land-and-cut task with significantly decreased peak knee flexion on both limbs compared to the
matched control cohort. Aside from knee flexion, no other biomechanical nor cognitive
variables were statistically different between the collegiate athlete groups. In line with recent
SRC research, a binary logistic regression model and C5.0 decision tree analysis were performed
to determine any LE biomechanical or cognitive performance variables that would suggest a
greater likelihood for previous SRC. The multivariate binary logistic regression indicated that
increased Multiple Object Tracking score and NDOM knee flexion were significantly associated
with decreased likelihood for SRC group membership. The C5.0 decision tree algorithm
identified Verbal Memory, NDOM knee flexion, and Go / No Go total score as the strongest
indicators of previous SRC injury history. From the findings in Chapter 6, collegiate athletes
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with an SRC history display biomechanical movement patterns at the knee that may suggest a
greater risk for LE injury versus controls. Based upon LE biomechanical performance during
high impact loading tasks, in conjunction with cognitive performance measures, clinicians may
be able to determine an SRC injury history in active collegiate athletes. Taken together,
reductions in sagittal plane knee motion and worsening cognitive performance on working
memory and attentional tasks may mechanistically contribute to LE injury after an SRC.
In summary, the overall results of the multi-study dissertation provide both
biomechanical and cognitive evidence to support a mechanistic relationship for increased LE
injury risk in adolescent and collegiate athletes with a history of SRC. During high impact
loading events such as jump-landings and land-and-cut maneuvers, athletes with a previous SRC
demonstrate significant reductions in sagittal plane motion at the ankle and knee joints compared
to controls. These biomechanical patterns suggest increased loading on LE structures such as
ligaments and tendons and may contribute to LE injury risk even after an athlete post-SRC has
obtained clinical clearance to resume sport. Additionally, worsening cognitive performance on
measures of reaction time and working memory tests were significantly associated with higher
risk biomechanical loading patterns at the knee joint; these findings were unique to athletes with
a previous SRC, suggesting that this injury modulates the relationship between motor and
cognitive performance when athletes perform unanticipated, sport-specific maneuvers. Lastly,
there appears to be clinical utility for identifying SRC via a multifaceted approach consisting of
motor and cognitive assessments. Sagittal plane knee patterns, along with assessments of
multiple object tracking and verbal memory performance, are sensitive to an SRC injury history
and may assist clinicians in determining when clinical SRC recovery has been achieved to
mitigate future risk for LE injury.
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APPENDIX 1
Chapter 2 Article Copyright
The article in Chapter 2 titled The Influence of Sports-Related Concussion on Lower Extremity
Injury Risk: A Review of Current Return-to-Play Practices and Clinical Implications is a
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dissertations; therefore, no copyright approval is required.
(https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/ijes/policies.html)
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APPENDIX 2
Chapter 3 Article Copyright
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APPENDIX 3
Chapter 4 Article Copyright
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APPENDIX 5
Chapter 6 Article Copyright
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